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(Dedicat,ed lo the 11w1nory o/ l'ro/essor JN. K111J1u) 

PROFl~SSOR ,J.N. RAPUR 

(1923-2002) 

By 
R.C. Singh Chandel 

Sl)<:n·Lnry, Vijiiirna Parishad oflndia 

D.V. Pm.:Lgt·nd u:1Ll) Col logo, Orai -285001, U .P. 

After tho ,Joint .<>th An nun 1 Con fonmc:c of VijiiJurn Parish ad 

oflndia and 5th Annual Confon!tWC of' Indian Society of I nfonnation 

Theory and Applications (Pn•c:irkcl by l'rnf°cHc:or ,J,N. l\apur) held at 

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, [)()!hi m1 [i'ubn1ary 22-24,2002 and 

a meeting· at his residence C-7Gn N(~W Friends Colony, New Delhi on 

February 25,2002, I phoned Professor Kapur on September 20,2002 just 

after return of my U.S. visit of four months. Mrs. Kapur with full of 

sorrow replied that he had gone. In usual way, I asked "where?" She said 

"his own homo where he had to go". I understood her feelings and shocked. 

The world of Mathematics suffered an irreparable loss with 

the passing away of Professor J.N. Kapur, F.A.Sc., F.N.A.Sc., F.I.M.A. 
(U.K.), F.N.A., F. V.P.l, who died in New Delhi on Wednesday, Sept:ombor 

4,2002 at the a~~e of 7!> imipite of best possible treatment of continuously 

six montJ1s in Nnw Delhi leaving behind a widow Mrs. Kapur and well 

established a son and two daughters wiLh their families. 
On behalf of' Vijfiuna Pudshad of lndia, we pray to 

almighty for the peaC() of depltl'ted soul and God may grant 

fortitude to the Kapur family to bear irrreparable loss. 

'fhere are millions of students who appear in university 

examinations. Out of these, there are a few thousands who get first division 

in all examinations. Out of these, there are a few hundreds who get first 

positions in all their examinations. Out of these, there may be a few who 

beat earlier university records in both their first and second degree 

examinations. Out of these there was only one who beat these earlic-r 

records by wide margins of 4% and 15% marks. This man was Professor 

Kapur. 
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There arc tens of thousand:-: of persons who g·et fJh./J. d('gt'(~(·~:. /\ 

number of their theses are based on ton or more published pnpl'l'S. 'l'lwn~ 

was one thesis of more than !)()0 pages submitted for Ph.fl. degron and 

this was based on :30 published papers. This was submitted by I 'rofesRor 

Kapur. 

'!'here are tenR of thousands of mathematicians who publish 

research pilpcrs. Out of these, a fow hundred publish more th:w 100 

research pap<!rs. l'rofossor Kapur was one of them, having pubfoihed mor<~ 

than GOO research papers. 

There are research workers who work in one area in their life. 

Some work in two or three anrns. Very fow work in ten or more different 

areas. Professor Kapur was one of them, having published in :l8 different 

areas. 

There are many persons who write general scholarly articles on 

educational matters. There are a few who publish more than 500 such 

articles. Professor Kapur was one of them with about 1000 articles. 

There are many authors who write dozens of non-fiction books. 

Professor Kapur was one of them, having written more than 160 books, 

more than 100 of which are innovative in nature and unique of their kind 

in the world. 

There are a large number of authors whose books are published 

.locally. 'l'here is a smaller number of authors whose books are published 

by all-India publishers. There are only a few whose books are published 

by international publishers. Professor Kapur was one of them. Four of his 

books have already been buplished in USA and Canada. 

'!'here are persons who have written books for primary level or 

secondary level or senior secondary level or undergraduate level or 

postgraduate level or research level or general books or books on education 

and ethical and moral values. Professor Kapur wrote books at all these 

levels 

There are tens of thousands of scientists in the country. Out of 

these about a thousand are Fellows of one or the other of the three National 

Science Academies. There are about 300 who are Fellows of all the three 

Academies. Professor Kapur waR one of them and was quite senior among 

them. 

There are many mathematicians who have been president of indian 
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Mathematical Society or Calcutta Mathuinntic;d Socidy or l ndi:rn Socidy 

of 'l'heoretical and J\.pplit~d Mechanics or Indian Society ofi\.v;riculi.lll'al 

Statistics, Mathematics Section ofl ndian Scion cc Con gross or Physical 

Sciences, Section of National Academy of Science or of J\.ssocintions of' 

Mathematics Teachers of India or of Vijni"lna Parisad of India or of 

Mathematical J\.8sociaLion oflndia or oflndian Society oflndustrial and 

J\.pplied Mathematics or of Indian Society of! nformation Theory and iLs 

Applications. Only Professor r<:apur had been the President of all of them. 

He had been Vice-Prm1ident of Operation Research Society oflndia. 

Indian Society for 11 i.story of Mathematics and Society of Scientific Valuer 

This also reflects his wide interest in Pure and Applied Mathematics. 

Statistics, Theoretical and Appliecl MechanicR, (Jperations Research, 

Mathematics Education, History ofMat.hematics and Scientific Values. 

There are many Indian Mathematicians who have been visiting 

professors abroad and out of them, some have been visiting professors in 

developed countries. He had been a visiting professor not only in 

departments of Pure and Applied Mathematics, but also in departments 

of Management Science Industrial Engineering, Schools of Business and 

System Engineering. Before his death he was honorary professor in a 

school of Computer and Systems Sciences at J awaharlal Nehru University, 

Delhi and also in B.R. Ambedkar University, Agra and Netaji Subhas 

Institute of Technology, New Delhi. This also shows the wide range of his 
interests. 

'l'here aro many penions who worked as editors of journals or on 

editorial boards of journals. Professor Kapur had worked as editor of four 

journals and had been on the editodnl board of two dozen other journals. 

Many pesmrn have directed sunmier Bchools organized by the UGC 

or NCERT. Somo havo directed a number of them. Professor J{apur had 

directed abo.ut 30 of them. What is more important is that he was one of 

those few perosns who has organized the summer schools on their own 
initiative. 

There have been thousands of Vice-Chancellors of Indian 

Universities, but only a few who got this positions before they were even 

4 7 years and fewer still who were requested to accept this position. In fact 

his Chancellor got leave of absence of him from UT Kanpur for a second 

term without his even asking for it. He was a Vice-Chancellor who stood 
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firmly for 100'% fairness and impartiality in all admisHiom:, :q >po in LttH • 11 LH 

and examinations. IL was he who conducl.ed Lhe CPM'l' ex:t1niwd.ion in l 11' 

for four years without a single complaint.. 'l'lwrc were plenty of c1J1nplaint.H 

before and after his time, hut none during his time. In fact. in an 

extraordinary resolution. the UP governnwntcongrntulntcd him 011 hiH 

outstanding work which looked like a miracle at that time. 

J\gain mnny crnirwnt JH.)rsons like their birthdays to I><~ cclcbr:d.cd. 

However, w lwn his Ht.uclen l.H colkcl.<!d some funds for celebrating liiH f>Ot.h 

birthday, he prohibil.1!d t.hc111 from doing so :rnd Llwc;c funds bt)Camc :.he 

nucleus for a MatlicmaLic:d Sci<!nccs Tnrnt Society to work for the 

development of MaLhcmaLi<:al Scienc<! in India. 

When the UP Govcnwwnt. wanted Lo give honorarium for the work 

for CPMT, he refused to accept it and at his instance the UP government 

donated the amount to MSTS. lfo had giving the royalty of all books to 

the Trust. The trust has publisht)d about 120 books so far and gives pri:t.es 

worth about Rs. 100,000 per year to Mathematical Olympiad winners and 

to all those who stand first in mathematics in Board and University 

examinations all over the country. 

Many persons can claim to have clone some thing for mathematics 

education and research by using government money. He did not use 

government money. He believed in giving and not in taking. He believed 

that the Country will develop when the people depend on their own resources 

rather than on government resources for serving the country. 

Many persons in India have personal libraries. Some 

mathenrnticians and Scientists in India have nlso their personal libraries, 

but few have a library of tho si:t.e of Profom.1or Kapur's Library which 

consists of more than ()000 boo Im, 1000 journals and :300 Ph.D. Theses. 

Professor Kapur won many awards including GP ChatterjiAwarcl 

of !SCA, Education Minister's Gold Medal of NA.Sc., Yogiji Maharaj 

Centenary Award and best paper awards in many international 

conferences. He won many distinguished service awards. He won honours 

(including Visiting Professorship, Fellowship of Academies, Presidentships 

of societies, Vice-chancellorship etc. but he never asked for them. He never 

hinted to anybody that he should be considered for any one of these. 

He believed in joy of work. He enjoyed reading, writing lecturing, 

serving. He neither expected appreciation nor reward for his work. If there 
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was any thing he expected from his students, freindH :md admirers, iL 

was only that they might. be given their best Lo maLlwmnt.ics, science, 

country nnd mankind. 

Professor Kapur had many firsts to his credit. He was the firnt to 

organise the sum mer schools in India, of course with the cooperation of 

others. He was the first head of the mathematics department ofll'l' Kanpur 

and he built this dcpartmeut to international standards in a short time. 

He was the Fournlcr-Prcsidcnt. of'Vijfolna Parishad oflndia, Indian Society 

of Industrial and J\pplied Mat.hum a tics, Indian Society of Information 

Theory and its J\pplicatio11s, Mathematical Sciences Trust Society, CV. 

Kapur Education Foundation and ]{otary C!ub of Mcernt fi:ast. He was 

the founder of Mathematical Association of l tHlia and founder editor of its 

publications. lfo was also the firnt, cunwn<·r of Mathematical Education 

Forum oflSCA. He wa1:1 the firnt author to write boolrn on Mathematical 

Modelling, Mathematical Models in Biology and Medicine, Maximum 

Entropy Models, Entorpy Optimization Principles, Biographies oflndian 

Mathematicians. Mathematical Dramas and Olympiad Problems. He 

Was the first Indian mathematician to write his autobiogrphies. In many 

cases his books were the first of their kind in the world. 

Books and papers of most scientists are cited in journals of one 

subject. Professor Kapur's books and papers had been cited in papers 

published in 150 journals dealing with about fifty different subjects 

including MathmnaticH, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, all branches of 

Bngineering, Environment, llomote Sensing, Medicine, Micr<>8copy, 

Pattern Recognition, ComputerH and Computor ViRion, Sociology, 

Physiology, Philosophy, MuchanicH, 11:ducntion et.c. B iH papern nnd books 

had been cited in 150 papen1. One of hiH pnpcr'H had been cited more than 

150 times. 

Six proceedings of national conferences and eight issues of journals 

had been dedicated to him. 

PROFESSOR J.N. KAPUR AT A GLANCE 
Name 

Date of Birth 
Place of Birth 

Passed away 

Jagat Narain Kapur 
7-9-1923 

Delhi 

4.9.2002 
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Affiliations 

Address 

Education 

Positions Held 

l!Wl-59 

1 !J5D-(i1 

19Gl-86 

1971-74 

1986-88 

1987-89 

1988 onwards 

Honorary Profossor, School ofComptttl'I' and 0yHL\!lllH 

Science, ,Jawahar Lal Nehru UnivL~l'c:ity, New Ut•lhi 

11 OOG7 and Honorary Director 

Mathematical Science Trnst Society, New ])dhi 

C--7GG, New Friends Colony, New Delhi-1 HJOGG 

I ndin (011)68~~2290. 

IU\. (lfons.) Mathematics, 1942. Delhi University, 

India 

First; Class First 

/VI.!\. M:itJwrnatics, 1 D44, Delhi University, India 

First Class First 

l'h.. n. Matlwrnatics, 1%7, Delhi University, India 

C(•rtificat<! Course in Statistics (ICAR) 

First Class First in first batch 

Broke Previous Delhi University Records in 

both B.A. (Hons.) and M.A. examinations by margins 

of 4 percent and 15 percent marks by securing 91 

and 97 percent marks respectively. Won Three Gold 

Medals and Six Scholorships, Seventh Position 

in the first earliest examination held in HM6. 

Senior Lecturer, Hindu College ('Graduate School) 

Delhi University, India 1944-1959. 

Reader (Associate Professor) Institute of 

Pm-it.graduate Studies, Delhi University, Ind.ia. 

] !)5!)-1 fl() l. 

l'rofoHsor, Indian Institute of'J'echnology, Kanpur, 

India 1%l-HJ8G. 

Vice Chancellor, Meerut University, Meerut 

Visiting Professor, Mathematics Department, IIT 

Delhi and Delhi Universtiy. 

Senior Scientist, Indian National Science Academy 

1988-90, Adjunct Professor, Waterloo University, 

Canada. 

Hony. Professor, School of Computer and Systems 

Science, Jawahar Lal Nehru University, New Delhi. 



:WOO onwards 

ll 

Hony. Professor, BJ~. Ambedkar Uiveniity, Agra and 

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, New Delhi. 

Visiting Professor 

University Country Year Department 

Arkansas USA 1969 Mathematics 

Carnegie-Mellon lJSA 1969-70 Mathematics 

Siena Italy 1970 Mathematics 

Manitoba Canada HJ80-81 Business and Acturial 

Mathematics 

Waterloo Cnnada 1D81-82 Applied Mathematics 

Waterloo Canada 1982 Sytstems l~ngineering 

Manitoba Canada l!l8:l Actuarial and Management 

Scicnce8 

Manitoba Canada 1!>81 industrial Engineering 

New South Wales Australia 19811 .Applied Mathematics 

Flinders Australia 1984 Mathematical Sciences 

Carleton Canada 1985 Business School 

Waterloo Canada 1985 Systems Design Engineering 

Waterloo Canada 1986-88 Systems Design Engineering 

I.LT. Delhi India 1986-88 Mathematics 

Waterloo Canada 1987 Systems Design Engineering 

Delhi India 1987-88 Mathematics 

Waterloo Canada 1988-89 Systems Design l~ngineering 

Waterloo Canada 1 D!JO-!l2 Sys terns DeNign Engineering 

Carleton Canada imn School of Business 

Manitoba Canada 19!.m Managements Science 

Fellowships in Professional Organisations, Year of Elections 

Indian Academy of Scienco F.A. Sc. 1965 

National Academy ofSciences F.N.A.Sc. 1965 
Institute of Mathematics and 

Its Applications, UK 

Indian National Science Academy 

Vijfiii.na Parishad of India 

(First Honorary Fellow) 

F.I.M.A. 

F.N.A. 
F.V.P.I. 

Presidentship of Professional Organisations 

1966 

1969 

1993 

Indian Science Congress Association Mathematics Section) 1968 
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Bharat Gani ta Parishad 

Indian Mathematical Society 

Calcutta Mathcnird,ical Society 

Association of Mntlw ma Lies Teachers of India 

lncli1:1n Society of'Tlwrorctical and Applied Mechanic8 

Mathematical Ami{)(:iation ofTndia 

Indian Society of A14ricult.ural Statistics 

National Academy of' Sciences (Physical Sciences Sect.) 

Mathematical Sci<mcet' 'l'ru8L Society 

Vijfilma Parishad of India 
Indian Society off rnlmit.rinl and Applied Mathernatic8 

Indian National Com 111 tf4Nion on History of Sciences 

(Modern Period) 

Indian Congress on Matlwmatic8 Education 

C.V. Kapur Education Foundation 

Society for Scientific Values (Vice-President) 

Chief Editor 

The Mathematics Seminar 

Bulletin, Mathematical Association of India 

The Mathematics Student (IMS) 

The Mathematics Education (UGC) 

National Council of Educational Research and Training 

Mathematics Text Books 

Upper Primnry Mathematics Text Books 

Indira Gandhi National Open University Text Boolrn 

on Mathematics 

SSV Newsletter 

Membership 

ID7J, ion 

ID77-90 

1!>78 

1981 

1981 

1978k 

1985* 
1993* 

1.99G 

1993 
1994* 
1993-1998 

1963-1968 

1979* 

1968-1970 

19G2-l~JG5 

1987-1989 

W87-HJ8!J 

2000 

of Editorial Boards of Twenty Indian and Foreign ,Journals 

of 25 Professional Societies in the world 

International Commission of Mathematics Instructions (India's 

Representative for 15 years) 

Executive Committee and Council, Indian Science Congress 

Association. 

Council of National Academy of Sciences and Indian National Academy 

Organizing Committee of Fourth International Conference on 
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Mathematical Modelling. 
Organil':ing Committee of First and Second International Congress of 

Teaching Mathematical Modelling. 
International Conforcnce on 'l'ransportalion (Chairman, Programme 

Committee) 
Central Board of Secondary Education (Member, Chairman, 

Mathrnatics Com mitt.cl~) 
National Council of'l'caclwr Education. 

University Granl.H Corn mission Mathematics Panel 

Innovations Comm itt<~e of National Council of Educational l~esearch 

and '!'raining, India 
Review Committee of Regiona I ( ~olh~ges of Education (Chairman) 

Council ofindian Society of II iHtory of Mathernatic:s (Vice-President) 

Council of Operations Research Society of India (Vice-President). 

Science Education Forum of Indian Scicnco Congress (Convener). 
Parmar Institute of Mathematical Sciences Shimla, India (Honorary 

Director). 

Indian Mathematical Society (Academic Secretary) 
National Committee on Mathematical Sciences (DST) (Chairman) 

National Committee on Mathematical Education and Research (DST) 
Governing bodies of Nine U.P. Engineering Colleges. 

Mathematics Section Committee and Council of INSA 

Indian National Comm iRRion on History of Science and Chairman of 

itH Modern Period Conuuittec. 

Chairman IN.SA Committ\~e for Cooperation with International 

Commission on History and Philo8ophy and Scionce. 

Chairman UGC Committee for USA Programmes in Mathematics 

Member Selection Committee of'Vice- Chancellorship of Agra, Meerut 

and Jiwaji Universities 

Member UGC Advisory Commitees for Mathematics Panjab, Roorkee 
and Jadavpur Universities. 

Chairman CSIR Post Doctoral Fellowship Committee. 

Chair Professor ACME 

Member UGC Committee of Three Vice-Chacellors for visiting 9 

Universities of Germany to Discuss Collaboration between Indian and 

German Universities. 
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Invited to Visit 11 Australian Universities at the invitaLiot1 of 

Australian Vice-Chancellors Committee. 

Resource Person for two UNESCO conference in Hanglacfosh 1111(1 

Pakistan. 

Invited foreign lecturer at NCTM golden jubilee conference, 

Washington. 

Publications: 

Research Papers 

General J\rt.ich:H 

Books 

Administrative Ex1><1rience 

GOO /\bout GOOO Pages 

1000 About 12,000 Pages 

183 About 25,000 Pages 

Vice-Chaecllor, Meerut Univerntiy, India (1971-71). Head of 

Postgraduate Mathemat.icH Department (32 years), Acting Director, Indian 

Institute of Technology, Kanpur, on different occasions for approximately 

250 days, Director of Thirty Summer Schools of Mathematics Organizer 

of a dozen national and International conferences. 

Awards-

Gold Medal for best research National Academy 

National Lecturer, University Grants Commission 

1980 

1982-83 

G.P. Chatterjee Award, Indian Science Congress Association 1!)88 

Distingw:shed Service Award, Mathematical Association of Ind in 198:1 

Plalinwn dubr:Zee Lectureship, Indian Science Congress 

Associntion rnss 
Best paper Award, Administrative Science Association, 

Canada HJSG 

Felr:citalion by Yogiji Mahan1j TruBt, Gandhigram 1D92 

Dislingnislwd Service Award, Vijflfurn Parishad oflnida 1996 

Distingnished Service Award, Indian Society oflnformation 

Theory 1998 

Distinguished Service Award, Mathematika Sciences Society 2000 

Life Long Achievement Award, Indian Society of Industrial 

and Applied Mathematics 2000 

Selected for Inclusion in more than a Dozen Biographies of American 

Biographical Institute, Marquis who is who, Distinguished Men oflndia 

and Many Others. 

Hindu education trust award for being the best academician produced 
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by Hindu College, Delhi in its first hundeed yearH. :woo 
D1:stin.~·w:shed Pla.qne o/ Industrial Engineering Department. .Man£tolw 

Univornity, Canada for outstanding contributions to Inchrntrial 11;11gi-

noormg. 

Universities Visited 

USA (39), Canada (12), Italy (2),UK (12), West Germany (9), 

Australia (12), Nuthurlnncb1 (:l), Singapore (1), Iran (2), Thailand (1), 

Bangladesh (l), Paki1-:t.n11 (:l). 

Mathematics Education Projects Visited 

USA (IA), UK (8), Ndhorlands (2), Italy (:l), A1rnt.rnlia (8). 

Seminars/Lectures 

Given in India (about. IOOO), <:ivon in otlwr co1111l.rio1-: (about 200). 

lnauguralN aledictory 

At about 100 conferences. 

LIST OF RESEARCH PAPERS 

Section 

l 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Title 

Internal Ballistics of Orthodox Guns 

Internal Ballistics of Special Guns and Rockets 

No. of Pages 

21 

14 

Form Function for Multitubular Charges 7 

Internal Ballistics of Composite and Moderated Charges 13 

General Fluid Flows 

Compressible Fluid Flows 

General Non-Newtonian Fluid Flows 

Non Newtonian Fluids in Inlet RegionR 

Conducting Non-Newtonian Flt1id l•'lnw1-: 

Magneto Hydrodynamics 

fl.oat Transfer 

General Population Dynamics 

Difference Equation Population Models 

Population Models with time delays 

Prey-Predator and Competition Models 

Age-structured Population Models 

Mathematical Bioeconomics 

Biomechanics 

Compartment Analysis 

Stochastic Processes 

15 
9 

27 

14 

5 

20 

2 

8 

7 

8 
7 

12 

15 

5 

3 

15 
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21. 

22. 

·Measures of Information and their Propertie:-1 

Entropy Optimization Principles 

23. Maxim um Entropy Principle in Statistics, Stati:-1!.ical 

Mt:clumic:-1 nnd Operations Research 

24. MEI' Mode· ls in Marketing, Politiccal Science, 

Econornict: lhrniness, Search, Theory, Population 

Dynamic11, Pattern Recognition, Image Processing, 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems Coding Theory 

and R( 1 gio1111l and urban Planning 

25. (}enentl Information Theory 

26. Financial Mathematict: Dccit:ion Theory and 

Social Scienc1.: 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

Fibonacci Numbers 

Geometry 

Innovation Diffusion Models 

Survey Papers 

Miscellaneous 

Additional Contribution to Measures Information 

and their Applications 

Section 1: Internal Ballistics of Orthodox Guns 

17 

20 

10 

7 

12 

12 

23 

5 

11 

10 

4 

1.1 Solution of the equations of internal ballistics when the rate of 

burning is a linear function of the pressure, Trans. Nat. Inst: Sci. 
lndia, 3(<>) (lHfi(i), 2fi7 -290. 

l .2 The evaluntion of the co-volume: function in <:oldie's method of 

initernal bnlli:-1ticH, ,/onr . • "i<'I:. and f1:ng. Res. India, l (l) (1957), 

124-1:30. 

1.3 Ballistic effects of born resistance, Proc. Nat.Inst. Sci .India, 23(5) 

(1957), 8%-404. 

1.4 Internal ballistics of guns and rockets~ Jour. Madras Inst . Tech. 
India, 6 (1957), 5a-74. 

1.5 A note on the solution of the equations ofinternaL ballistics for the 

general linear law of burning, /'roe. Nat. Inst. Sci. India, A, 24 (3) 

(1958), 226-229. 

1.6 Lagrange's ballistic problem for unorthodox (H/L, R.C.L.) guns 
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and solid-fuel rockets, Proc. Nat .. Inst.. India, /\, 2-1 ( l) (J m>8), :l I -

:19. 
1.7 The solution of the equations of int(~rnal b:11lir-;t:icH for power lnw of' 

burning, Proc. Nat.. Inst. India, 21A(l)(1958),15-:lO. 

1.8 CompariHion of ( lnldie's, Billiard's and Sogot's methods of internal 

ballistics, Dc/ence 86. ,four. fadia, 7 (1958), 27-:34. 

l.9 The Co-volume Function in Goldie's Method ofl nternal ballistics, 

Defence 8n:. ,/ou.r., 7 (I 9G8), W<-13. 

l. lO The evaltwtion of co-vol umc function in Hunt-Hinds and Goldie's 

methorlH of'internal lrnllistics by the use ofRu:--11.;ian tables, Proc. 

Nat. Inst. Sci:., 21 A (:I) (1958), 258-2G:3. 

1.11 Emploi des functiomi [3 et. y incornplnteH in bnliHt.ique interieure, 

Mem. Art Francaise, :rn (I 9fl~l), 10 I :1-1 OW. 
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ABSTRACT 

A fixed-point theorem due to Jungck is utilized to derive a common 

fixed-point theorem for six mappings in compact metric spaces, which is 

also used to prove another common fixed-point theorem involving best 

approximation. In process results due to Brosowski, Singh Hicks

Humphris and Sahab et nl. are generalized and improved. 

1. Introduction . A self-mapping T of a normed space Xis said 

to be non-expansive (resp. 1-non expansive) if ll'l:x:-1'.Yll~llx ·· .Yll{ resp.ll'l:x-

7'.Yll.:::: lllx-- rYll} for all X,Y in x. If x is a point of x and ca subset of X, 
then set Be (x) of best C-approximant to x consist of the points y in C 

such that 

llY -x II= inf II z - x II: z E C }. A subset C of Xis said to be starshaped 
(cf[2]) with respect to a point q E C if for all x in C and all 0:::; 'A:::; 1,. 'Ax+ 

(1-'A)q is in C. Clearly, a convex set is starshaped with respect to each of 

its points but the converse is not always true. 

Brosowski[l] proved that if Tis non-expansive with x E F (T), T 

(C) c C and Be(~ is nonempty, compect convex, then Thas a fixed poi.nt 

in Be (x). Subrahmanyam[13] substituted the nonempty requirement of 

Be (x) with the finite dimensionality of C (as a subspace of X) where as 
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Singh I 10, l I J 110L<~d thaL Bro80W8ki'8 rc8ult nmwin8 tnw ii' /I,. (x) i8 only 

starshpod, hut 80011 noticed that non-cxpnm;ive property of'/' on II.· (x) u 

{.x) is enough for hi8 earlier rc8ult. In this continuntion llickH·· 

Humphrici-:1 111 ohcH~l'V<~d that Singh's fir8t result rcm:tirm Lnw, if one) 

ruplacc8 T (C) < <:by '!' (oC) c C, where oC denotes the boundm·y of C 

in X. Sniolukl UI 8tilrntitutcd 'finite dimensionality of C' in 

Subrahmn ny11111 ':--: 

result by 1li1wmit.y of'/' and compaetness of T(D) for every bounded t-mbNd 

D of C which w:w l:lf.t•r improved by Habiniak[:JJ, by relaxing the linearity 

ofT. 

In wh:d. follow:-;, F' (!. '/') rknote:--: the set common fixed points of 

I and T where a:--: /1'(A,!J,8, '/',f,cl) denotes tlw set common fixed point of 

the mapping A,!J,S,'t:I, and,/, 

In an attempt to unify and generalize the results due to Hieks

Humphries[4] and Singh[l88l Sahab et al [9) proved the following: 

Theorem 1.1 : (Sahab et al.[9]) Let Xbe a normed space, I and T self

maps of X with x E f(T,l), Cc X with T (oC) and q E F(l). If D =Be (x) 

is compact and q-star shaped l(D)-D, I is continuous and linear on /J, I, 

and Tare commuting on D and Tis /-non expansive on D u(.x;), then I 
and T have a common fixed point in I). 

'· 
We essentially require the following definitions : 

Definition 1.1. (Jungck[6]) A pair of self-mappings (B.I) of a normed 

space Xis said to be compatible if 

['!.::~, llBlxn - lBx)I = 0 , 

whenever {x /is a sequence in X such that, Lim. Bx ::::: Lim Ix,= t <~ X 
n n »~) n "' }{"I• '· 

Definition 1.2. (.J ungek and RhondcH[8]) A pair of self-mappings (B,1) 

on Xis said to be c:oincidunt.ly commuting if (B,1) commute at the 

coincidence points of 1J and /. 

In this note using a variant of a fixed point theorem due to Jungck[7], 

we first derive a common fixed point theorem in compact metric spaces 

involving six mappings, which is then used to prove yet another extension 

of Theorem I.I. In process relevent results due to Brosowski[l], Singh[ IO, 

11), Hick-Humphries[4] and Sahab et al [9) are generalized and improved, 

2. Main Results. Motivated from the observations explained in 

Jungck and Rhoades[S], one can state the following variant of a fixed point 

theorem, which is due to Jungck[7]. 
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Theorem 2.1. (,Jungck [71) Let A, S, 1 and,/ b(! co11Liuuous sclf'-rnapping8 

of' a compact metric spat:(' (X,d) with A(X) c ,J(X) and S(X) c l(X). If (•iLl1er 

(A,!) me compatibh• and (S,,J) coincidently commuting or (S,J) nrc 

compatible and (A/) coincidently commuting and 

rl(Ax, Sy)< M(.x, y) where 

M(x, y) =max { cl(lx, Jy), d(lx, Ax), d (<Jy,Sy), 112 [d (Ix, Sy)+d(<Jy, Ax)j}, 

for all x, y EX with M (x, y) > 0 then A,S,I and J have a unique common 

fixed point. 

Proof. The proof is :dnwst the same as that of ,Jungck's[7] theorem hence 

it is omitted 

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 wa8 originally proved with compatibility of 

both the pairs in Jungck[7J. 

As an application of Theorem 2.1 we clcrivc a common fixed point theorem 

for six mappings, as follows : 

Theprem 2.2. Let A, 13, S, '/', 1 and ,J be self-mappings of a compact 

metric space (X, d) such that A(X) c 1~l(X), S(X) with A, S, T, J and BI 

being continuous. If either (A, Bl) are compatible and (S, T J) coincidently 

commuting or (ST,J) are compatible and (A, BI) coincidently commuting 

and 
d(Ax, Sy)< M(x, y), 

where M(x, y) =max { d(Blx, TJy,) d (Blx,Ax), d (T,Jy, Sy), 

1/z[d (Blx, Sy) + d (1~ly, A.x)}}, 

for all x,y EX with M (x, y) > 0, then A, S, Bl and 1~! have a unique 

common fixed point z in X . Moreover, if the pairn (13, l) (T, J) (A, B), (A, 

I), (S, T) and (S, ,J) commute at t,Jw fixed point z then z remains the 

unique common fixed point of A, B, S, T, 1 and,] separately. 

Proof. We begin by noting that the coutinuity of BI (resp. 1'J) does not 

demand the continuity of B or I or both (resp. Tor ,J or both). But for 

maps A, S, BI and TJ all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied 

ensuring the existence of unique common fixed point z of A, S, BI and 

T J. Here it is worth noting that z is the common fixed point of borth 

pairs (A, Bl) and (S, TJ) respectively. 

Now it remains to show that z is also a common fixed point A, B, S, T, I 
and J. For this let z is the unique common fixed point of both the pai1·s 

(A, BI) and (S, T J), then 

Bz = B(Blz) = B (!Bz) = Bl(Bz), 

Iz = l(Blz) = IB (lz) = BI(Iz), 

Bz = B (Az) = A(Bz), 

Iz =I (Az) = A(Iz), 
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'/';:; ····· 'l'('l~lz) c:c '/' (,/'/';:;) = 'l~J('l'z), Tz '!' (8z) 8('/'z), 

Jz ,J('l~l::) c· ,/'/' (,fz) = 1~/(nz), ,fz ,/ (Sz) 8(,/z), 

which slwwH tlwt. Hz and lz (resp. '/';:;and ,/z) are othcl' fixed point.Hof' 

the pair (!\, Ill) ;rnd (resp. S, 1~!). Now in view of the uniquetH!HS of 

COllllllOll f'ix('d p!iillt. or Uw pairs (A, Bl) and (S, '/~!),we get 

Z ··Hz · lz 'l'z Jz =Biz= 1~/z= =Az = Sz, 

which Hhowii tlwt. z ;1IH0 rcmnins the common fixed point of A,B,S,'1', 1 

and J separaldy. This cotnpldes the proof. 

Remark 2.2. By reHtriding J\,n,S,'(1, and,/ suitably and modifying ~he 

remaining hypoLlwHiH ;u:conlingly, one can derive a multitude of known 

and unknown fixed point tlH,ot'l!lllH. So far we are not. familiar of any fixed 

point theorem involving five or Hix mappings in compact metric spaces. 

As an application of Theorem 2.2, we prove the following fixed point 

theorem (employing the notion of best approximation) which generalizes 

earlier results due to Brosowski[l], Hicks-Humphries[4], Singh[lO], Sahab 

et al.[9] and others. 

Theorem 2.3. Let A,B,S, T,I and J be self-mappings of a normed space 

X and C be a subset of X such that A, S,: oC-'>C with XE F (A, B, S, 1~ 
I, J) if A, B, S, T, I and J satisfy the condition 

l!Ax- Syll < M (x, y). with A ans S being continuous where, 

M(x, y) =max ~IBix- TJyll, llBfx-Axll,llTJy- Syll. 

112fllBix - Syll + llT Jy - Ax)I\/ }, 
for all x, y ED' =Du C {x}. 

Futhcr suppose! that the pairs (A, 131) and (S, 1'<1) arc compatible with BT 
and '[',,/being linear imd continuous on D. If/) be n nonempty, compact 

and starshaped with l'\!flpect to a point q (;: /) and Bl (D) = D = TJ (D) 

then D n F (A. B, 8, '!', 1, ,/) :t <I> , 

provided the pairs (B, I), (T, J), (A, B), (S, TJ), (A, I) and (S, J) commute 

at the common fixed point of BI, T,J, A and S. 

Proof: Let YE D then BlyE D as BI(D) = D Also if YE oC then AyE c as 

A(oC)cC 

Using condition (2.5.1), we obtain 

HAy - x 11 = l~Y - Sx 11 < M (.y, x ), 
giving thereby AyE D. Thus A is a self-mapping of D. Similarly Sis also 

a self-mapping of D. 
Let {t,J be a sequence of real nunbers such that 0.:::: t < 1 and converging 



to 't'. We define sequences {A
11

} and of {S,) mapping by 

J\
11
x = t,, J\x + (/-· l

11
) <J 

OS x = t Sx + (I-· l ) q 
I/. n II 

for all x ED and for each 11,, 
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Since 1) iB starshapcd with respect to q hence {J\,,} maps/) into itself' and 

so docs (.S,) also. Since I is li1war, one can have 

(1\
1
,) lx

11 
:.: l,, (Aix,,) + ( 1 - l,) Jq, 

and l(J\
11

) x
11 

:.: t,, (!Ax
11

) +I(/ - t
11

) q. 

Since (A, Hf) arc compat.iblc 

0 .;; lim ll(B/) J\
11
x

11 
•• J\,,(nT)x,,11 

n· >·~, 

:.':: l£111. ll(nf) J\x
11 

;1(H/)x
11
ll+ l1:111 (I l

1
) 1111 J\qll :: 0 

n····>e-<• n ~·~' 

whenever, lim Ax = lim !Ux l (: 1J /i11· all n 
n·· >c,.·· n n· ~'"' fl 

Hence (BI, A,,) on D. Similarly it c11n h<i shown that. ('J~J, S,,) arc compatible 

onD. 

Futher from 

11Anx - Snyll = t,,llAx - Syll< tnM(x, y) < M (x, y ), 
for all x,yE D. Since I and J are continuous ans Dis compact, therefore 

by Theorem 2.2. 

F(A,) n F (BI) n F (S,) n F (T J) = {X,), 
for each n Also since D is compact so {x,,} has a convergent subseqcnce 

{x,.J converging to z in D. ,, 

Nowx .=A11 .x 1
.= t, .. Ax.+(/ +t

1
)q, n1. .1. r. 1. t. u1 1.1 

which on letting n--J<x' niducm1 to Az z giving thereby zE D n F (A). 

Similarly, it can b() shown that zc Dr1F(S). Since BI and 7'j are 

continuouR, we have 

Biz BI li111, x = Um JJ/x = lim x :.:: z 
i ~->r .. o "'i i ">1."" n; i·-·>("·i n,: 

'l'Jz = TJ lim x = lil/l. TJ x = lim x = z 
i->oo "'i i--)oo '''i i---tcxi n,: 

yielding thereby Biz + 'I' Jz = Az = Sz= z. 
Let the pairs (A, BI) and (S, TJ) have different fixed point u and v 

respectively, then llu - vii= llAu - Su II 
< max ~IBiu - 'I' Ju II, llBlu - Aull T Ju - Svll, 

~ ~IBfa - Svll + llT Ju- Aull]} 
which is a contradiction, implying thereby u = v, thus both the pairs have 

same common unique fixed point u = v = z. 
Now on the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.2, it can be easily shown that 
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z remains the unique common fixed point of A, B, 8, '/', I and ,/ 

Hence, we conclude that 

D n F (A, B, 8, 1', 1, ,J) :t <I> . 

This completes the proof. 

Remarks 2.3 

(i) Theorem 2.8 extends the result of Sahab et al[HJ as we generalized 

contractions along with compatibility (cf [6]) instead of commutativity. 

Also Theorem 2.8 involves six mappings instead of two mappings. In 

Process related results due to Hicks-Humphries[4], Singh 110], 

Brosowski[II and others are modified and improved either partially or 

completely. 

(ii) If we use a fixed point theorem in complete spaces corresponding to 

Theorem 2.2 then the continuity requirement of any one of the maps 

A,S,BI or T J can serve the purpose which is possible due to the fact that 

compact metric spaces are always complete. But due to a shorter proof 

we opt to use Theorem. 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4J 
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[8] 
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ABS'l'HA<;'l' 
In this paper we improve the result. of ,Jungck[8] obtained in 

metric space under the commutativity condition. A common fixed point 

theorem for a pair of coincidently self-mapping on metric space satisfying 

the contraction conditions. 

1. Introduction. Let (X, d) be a metric space. The mapping F: 

X ~ X and g: X ~ X are said to be commutative if (fg) (x) = (gf) (x), for 

all X EX. 
Dhage, B.C. (1999), [1] stated the following result: 

TheoremA. Let f and g be two self-mappings of a metric space X stisfying: 

d (fx, fy) _:;:max {d (gx, gy), d (gx, fx), d(gy, fy), 

112/d (gx, fy) + d (g:y, f.y)f} for all x, y EX and for some 0::::: A< 1. 

Fut.her, suppose that 

(i) f(X) ~ g (X), 

(ii) any one of /(X) and g(X) is complete and 

(iii) f, g are coincidently commuting 

Then f and g have a unique common fixed point z and the sequence (y,) 
c X is defined by Yn+I = fxn = gxn+I' n,:::: 0 ... (1) 

for some sequence {x,J c X, x0 = x E X coverges to z. Further, if g is 

continous at z then f is continous at z. 

Our related results are as follows 

Theorem 1. Let f and g be two self-mappings of a metric space X 

satisfying: 
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d (/x, /y) <A, max {rl (gx, gy), 1h[d(t.;x, /'x:) + d (gx, /y) 

'1:,/1 /,(gy, /y) + d (.t.;y, /r)// ... (k) 

for all x, .Y c X and for some 0 _:::'A < I. Further, suppo:-:c I.hat all Lhc 

conditiotrn of tlwon:111 ;\ hold. Then/ and g have a uniq Ut) com rnon fixed 

point z and f'ttth<·r ii' t.lw H<)quence {y 11) c Xi:-: defined by 

.Yn+l =-~ fxn .1 . .:x,,11• 11. ~:: () 

for some H{:qucncc {x,,} c X, x 0 = x EX converges to y; mapping g is 

contin.ouR at that. point. z t.hcn /is also continuous at z. 

P1·oof. Let .x1112 X, be arbitrary element. We define scqunce {x,) such that 

fx
11 
= gxri+r Fulhnr ld H<'q ll<'llC<) {y

11
} b<) such that 

.Yn+l = f (x11) g (x11, ,) · 
Now, the two ca8CH nriHe. 

Case 1. If yn=y
11

+1, for HonH: 11.c N, then we have 

Z = Yn = gxn /xn gxn+I Yn+J · 

'l'aking n = x,e then fu :::.: gu. 

Again, using (iii) we have /g (u,) = gf (u) 

or gg(u) = fg(u) = g/(u,). 

Now, d (z, fz) = d (fu, fz) 

_::::A max. {d (gu,gz), 1h[d(gu, fu) + d (gu, fz)}, 1h[d(gz, fz) + d (gz, fu)]} 

=A max. {d (z, fz), 1h[d(fu, fu,) + d (fu, fu)}, 1h[d(gu, fu) + d (gu, gu,)]} 

='A max. {d (z, fz), 1h[O +OJ, 1h[O + O]} 

= 'A d (z, fz), 

... (2) 

which is a contradicition. This shows that fz = z and z is a fixed point of 

f. Again z = fz = f gu = gfu = gz. 

So z is also fixed point of g 

Cas(~ II . LE!t y
11 

''l :v,,,1• for all nc;; N 

z = l£m y 11 "~ lirn /x
11 

l£m /4X
11

+1 . 
tk-·>f"" n···""'"' n- »"i 

As z E g (X), there exist a point tDE X such that z = gw. 

Using (*), we get 

d(fw, gw) _::: d (fw,fx,) + d (fxn, gw) 

_:::: A max {d (gw, gx,), 1h[d (gw, fw) + d (gw, fx,)J, 

1h[d(gxn, fx,) + d (gxn, fw) + d (fxn, gw)]}. 

Taking lim we get 
n-;= 

d (fw, gw) S A max {d (z, z), 1h[d (gw, fw) + d (gw, gw)], 

1h[d (z, z) + d (gw, fw)}} + d (z, z)]} 

= A . max. {O, 'hd(fw, gw), O} + 0 

= A. 112 d (fw, gw), 
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which is u contradiction. This shows that jiu gw, 8imilnrly if'/(:\) i;.: 

complete, then there iH a point z E / (x) staiH(ying (1). 

As/ (X) <;;:; g(X), there iH a point w E X HUch that z:::: gw :md :1H Hhown 

abovt) /w = gw. Also it iH :-d10wn in the µroof of case 1 that/ and g havt! 

common fixed point z. 

Again, for uniqueness, 

let x be an other fixed point of/ and g, then by condition (*), we have 

D(x, z) = d (f(x), /(z)) 

_s 'A max. { d (qx, gz), '1:1/(d (gx, fx)/, + d(gx, /z), 'hfd (£Jz, /z) + d (gz, fx)]} 

=-:'A max. {<l (x, ::'.), '!:r{d (x,x) + d (x, z), 1/,fd (z, z) + <l (z, x)/} 

='A max. {cl (x, z), '1:1/0 + d (x, z)/, '/.,j(J + d (z, :t)}} 

='A max. {d (x, z), 'h /d (x, z)], Y,, fd (z, x)/} 

='A cl (x, z), which is n contradicition. This shows that d (x, z)=O 

<=> x = z. Thus z is a unique fixed point of/ as well as of g. 
Now, for the proof of contiunity off 

we have, f (X) ~ g (X) and g is continuous. 

Also, Yn+J = f Zn+l = gzn+l' n ~ 0 

:=> l1:m y ·+J = lim fz, = lim gz i+J = gz = z = fz 
1/.-)oo /,., Jl,·--';oo I, 11,-)oo T 

:=> lim fz = fz 
IL-)CXl 1L 

:=> f is contiunous at z in X. 

Theorem 2 . Let f and g be two self-mappings of a metric space X 
satisfying 

d(f Px, /Py)_~ 'A max. {d (f/1x, g"y), 1h /<l (t/1x, / 11x)+ d (g<Ix, f 1'y), 

~~[d (glfy, f "y) + d (!l'y, f 1'x)j} ... (*-A") 

for all x, y EX and for 8onie 0 < 'A<J, where p and Cl nrc positive integers. 

Further, Buppose that 

(i) / '1(X) ~ g'l(X), 

(ii) any one of /P(X) and g1(X) is complete and 

(iii) f, g are coincidently commuting. 

Then f and g have a unique common fixed point z and the sequence {y
1
,) 

c Xis defined by 

Yn+l = f Pxn = fflxn+l' n .'.'.: 0 ... (1) 
for some sequence {x,,) c X, x0 = x E X coverges to z. Further, if ff1 is 
continous at z, then f P is also continous at z. 

Proof . Same as of theorem. 
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Introduction. The concept offrnr,zy sets was introduced initially 

by Zadeh [38] in 1965. Since then, to use this concept in topology and 

analysis many authors have expansively developed the theory of fuzzy 

sets and applications Especially, Deng[9], Erceg [11], kaleva and Seikkala 

[23], Kramosil and Michalek[24] have introduced the concept of fuzzy metric 

space in different ways. Grabiec[14], followed Kramosil and Michalek 124] 

and obtained the fuzzy version of Banach contraction principle Moreover, 

it appears that the 8tudy of Knnnosil nntl Midialokl2'1] of fuzzy metric 

spaces paves the way for developing a smoothing mnchinery in tho field of 

fixed point thcorcnrn, in particulm· fol' the study of contractive type maps. 

Fang[l2] proved some fixed point theorcrns in fuzzy metric spaces. which 

improve generalize, unify and extend some main results of Banach[2], 

Edelstein[lO], lstratescu[l 7], Sehgal and Bharucha-Reid [29]. Sessa[30] 

defined a generalization of commutativity, which is called weak 

commutativity. Further Jungck[21] introduced more generalized 

commutativity, so called compatibility. Mishra et. al.[26] obtained common 

fixed point theorems for compatible maps on fuzzy metric spaces. 

Recently Jungck et al. [22] introduced the concept of compatible mappings 

of type (a) metric spaces, which is equivalent to the concept of compatible 

mappings under some conditions and proved common fixed point theorems 
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in metric HTrnCl'H Choj 8] introduced the concept of compn l.i bli' Ill ;q1pi 11!.'J' ol' 

type (n) in fuzzy nwtric spaces. 

Many :H1t.l1orn have studied the fixed point theory in fuzzy metric 

spaces. '!'he Moc:L i 1i I.nesting references in this direction are I lad;ml [ l]. 
ChanglfiL l1';111gl I :!.I, ( lrnbicc[l 4J, Hadyicl 15] Jung, Cho, Chang and 

Kang[J 8], ,Jung, ( :110;111d1Gm[l9], Mishra and Sharma l2G] Shanna[:J2], 

[3:fi, i:l4J, [:lfii, j:Hil ;md fuzzy mappings. Bose and Sahani[7], Butnnriul4], 

Changj5J, Chnng, Cho, I ,cc, and Lee [7], Lee, Cho and ,Jung[25]. 

((cccntly, ( ;<·org<· nnd Vccramani[B] modified the concept offuzzy 

metric space inLrodrn:<·d l>y Kramosil and Michalek[24] and defined 

Hausdorff topology 011 Lhe fuzzy metric spaces. They showed also that 

every metric ind uccH a fuzzy metric. 

In this papl!r, we prove common fixed point theorems for six 

mappings satis(ying some conditions in fuzzy 2 and :3 metric spaces in the 

sense ofKramosil and Michalck[24], Our main theorem extend, generalize 

and fuzzify some known results in fuzzy metric spaces, probabilistic metric 

spaces and uniform spaces. Cho[S], Grabiec[14], Hadzyic[16]. ,Jungck[20], 

Jungck, Murthy and Cho[22], Mishra and Sharma[26], Rhoades[27] Sessa, 

Rhoades and Khan[31], Sharma[32, :33, 34, :35, :36], Singh and Pant[:37]. 

We also give an example to illustrate our main theorem. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. A binary operation*: [O,lj x [O,lj x [O, l]-7[0, lj is called 

a continuous t-norm if ([O, 1 ],*)is an abelian topological monoid with unit 

1 such that 

a.1 * b, * c, s a2 * b2 * c11, whenever a1::::, a:1,b 1 .::: b:1. c 1 .:S C;J, for all a,, a~.' bi, b2 

and ch C:1> nre in [O, I/. 
Definition 2.2. 'l'lw :!-tuples (X, M, *)is calkd a fuzzy 2-meric space if X 
is an arbitrary set,* is con ti nous t-norm and Mis a Fuzzy set inX1x [0, 00] 

satisfying the following conditions for all x,y,z,u EX, and ti,t2 ,ta> 0: 

(FM-1) M (x, y, z, 0) = 0, 

(FM-2) M (x, y, z, t) 1, t > 0 and when at least two of the three points 

are equal 

(FM-3) M (x, y, z, t) = M (x, z, y, t) = M (y,z,x, t), 

(Symmetry about three variables) 

(FM-4) M (x, y, z, t1 + t2 +ta).'.'.': M (x, y, u, ti) * M (x, u, z, t2) 

* M (u, y, z, t3) 



(This corresponds to tetrahedron inequality in 2-llH!Lric sp:1ce) 

'!'he function value M (x, y, ;:;, t) may be interpreted as Uw probability that 

the a ren of triangle is less than /.. 

(FM-G) M (x, y, z, *): /0, 1 / ··>/OJ} is left continuous. 

Definition 2.3. Led, (X, Nf, i) is a fuzzy 2-metric space. 

(I) /\sequence (x,,) inn fllzzy 2-metric space Xis said to be converg<rnt to 

apointxEXif 

lim M (x,,, x, 11, l) I /(11· all a E X and l > 0. 
Jl-·)<><l 

(2) /\ H<~qucnce {X,) in fuzzy 2-mctric space Xis called a Cauchy 

:-;equencc if 

li111. Nf (x,,, 1,, x,,, a, l) I /i1r all a c X and /. < 0, p>O. 
n··~·>o<.) 

G~) A fuzzy 2-metr.ic Hp;1c<• in which evNy Cauchy-seqtwnce is convergent 

is said to be complcL(!. 

Remark 2. l. Since* is continuou;;, it follow8 from (l<'M-4) that the limit 

of the sequence in fuzzy 2-metric space i8 uniquely determined. Let (X, M, 

*)be a fuzzy 2-metric space with the following condition. 

(FM-6) lim M (x, y, a, t) =1, /or all x, y, o. EX 
Jl··~)L•"J 

Example 2.1. (George and Veeramani [13]) 

Let (X, d) be a 2-metric space, define a* b =ab or (a* b =min {a, b}) 

and 

for all x, 

y c X and /. > 0 , M (x, y, o., t) = 
t + d (x, y, o) 

... (La) 

Then (X, M *)in a f\1'!.zy mct.ric HJ>HC('. we~ call this fuzzy nu~trie M, 

induced by the metric d. the HLand nH1 fuzzy metric. On the other hand, 

note that there exists no metric on X Salicilyi ng (I. a). 

Lemrna 2.1. (Grabiec[l ti]). For all x, y cX, M (x, y, z,*) be non - decreasing. 

Lmmna 2.2. (Cho[8J and Mishra et. al.[26]). Let {y,J be a sequence in a 

fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M,*) with the condition ( FM-6). If there exists a 

number h E (0, l) such that 

M(.Y,,+2, .Y11+1, a, kt) 2: M (.Y,,+1, Yn, a, t) ... (1.b) 

for all aEX and t > 0 and n =1,2 ,. . ., then {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. 

Proof. By simple induction with the condition (Lb), we have, for all 

t > 0 and n=l,2,. .. 

M (Y,,+1, .Yn+2, a, t) 2: M (y1, .Y2, a, till') ... (J.c) 

Thus by (I. c) and (FM-4), for any positive integer p and real number t > 
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0, we have 

M(Yn, .Y1111,, a,!,):> M (Yn, .Y1H/, a, lip)* M(Y11·11,.Y11+:1,a, tl11}t< 

... p-l£1/1,eS ... *NI (Y111p-1, .Yn1 1,, a, /,/11) 

( 
I /, 

> M Yi y., u. ···· -) * M (Yi y., a -----) * ... - . ' . ..., ' I )/(1 1, . , . ~' · , J>fti 

.. .p-t1:1/1,es ... * M (y,, Y::,a,---
1
-!__, ., ). 

· • f) 1.~n P"~ 

Therefore, by (li'M -<i), we have 

li:m M (Yn. y,, ,1,, a, /.,) ;> I * I* ... p-timcs ... * 1 ~ 1, 
11-)oo 

which implieH t.h:1t {v 11} iH a Cauchy sequence in X. This complete'.' the 

proof. 

3. Compatible Mappings of type (o.). ln thi::-: S<!dion, we give 

the concept of compatible mappings of type ((X) in fuzzy 2-metric spaccH 

and some properties of tlwse rnappings for our main results. 

Definition 3.1. (Mishra et al.12ti]). Let A and 1J be mappings from a 

fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M,*) into itself. The mappings A and Bare said to 

be compatible if 

lim M(ABx", BAx11 , a, t) = 1 
n->oo 

for all a EX and t > 0, whereever {x,J is a sequence in X such that 

lim Ax11 = lim Bx11 = z, for some z E X 
n-->~ 

Definition 3.2. (Cho[8]) Let A and B be mappings from a fuzzy 2-metric 

space (X, M, *)into itself. The mappings A and Bare said to be compatible 

of type (a) if 

lim M (ABx,., BBx,,, a, t) = 1 
n-->~ 

and tr:m M (BAx,., AAx,,, a, t) =J, 
11·-->oo 

for all a EX and t > 0, whenever {.x,J is a sequence in X such that, 

lim. Ax11 = lim Bx,. z.. for some z EX. 
n->oo 11"'-')c.o 

Remark 3.1. ln papersl21],l22], we can find the equivalent formulations 

of definitiois 3.1 and 3.2 and their examples in metric spaces. Such 

mappings are independent of each other and more general than commuting 

and weakly commuting mappings[20],[30]. 

Proposition 3.1. (Cho[8]). Let (X, M,*) be a fuzzy metric space with 

t * t ~ t for all t E [O, l} and A and B be continuous mappings from X into 

itself Then A and Bare compatible if and only if they are compatible of 

type (a). 

Proposition 3.2 (Cho[8]) Let (X, M,*) be a fuzzy metric space with t* t 
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?J for all {, E (0, 1/ and;\ ii nd H be mappingN l'l'olll xi 11Lo itscd r. If;\ :md n 
are comp:1tible of type (n.) nnd J\z :=: nz for NO Ille .Z c X, Llwn 

J\Hz= f Wz = HJ\z = J\;\z. 

Proposition 3.3. (Cho[Hl) Let (X,Nf,*) be a f'uililY metric sp:w~ with •1 

/, f'or all /.E (0, 1/ and;\ :111d n hu mappingN from X into itself. If;\ and Ii :tl'c 

compatible of type (u) n nd (x,,/ is a sequence in X such that 

(1) 

(2) 

l1:1n J\x11 lim Hx11 z /i;r so11ie z EX, I.hen 

hm lV\x,, i\z if(\ is continuous at z, 

(8) J\/Jz=JJJ\z and J\z n:,ifJ\nndBarecontinuousaLz. 

Sharma I :rn] provc~d the following theorem for fuzzy nwt.ric space: 

Theore1n A. Let (X, NI,*) be a comp le LP fuzzy metric space with/.*/,,::: t 
for all t E(0,1/ and the condition (1 1'M.(i). Lct;\,H,8,'/',/':rnd Q be mappings 

from X into itself such that 

(i) P(X) c J\B(X), Q(X) c ST (X) 

(ii) AB =BA, ST== TS, PIJ ~=HP, Q8 = SQ, (IT= TQ, 

(iii) A, B, S, and Tare continuous, 

(iv) The pairs (P, AB) and (Q, ST) are compatible of type (ex), 

(v) There exists a number k E (0, 1), such that 

M (Px, Qy, ht).::: M (ABx, Px, t) * M (Sty, Qy, t)* M (STy, Px, Bt) * 
M (ABx, Qy, (2- p) t)* M (ABx, STy, t). 

for all x, y, EX, p E (0,2) and t >O. 

Then A, B, S, T, P and Q have a unique common fixed point in X. 

In this paper we prove 'l'hcroem A for fuzzy 2-metric space. We pmve the 

following 

Theorem 4.1. Let (X, M,*) he a comph~te f\1zJ1y metric space with t * t .'.'.: t 
for all t E [O, 1/ and the condition (FM-(1). I ,ct A,13,8,T,P cind Qbe mappings 

from X into itself such that 

(4.1) P(X)cAB(X), Q(X)cST(X), 

(4.2) AB =BA, ST= TS, PB= BP, QS =SQ, QT= TQ, 

(4.3) A, B, Sand Tare continuous, 

(4.4) The pairs (P, AB) and (Q, ST) are compatible of type (ex), 

(4.5) There exists a number h E (0, 1), such that 

M (Px, Qy, a, ht),::: M (ABx, Px, a., t) * M (Sty, Qy,a, t) 

M (STy, Px, a, t) * M (ABx, STy, a, t), 

for all x, y EX, p E (0,2) and t >O. 

Then A, B, S, T, P and Q have a unique common fixed point in X. 
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Proof'. By (it. I), si nee P (X) c AB(X), for any x11 EX there exists a point x 1 

EX such that / 1
x11 AH.xi. 

Since Q (X) c: ST(,\'), for this point {r) we can choose a poi 11 L :c .. <: X sucl 1 

that Qx, 8'/'x:r Inductively, we can find a sequence {y11 } ill X ilH J'ollow:o 

.Y:111 l 1x:111 A/Jx::1111 

and .Y1111 (~X::11 I I ::::· 8'1'."t.:211+2 for all n ::: 0, 1,2, ... 

By (1.G), for nil l > 0, Wl~ have 

!VI (Px2,,11, Qx211·•·2, a, x t) 

M (J\Hx:J111 i, P.x:J,.11, a, t) *NI (STx211+:J, Qx:Jw12 a,t) 

•+. 111 (8Tx::1111:1, Px:J1111, a, t) * M(ABx211+1,S1'x211+2,o,, t) 

fl;f(Y::,,,Y:11111, a, l) * lt1(Y:J1111,.Y:1111:J, a, l) 

+ !W(.Y::1111 . .Y211+1, a, l) * M(Y211,.Y:111+1, a, t) 

Similarly we have al:oo 

M(Y211+2,Y2n·•·,,,a,l<.l)? (Y:111+1,Y:1111::,u., l) * 1Vl(y211+2,Y211+3, a, t) 

Thus from (1.d) and (Le) it follows that 

M (y,,+i,Yn+2, a, l?t)? M(y,,,y,.., ,, a, t) * M(.y,,+i,Yn+2, a., t) for n = 1,2 ... 

and so for positive integers n, p 

M (Y211+1,Y211+2, a, ht)? M(y,,,y,.+1, a, t) * M(y,i;.1,Yn+2, a, ti hi') . 

Thus, since M(y,,+1,y,,+2, a, t/hP) ~ 1 asp~oo ,we have 

M (J,,+1,Yn+2, a, ht)? M(y,,+i,Yn+i, a, t). 

Hy Lemma 2.2, {y11} is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
Since Xis complete {y,,} converges to a point z EX. 

... (1.d) 

... (J.e) 

Since {Px2,1}, {Qx:1w1d, {ABx2,,+d and {STx2,,+2) are sub-sequences of {.y,J, 

therefore thuy nh10 converges to the point z that is ns n---~oo, 

Px211, Ox:11111, 8'/':'1C:111•H and J\Bx21111 .. ··> z. 
Since;\ and n are couLinuOllH and the pair { 

P, AB) is compatible mappingH of type (n), by Proposition 3.3 (1), we have 

as n4oo 

P(AB)x211+1-> ABz and (AB)2x2,,+1 ~ ABz. 

Similarly, Since Sand T arc continuous and pair {Q, ST} is compatible 

mappings of type (a), by Proposition 3.3 - (1), We have as n~oo 

Q(ST)x2,,+2 ~ STz and (ST)2x2,,+2 S1'z. 

By putting x = (AB)x2,,+1 and y=x211,2 in (4.5), we have 

M(P(AB)x2,,+lr Qx2,,+2,a, ht) ? M((AB)2x2,,+1, P(AB)x2,,+1,a, t) 



* J\ll(STx::,,1::. l'(;\/i)x::,, 1::.a. I) 

''' M((/\llFx::,,11, S'f'.x:::,,11,a, f.) 

which implies that :is n '> 1··, 

M(J\Hz, z, a, kt)?_/* f* M (/,, J\Bz, a,/,)* M(J\Bz, z, a, t) 

.2: M (J\Hz, 2, a, f.) 

'l'lwrcfore, by Lemma ~.:l, w1: have J\l3z=z 

By Putting x =Px:;11 11 :md y ''X:J,,1. 1 in (4.5), we have 

M(I)x211 , (/.x:J,, 11,a, Ii~/) > M((Al3)2(J->x2rt), JJ(fJX:Jn) a, t) 

* M(8Tx2,,+2, Ox::,,·11,a, t) 

* M(STx2,,,i, P(Px:1,,), a, I) 

* M((J\/l(Px::,,) S'i'."t.::;,,.1.a, I). 

Taking the limit n ->1x,, we haw 
M (Pz, z, a, kl) .2: M(~:. l'z, <1, !,) * M(z, z, u.,t) 

* M (z, Pz,a, t) * M(z, z, a, t) 

.2: M (Pz, z, a, I.). 

By Lemma 2.3, we have Pz = z. Therefore ABz = z = Pz. 
Now we show that Bz =z. 
By putting x = Bz and y = x 211 +1 in (4.f:i), and using (4.2), we have 

M (P(Bz), Qx2,,,1 , a, kt) .2: M(AB(Bz), P(Bz), a, t) 

* M (STx2,,+1 , Ox211+1' a, t) 
* M (STx2,,+1 , P(Bz) a, t) 
* M (AB(Bz), STx211 , 1, a, t) 

which irnplicR that, :1H n -··>Cx'.! 

M (J3z, z, a, lit) > M (Hz, Bz, a, 1,) * M (z, z, a, t) 

* M (z. /Jz, a, t) * M(Uz, z, a, t) 

I* 1 * M (z, 13z, a, t)*M(Bz, z .. a.,t) 

* M (Bz, z, a, !,). 

Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, we have Bz =z. 

Since ABz = z, therefore Az = z. 
By putting x = z and y = STx2,.+2 in (4.5), we have 

({) 

M(Pz, {)(St)x211+2, a, kt) .2: M(ABz, Pz, a, t) * M ((ST)2x2,.+2,0(ST)x2n+2'a,t). 
M((ST)2x211+2, Pz, a, t) * M(ABz (ST)2x2,.+2,a,t). 

Taking the limit n-700, we have 

M(Z, STz, a, ht) .2: M(z, z, a, t)M(STz, STz, a, t) 

* M(STz, z, a, t) * M(z, STz, a,i'.) 

= 1 * 1 * M (STz, z, a, t) * M(z, STz, a, t) 
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> M(z, /:J7Z, a, t). 
By Lemma 2.:), this irnplie8 that STz =z. 

Now by put.Ling x z :rnd y Qx~11 , 1 in (11.5) and w.;ing (11.2), W(' have 

M(Pz, Q(Qx:!1111), a, Id)> M(l1Bz, Pz, a, t)+ M(ST(Qx~11 , 1), Q((/x:!11 , 1), a,I,) 

*M(S'l'«}x::11 , 1), Pz, a, t) * M(Alh, ST(Qx~,,l}J, a,l). 

'l'aking the limit. n ·>,.,,we have 

M(z, Qz, a, kl) > M(z, z, a, t) * M(z,z,a,t) * M(z,z,a,t) 

/>1 /V/(z, Qz, a, t) * /* 1 

M(z, Q:::, a, t). 

Therefore, by L<~mmn 2.:1, t.hi8 implic~s that Qz "''Z an<l hence STz=z Qz. 

Finally we show that. '/;;'. ···• z. 
By putting x;:;: z and y 1~'. in (11.5) and using (4.2), we have 

M(Pz. Q(Tz), a, kl,).::;: M (!Wz, Pz, a, I) * M(ST(Tz), Q(Tz), a, t) 

* M (ST('l'z), l'z, a,t) * M (ABz, ST(Tz), a, t) 

= M(z,z,a,f,)* M ('I'z, Tz, a, t) 

* M('l'z, z, a, t) * M (z, Tz, a., t). 

Therefore M (z, Tz, a, ht)?: Since STz = z, therefore Sz = z. 

By combining the above results, we have 

Az = Bz = Sz = Tz = Pz = Qz = z, 
which shows that, z is a common fixed point of A, B, S, T, P and Q. 
For uniqueness, let w (w # z) be another common fixed of A,B,S, 1', P 

and Q, then by (4.5), we have 

M (/>:::, (/w, a, /;,t) .?:'. M(ABz, Pz, a, t) • M (STw, Qw, a, t) 

• M (S'l'w, Pz, a,t) • M (ABz, S'l'w, a, t,) 

This yields 

M(z,z,a,t) • M (w, w, a, t) • M (w, z, a, !,) + M (z, w, a, t) 

l• 1 • M (111, z .. a, t) • M (z, w, a, t). 

M (z, w, a, kt) ?: M (z, w, a, t). 

Therefore by using Lemma 2.3, we have z = w. This completes the proof. 

Example 4.1. Let the set X = [O, l} with the metric d defined by 

d(x, y, a) =I x-y, a I and for each t E [O, lj. 

we define 
t 

M(x, y, a, t) = I I 
t+ x-y, a 

M (x, y, a, 0) = 0, for all a, x, y, EX. 
Clearly (X, M, •)is a complete fuzzy metric space, where* is defined by 



a' h =ab. 

Let A, n, S, 'I'. P and (J lw defined ar:; 

Ax = x, !3x :r/ 2, Sx =xi 5. 

Tx = xl:J, />x x/(i and Qx = 0, /or all x c X. 

Then P(X)==[O, llfi/c/0, 1!2}=An(X)anrl 

Q(X) = {O} c /0, 1I15/ == ST(X). 

()7 

lfwe have x = 112, t =- J, w<~ sec that condition (1.5) of Theorem :3.1.l is 

satisfied. Clearly conditio11s (tJ.2) and (4.3) of Theorem :l.1.1 are also 

satisfied. 

Further the pair {P, AH} is compatible mappings of type (n), 

If Lim x 11 = 0 where {x} is a sequencP in X, such t.hat 
n->oo fl 

lim Px11 = lim AB.x11 == 0, for some (}, X. 
n--)oo n·-")oa 

Similarly, the pair {Q, S'l') is ahm compatible mappings oftype (a). 

Thus all the conditons of'l'heorern 1.1, are satisfied and Ois the unique 

common fixed point of A, B, S, '/', P and (/,. 

We give the following metric vernion of the condition (4.5). 

For self mappings A, B, S, T, P, and Q of a metric space (X, d) there exists 

a number k E (0, 1), such that. 

d(Px, Qy, a) < k max {d(ABx, Px, a, d (STy, Qy,a) 

1h(d(ABx, Qy, a)+ d(Sl'y, PX, a)),d(ABx, ST_y, a)} ... (l.f) 

for all x, y, EX. 
If we put P =Qin (1 . f), we have 

cl(Px, Py, a).::; h I/I.ax {d (ABx, Px, a), cl(S'f'.y, l~y, a) 

1h(d(ABx, J~y, a) + d(S'/y, PX. n.)),d(J\IJx, ~n:y, a)} ... (1.g) 

for all x, y EX and h E (0,1). 

lf we put ll='J';:;;;/X nnd A;;;; n 'f'::: Ix in (l .g) respectivley, we have 

cl(Px, Py, a) s I<- max {cl(Ax, Px,a), d(Sy, Py, a) 

1h(d(Ax, Py, a) + d(Sy, Px, a)), d (Ax, Sy, a)) ... (1.h) 

and d(Px, Py, a) _:::: k max {d(x, Px,a), d(y, Py, a), 

'h(d(x, Py, a) + d(y, Px, a)), d (x, y,)) 

for all x, YE X where kE (0, 1). 

... (J.i) 

We can also find many fixed point theorems for three or four or five 

mappings on metric spaces satisfying the conditions (Lg),(1.h) and (1.i) 
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ABS'l'RAC'l' 
··) 

A large amplitude plasma wave (w fl' h 
0

) propagating through a 

plasma produces oscillatary electron velocity at the harmonics of wP. The 

electron velocity at second harmonic couples with the density oscillations 
-> 

of an ion acoustic wave (w., h ) to produce a nonlinear current at (2wfl-

w w "" 2w ), that produces 2w , emissions. The process is sensitive to s p /) 

power of the plasma wave. 

1. Introduction. Wave mixing and harmonic generation are the 

areas of intense research in plasma physics during past few decades 

[8, 7, 8, 11]. Wave mixing has applications in image processing, dispersion 

correction, tracking and pointing, optical computing and charged particle 

acceleration. H.armonic generation hns applications in wavelength 

conversion, generation of coherentXUVirnd soft X-rays etc. Both of these 

processes also serves as diagnostics and much of tho knowledge about 

plasma can be acquired [4]. These techniques are very attractive since 

they render possible the study of different processes also in cases when a 

local measurement in situ in the plasma is not possible for various reasons. 

Both of these processes involves excitation of natural plasma modes. Two 
such modes are plasma or Langmuir wave and ion-acoustic wave. Plasma 

wave is the high frequency mode obeying the dispersion relation w2 =w 2 

fl 
+ k2 u2

1
h and u

1
1i are the plasma frequency and electron thermal velocity 

respectively. Ion acoustic wave is the low frequency mode with dispersion 

relation w = hes, cs being the ion sound speed [2]. Second harmonic 
generation by an electromagnetic wave is often interpreted as a two-step 
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process[l]. In the f'i l'sL step some clcctl'on density oscillatirntN at. a fn.:q ll\'llC.V 

equal to or vc l'Y elm;(~ Lo the fundamental freq ucncy at·e pt'<>d uccd. l n th· 

second step the incidc nt fundamental is scattered from the (dect1·011 dcnsi Ly 

fluctuations ol' Lwo <·l<:cLron plasma waves near fundanwnLal fl'cqucncy 

interact to prnduc<' :;l'cond harmonic. Alternatively electron plasma waves 

can also lw exciLPd by parametric decay instability in which Lhc incident 

electrnmngndic waw: decay into electron plasma wave and ion acoustic 

wave. The 11onli1w:1riLy of ion acoustic wave may play an important rolu 

in the devulopnwnL of par:undl'ic instabilities leading to the excitati0,1 of 

ion acoustic waves. !11 particular, harmonic generation by a strong ion 

acoustic wave rc1rnlts in an incn~asc of its effective dissipation and thus 

instability saturation. In various space and astrophysical plasmas, 

signatures if harmonic emissiorrn have been reported. One of the possible 

scenario may be due to plasma wavo coalescence [5,9]. In this paper we 

study generation of electromagnetic waves at 2w via mixing of plasma 
p 

and ion acoustic waves. The electron velocity at 2w , due to plasma wave 
p 

couples with the density oscillations due to ion acoustics wave to produce 

nonlinear current at 2w which results in 2w emissions. In section we 
p, p, 

obtain electric field at 2w and in section 3 we discuss our results. 
p, 

2. Second Harmonic Field. Consider the propagation of a large 

amplitude Langmuir wave, 

,h = A e-•:(w,, t-11, n 
'l'p 0 (1) 

and an ion-acoustic wave 

<p ::: Ac"i(mt·I;. i'J (2) 

through a plasma of electron density n% and temperature Te. Herc 

k0 = -Vwg~.::.w,f'!uw k = w le,, u,1, == k11 '(. Im,,, c., =kn 1:, I rn,, kB is 

Boltzman constant, 

w = -V4mi0 -e3 /-;;/,~ 
p 0 f~, 

e and rn. being electronic charge and mass respectively and rni is ion 

mass. _, 
On solving equation of motion rn(dvldt) =-eE, electron velocity due to 

Langmuir wave, can be written as 
-7 

... _~ ... _.~ 
0 o- · ,Eo-iko<l>o· 

Tniw
0 

(3) 

On integrating Eq. (3) we obtain, 



·) ---) . 
1· r0 -·el~/111.ffi~1 , (;!) 

where 1)s the electron's position at l == 0. llsing (;!)in (I) and applying the 

identity 

c1i"1" 11 2.: ,J (f)e1
"

11 ,Wt' get Llw plasma wave potential as 
ll II 

L J\ ,J (<X)c i/(n 11 )rn,,1 (n 1 1)/1,:.11 
JI (} II 

w hnrc u::::: lc,p,,,"' /(!) 0 . 

For n=J, we obtnin t.h(' pot.u11Lial of the plasma 

wave at second h:1n11onic as, 

(G) 

<I> ,:::;/\ ] (n)c ,·1::m,,1 1:.,, n ('~) 
:J tf I 

ElccLron vclocit.y at. st~cond lwnnonic due t.o <IJ
01 

and std!' mnsistc'nt. potential 

<\>,, = <l>.,c· 112'""1-i;,,;; after solving t.lw <~quat.ion of' nwt.ion is - - ···) 

.. , eh 0 
Uo:: ::: lllffi (4\12 +<!>2) · (7) 

() 

Using (7) in the equation of continuity iln/()/. + \! .(n1) )= 0 ,we obtain the 

electron density oscillations at (2ffi 0,2 !l 2) as 

n~ k v01 
no1 = (f) (8) 

() 

Using (8) in the Poisson's equation \,?2q> = 4rcne, we get 

£2<P2 = Xe2G\12' 
where Xe2 = - ffi~ I 4w~, £ 2= 1 +x,,2 • 

Using (9) in (7) we get, 
·-) 

eho<l>02 
1:102 inm~s- · 
E.loctron dc1wity perturbation dtw Lo ion ncoui-:1tic wave is given by 

(9) 

(10) 

n = n~ e <I> /'(. (11) 

l•'rom (l O) and (11) we obtain the non Ii nua r cu n·ent. durrnity at 

2ffi 
0 

-- CJ) r:::: 2w as 
--> I' 

JN1,=-n*ev
02

. (12) 

Using (12) in the wave equation [10], we get 
_, _, 4rciw , 4ffi 2 _, 8rciffi _, 

V 2 E"-V (V. E.,) = --9-P- n·ev
0
,,- --.,-"-E.,--;;-1l- JL (13) 

" " c- " c- " C" 2 ' 

where, J; is the linear component of current density. Taking V. of (13) 

we ~et (2ko-k) • -• 
V .E., =--n eu

0
.,, 

- (j) -
(14) 

p 

Using (14) back in (13), we get 
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In Fig.CJ) we hnve plotted the efficiency of the power coupling with the 

parameter o:. 

8. Results and discussions. The pla1m1a wave on coupling with 

the ion acoustic wave cnn produce Hignntures of electromagnetic radiations 

at 2wJrequencies. '!'he efficiency of the process shows a peak around a= 

2 This may be one of the mechanimnH observed in solar radio bursts. 'I'his 

mechanism could also be employed as a diagnostic tool in laboratory 

produced plasmas and also in the generation of high frequency waves. 

The scheme can be extended to study generation of higher harmonics - .. . ~-

also. 
We can express Eq.(17) in terms of /-function of one variable[lO], 

an extension ofMijer's G-function, Fox,s H-function of one variable. 
2w 3 v ,fl i I 1 1 

A2 =?kf- 1~; z <P.11
'
0

0.2:1 [ ~ (2,l) '(-2, l)]. 
z 1.h 

( 18) 



Figure Captions 

Figure 1 : Effcicncy of the process variation with <X. 
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ABSTRACT 

The tlwory of J\ln10:-1l Periodic Functions was created hy Bohr in 

1924. In 19GO three ({.ussian mal.lwrnaicians J\ntonovski i, Holtyanskii and 

Sarymsakov introduced a 1ww sp:tc:l~ known :rn tupological scmifield and 

for the first time Iseki[4] intl~rpreted some results on almost periodicity 

on topological semifield. 

In the present paper we have generalized some results of 

Gottschalk, Reddy, and Bagley, R.W on almost periodicity in context with 

topological semifield. 

In this paper, we shall consider some results on almost periodic 

transformations in a metric space over a topological semi field [l]. 

Definition. Ifwe consider a setFofuniformly continuous transformations 

defined on the real line, then a transformation f of Fwill be called almost 

periodic if to each positive number E there corresponds a positive inte~:ur 

/,,so great Uu1t. among each/, successive positive integct·s then~ is an 

integer N satisfying 

I/ N (x) -·· /(:x.) I c:, · '" x "" 
I ,et; X b(~ n metric spuco over a topological m~mi field fl. Let p bo Urn 

metric dofinod on X. Lot 'l'bo topological group and /be a mapping 

defined by 

l: Xx T ~ X such that f (x,t) = xt (t£T) for xc.X. 

We write/ (x) in place off (x,t). We shall also suppose that the group 

{ (: t£T} is a transformation group. We assume that Tis generative and 

let S be a replete semi group [2] in T. 
Definition. A subset B of Tis said to be S syndetic [3] if there exists a 

compact subset K of T such that Sc BK. 
Definition. A transformation group { t: t £ T} is said to be S-almost. 

periodic if for each neighborhood (nbd) U of 0 in R and for each s in 8, 
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thcl'c (:xistH :1 cornp:1cL Hui>scL ](of'/' such that citlwr of' UH' l'ollowi11g 

conditiotrn an· '';ll i,.:fic:d: 

i) p ( /"(x), /'/x)) E l1 for l:ach /.aX, xr.X. 

ii) p (1, /'· (.x)) l'. ll f'or l:ach hr/\, xrX 

Definition. 'I'll(' trnm:l'orma(.ion group Tis discretely almoHt IH'riodic if' 
and only if' t.11<· l.1·;111::il.ivc: group rt: t.r'I? is totally bounded in its space: 

inclux u11if'orn1il.y. 

Theorem. J ,l'L S 11(' :1 111dric space over a topological semi field/( 

Then Llw 1'11ll11wi1w. prnposit.ions arc equivalent: 

l) (/: /.r '/'/is ,'-,'.;dmost periodic, 

2) {/':Ir '/'/is cl ic:crdP ly :ii most pc:riod ic, 

~l) '!'he L1·;rnc;forinnt.io11 grnup {(':sc 8/ is totally bounded 

hy t.lw nnt.urnl Lopologyof'thc mctricspaceXoverthe 

topo]ogic;\] S(:flll field/{. 

Proof. (1)~ (2) : 'l'o prove {/:le'!? is discretely almost periodic, it is 

sufficient to show that {/'':si:: 8} is totally bounded. 

Let Ube a nbd of 0 in R. Tn ke a nbd V of 0 in R such that V+ Ve U. Since 

{f': iE T} is S-almost periodic, there erists a compact subset]{ of T such 

that p (f '' (x),f' (s))£ U for some he]{ and for each s£ S (xcX) . Since the 

mapping f: XxT ~ Xis uniformly continuous, therefore applying the \ 

theorem 5 of(4] for the compact setK, {f": hi:,K} is equi-continuous and is 

Lob I ly bounded also. Hence there exists a finite set P of]{ such that 

p ( f'' (x). /
1
"(.x))c V for some p£ P, 1~£ K (xcX). Thus for each s£ S, hcK and 

pc I'. WP have 

p ( /'' (x), f "(r)) << p ( / '' (x), f '"(x)) + p ( f" (x), f "(.x)) 

E\/+\/clf. 
which shows LlwL {(: /.f '!'} ic: dic:cn-!A:ly S-al111os(. periodic. 

(2) ~ (:3): It is obviouH by Llw definition of discretely S-almost periodic 

function. 

(:3)~ (4): For a given nbd U of 0 in R, we choose a nbd VofO in R such 

that V+V +Ve U. 
Since (f' : s£ S} is totally bounded, there exists a finite subset P of T such 

that 

p ( f" (x), /5(x))£ V for s£ Sand for some pr. P (xs-Y). 

We select a nbd W of 0 in R such that p (x,y) £ W implies 

p ( f" (x), [5(y))£ V for x, y£ X. 



We shall show that p (.Y,y)r. Wimplics 

p ( /'" (x), f'(.y))r U. 
Let p (x,y)r Wand Id srS. We selucL J>i'. />such that 

p (/'' (x), f'(x))E V. 

Thus l'or p (x,y) c W n11d for some .scS, we have 

p ( /" (x), f'(.y)) << p (/' (x), /''(x)) + p (t' (x),t'(y)) + p (/' 1
' (.y), ('(.y)) 

cV+V+Vc U, 
which shows th:it {(': sr Si i1' uniformly equicontinuous. 

7!l 

Thcoren1 l 51. Ld .. \' lw 11 llll'Lric space over a topologic:a I scm i field R. IC 
ft: le'/'} Ii<~ an ah<•li:111 t.rnm:f'onnation group dcfi1wd on X and is almost 

periodic, then a· 1
: IT'/'/ is cquiconl.inuous. 

Remark: rt: /,c 'O is H:tid Lo I><! (!qui continuous at. xrX, if for ever nhd u 
of 0 in R, there is a 11/Ji/. V of 0 in U such Lh:i l. p (x,y)c Vi mp lies 

p ( f 1(x),f
1
(.y)) c U for all/. F 7'. 

If rt: le J~1 is equi continuous at each point ofX, then 

rt: tc T} is said to be cqui continuous on X. 

Proof of Theorem. Let U he a nbd of 0 in R. Select a nbd V of 0 in R 

such that V+V+VcU. 

since rt· tc 'n is almost periodic, there exists a compact subset K of T and 

a set A of T such that T =AK and 

p (x, r (x))c V for each acA and xc:X. 

Since [{is compact therefore {f 11
: hE [{}is equi continuouH, thus for all 

x,ycX :md for each nhd V of 0 in R there exiHLs n/Jd W of 0 in il 8uch that 

p (x,,y) c Wimpli<'H 

p (f"(x),/' 1
'(y)) r V(!t c !\). 

Now for tc'/'thoro are clcnwnLH ar ;\and In'./( Hll('h Llwt /. uk Honco for 

p (x,y)c W, we have 

P <t(x),t(.y) = p (["
11
(x),f ""(.y) 

P (f 1
w(x),f''°(y)) 

<< P (l
1
"'(x),f"(x) + p (lk(x)Jk(y) +p (f 11 (.y)J

1
w(y)) 

cV+V+Vc U. 

Hence the proof is completed. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we have cotwidered a claRR ll of (i~ntire Double 

Dirichlet Sequences. With suitably Gelfand binary compositions, norm 

and involution, Uhas been provided with a Gelfand algebraic structure 

which is not a division algebra. Self adjoint and unitary elements in U. 

have been characterised. Sym (U), the symmetric set of U, has been 

shown to be a commutative B-A· -subalgebra of U. Sym (U) has also been 

provided with a Banach lattice structure and has been shown to be an 

Archimedean function ring. 

1. Introduction. Let Ube a class of complex double sequences, 

defined as 

(1.1) U={/:/ 1a 1snpe'"'m+"11 11la l<oo} l 11111 1 mn 
Ill I fl .·~ ~:' 

where {/., } and {It} m·e NLrictly incn~nHing nnd unhound<«l H<•qm•ncoA, 
nl t11 • 

satisfying 
. log (m+n) 

(1.2) lun /) oo, 
,,,.1,. '"'' +' ~l" 

Note that every element of U satisfies 
log la I 

(1.3) lim "'" = -oo. 
m+u·-·~"'' Am+ µn 

Hence every element of U is the sequence of coefficients of an 

entire function represented by Double Dirichlet series, i.e. 
f(s, W) = L.amnesA.m+ wµn. 

For this reason, we call any double sequence satisfying (1.3) as an 

Entire Double Dirichiet Sequence. 

Srivastava ( [4], [5]) studied a class of entire Dirichlet series 

defined as 
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t ~ 

S = {/: /(s) - I: a,, e''A", a,, = o (e ·11
"")} • 

Daoud l2J generalised his class to the caRe of s1•v1~r;d con1pkx 

variables and studi<~d n c:lass X of integral functions repreH011t.cd by double, 

Dirichlet. seri<:!H defined aH 

x 
We have c:orrnidered in IGJ the class X of entire double Dirichlet 

sequences corT<!Hpond ing to the class X of Daoud. In this paper, we consider 

a superset of'X which we denote as U and define as (Ll). 

1n m~ct.ion 2, we h:rve provided a B*- algebraic structure to U. Self 

adjoint and unit.my dcnwnts in U are characterised. Symmetric set of U 

has been given an algebrnir; 0tructure. ln section :3, lattice structure has 

been developed on Sy111(( !), Sy111(l!) has been shown to be a Banach lattice 

as well as an Archimedean l ring. 

2. Algbra ic Structure For U. For definitions of this section we 

refer to [3]. We define binary compositions on U as follows: 

(i) f + g = 1c } where c =a + b , CE m,n > I .. l' ""' nm nm nm -

(ii) 

(iii) 

a..f ={d111,) where d 111 ,, = a..a111,,, a E C; and 
f. g = lem"/..111 +llfln a .b ). t' mn m 

With these binary compositions, Ubecomes an algebra with identity 

element u defined as follows: 

(2.1) u = 1e ) e = e -m"/.."' - nµ,. CE 1n n > I. 
l' m ' mn ' -

We define norm on U as follows: 

11~1 =sup e"'i."' +"f111J a I, V f ={a )E U. 
m~!! "'" = 

Obviomily { J becomes a normed linear space. 

Also, since 
11/g'll Slf,/J emA,,, 1llllr1k~111Am'11/111 a, .b I 

111111 ;~ u 11 rn nm 

< 811,P e"''"' 1·"
1111 h lsu,p e"'l.m+"µ"lb I 

--- 111·+1t ?~ :J mrt m+n.:;: 2 mri 

=llfll.llgll, 
hence Ubecomes a normed algebra. 

In fact, we have 

Theorem 1. Uis a Banach Algebra. 

Proof. We only have to show that U is complete. 

Let {f) be a Cauchy sequence inU, 

f · (a<P!. CEp >I 
P' mn -



C1ivcn E > 0 3 some p
0 

> l such that 

(2.2) II t;,.gfl II < (c,V p,q?:. P
0 

::> snp = e"''"' ' 111111 I a1"J - a<11> I< E VfJ,<J ?J1
0

• 
iwfn _::: ;: lllll IHll 

This implies that. {u/1'!} forms a Cauchy sequence in C f'ot' cv<•t'Y ,,,,, . 

111,n and hence, owing to the completeness of C, converges to a cornpkx 

nun1ber, say a.
11111

• 

(2.:3) 

In (2.2), let.ting</ >""we have 

Slip e"'' 111 ' 111111 I a111> ··· n I< EV P?:. P11 11111 ,,,,, 

·:/ 11/ / 11 ) ()(IS J>··> ,,., 
)I 

=·> / ~-> /asp ··7 ,x,. 
I' 

Further, owing to (~.:l) nnd (l. l ), /belongH Lo lf, Hince 

snp = e"'i."' '"1111 h Is sup 
/fl,,~ 2: 2 11111 111 !11 • :! 

+sup 
1w111;·JI 

e"'Am I llJl11 I 0/11) ,.~, (l, I 
llHI lllll 

e'".,.,,m j "I'" I a/11> I. 
11111 

Hence the theorem. 

Next we define an involution -A· on U, as follows : 

*(f) =/* = (a- )V /={a. } EU, 
mn mw 

where a,..,, is the complex conjugate of a,,.,,· 
Note that 

(i) (f')* = fci
11
), = (0:,,) = {a

111
) = f 

~ <f'>* = f. 
(ii) 11+,)">* = 1a· ·:n; 1 = rd.· ) = { D. 1 = f'k + g* 

\J ·~ l 1
• 'mu ·mu!' l mn mn I ·· 

=:/ (/+g)* = / * + g*. 

(iii) (u.. t>* = {a·:c;. J = {ci. ii ) 
lllH mr i.i. /* 

~ (u./)* :"ii. f' 
(iv) 

= {e"'Am + "f'" .a }). }= g* . /'k 
mn mn · 

::.::> (f.g)* = f'. g*. 

Further 

llf.f*ll= {sup=emAm+nµ,qemArn+nµn.a .flr I 
171

+
11

?: 2 mn nm 

= {sup=e"'1-m+"µ 11Ja IJ2=llfll2 

m+n?!'.2 mn 

=> II f.f'll = lltli2. 
Thus we get, 
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'fheorem 2. l J is n commutative H* · algebra with indPntit.y. 

Corollary!.(! iH :t Oclfand Algebra. 

Proof: Note t.llat., f'or the identity element u of U defined by (2.1), we 

have 

/IJ I 11 - ~! 

Hence tlw n·Hult 

Corollary 2. (I ii'. not. a division algebra. 

Proof. ( ~orn;id<·r. for i rn1t.:1 nee,[== {a,,,,,J where 

). I ~· 111>..,,1 11Pri 

a,,,,, ~ 111. ·I n 
Obviously, f IHdont~H t.o l 1. I ,et,, i ('possible, there exists g = (b

111
) 

such that / .. L! 11. 

Hence 

llgll = sup e"''"111 + 11
1
1

11 I b I 
II/fl 

111+112:2 

= sup e"i'-111 +"''"(Ill +n)c -<"''""' + "P11J 
m+ri 2: 2 

=sup (m+n). 
m+n?: 2 

This implies that g does not belong to U. Hence f does not pos::;eRR 

inverRe in U. .Hence the result. 

Theorem 8. Let f = {a.
11
.) E U. Then f is self adjoint if and only if 

e111
'

111 1 
"''" .a

11111 
is real for each m,n. 

Also f iH unitary if any only if 

I c111
A111 I llllu. a I ] f< t' q('b tit fl 

I/Ill ' ) e, • " • 

Proof: Recall that in n nornwd * algdH·a, au clement f is said to be self 

adjoint if/= /*in U, we have 

f * =f 
~.,.:;. a.

11111 
is real ce m,n 

<:=;. e"''""' +"''" a.
11111 

is real ce 1n,n. 

Again, recall that an element f of a normed* algebra with identity 

is called unitary if f.f* = e, the identity element. 

In U, we have ·· 
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/. / -J..·= fl, <:::) C111A,, 1 t np 11 a . (1, = e (111/.. 111 1 11p 11 ) 

11111,) 111/t 

<=> I e'"" 111 
' """ a I -= l 11!11 _, 

<~-=-1 I e1111c,11 ' 111111 a I = 1 . 
Iii/I 

I fence the theorem. 

Recall tha L LI w ~·H.·L ur all self adjoint elements of a norm(•<f'' :1 li-;t•lirn 

Xis called the symmdric set of X and is denoted as 8ym (X). 

The above chat'acLerisation of self adjoint elements of lJ suggests 

an alternative expression for Sym (U) as follows: 

8y111. (U) -· {(: {a
111
), / c l!, c"''"' 1111111 a

11111 
is real a' m,n?:.l}. 

Sym (U) is obviously a subclass of ti. Equipped with same binary 

compositions as in l! and sanw norm as on U, we get 

1'heorem4. Sym (U) is a commutative Ilk sub algebra of U with identity. 

Proof. We only prove the completen('HH of 8yrn(ll). 

Let {0 be a Cauchy sequence in Sym (U), t;, = {a1:;/), p?:. 1. 

Given E > 0 ,:3 some p
11

?:. .I such that 

iifP - fqll < E, cc p,q ?:.JJ0 , 

Le. 

(2.4) sup =e"''m+"µ 11 la!JJ!_a«1!I< E Y p,q ?:.p
11

• 
111 +11 ?-'2 mn mn 

This implies that {alPI} is a real Cauchy sequence. Owing 
f/111 

to the completeness of R, therefore, it converges to a real number, 

say a
11111

• 

In equation (2. 4), as q --> °", we get 

(2.5) su.p e'"'"' '"""I a 11'1 -o, I< c as/> .2". p 11 
nl -111 ;~ l! lflfi Jllft 

=> snp;;:: e'"''" ·111 f111 I a!J1> -a I ···-> 0 c u..c: p··> '""' 
m+u;::» '1111. 1111/. 

:::.-->Ill- ~l-7 Oas p--? oo where/ (a } fl , lltfl 

=> / -7 /asp-_,, oo, 
/l 

The lim.it /belongs to Sym(U), owing to (2.5) and (1.1), since 
sup e"''-111 + nµ,, I a I:=:; snp e"''-m + 11µ11 I alv!_ a I + sup e"''-m + 11µ 11 I a/vi I . 
m+11,=:2 mn m+n22 mn mn m+112;2 mn 

Hence the theorem. 

3. Lattice Structure For Sym (U). 

For the definitions of this section, we refer to Birkhoff [l]. In 

this section, we provide a lattice structure t9 Sym (U) by defining a 

partial ordering on it as follows: 

If l = {a J and g = {b ) are arbitrary elements of Sym (U), we m mr 

say that 
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l:::; g, il ('1nk111 f HJl11 (J,11111.::::: e'llAm + 11)111 h,,,11 a! /ll,.,Jl,. 

Clc!mly t.lw l'(d;it.ion "::;"on Sym (l!) safo;fil~H the following 

properties : 

(i) Reflexivity: r-:J (k' r E sy111(UJ. 

(ii) Anti 8ym1ndry: 

(iii)Transi ti vi ty: 
/ < p, and g -~ / c.:> l ·- g, 

/<g and g :S h :> /:Sh. 
'l'IH1H tlH' rcl:1tion "::"defines a partial ordering on Sym (ll) ;ind 

{Sy111, ( ll), <j I>< •conwH :1 p:u'Lia I ly ordered set or a poscL In fact, we haVl! 

Theorem 5. {Sy111 (f !), <iii:; a Banach lattice. 

Proof. Let/ {11
1111

/ :rnd fi~ {h
1111

,l be two arbitrary elements of Sym(U). 

and 

Define /Ag:· {<·
1111

J:u1d /v g ~.: {h
1111

) where,o~ m,11..?.: I, 
Clll'A.111 I 111111 C 

11111 

C"''J...m I· "P11 (/ 
11111 

111,1:/t, {<'111A111 I 11p,, ((.11111 ' {'111A.111 I "fin b,,u,J 
1nax {emAm I llJl11 al/tit I emA111 ·I llflrt bm11.l· 

It can be verified that. /A/~ :ind f v g belong to Sym (U) and are 

the greatest lower bound (g.l./J.) and least upper bound (l.u.b.) 

respectively off and gin Sym (U). 

lattice. 

With these definitions of l.u.b. and g.l.b., {Sym (U),:5} becomes a 

Define ltl = fv (- f) where (- f) = {-a
111

,). Then 

ltl:slgl ~ fv (-f) :::Ogv (-g) 
=> 1naX fem'A.m + nµn Q, ~emAm + nµn a ) < 

l' !WI' IHT -

1na,x 1emAm + nµn b -emA.m + nµn b } 
~' mn' I/tit 

:.::.) em'A.m +"'(HI a I < emA.m + nµ11J b I 
mu - mn 

:::> sup e"''"' + " 1111! a I <sup < e"''111 + " 1111! b I 
1111t - - mri 

111-hl 1:~ !! Ill 111 1:. }! 

:::> II/ II 11~11 a· (, M (~ Sym (U). 

So that {Sym (ll), ~-:,;} becomcH n Banach lattice. 

Theorem 6. The lattice {Sy1n (U), :S} iH modular. 

Proof. Recall that a lattice is called modular if it satisfies the modular 

identity, viz. 
f :!: h ~ (v (g /\ h) = ({ V g) /\ h CE g. 

Let us assume f :!: h, where f = {a
11
.,) and h = {c,,,J, so that 

ernAm + nµn amn _:::; em'Am + rtpn Cmn 0: Jll,n _2: J, 

(3.1) emA.m + nµn C = 111aX lemAm + rt)1n (1, emAm + n~Ln C } ce 1n 1L > J. 
mn l' 111r1 ' inn ' -

Now for every g E Sym (U), withg {b
11
.,), we have 

f v (gAh) = (fv g)/\ (fv h) (by distribution) 
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111.f,Jl, {1nax {emf-111 ! 111111 (/l/tll' emf,,,m 'I ltfln h/1111/, ('111A111 I 111111 ('II!// d ll(~ Lo (.'LI) 

(/v g) /\ h. 

This shows that {Sy111 (lf) . .::::i is modular. 

Theorem 7. {.Sym (U).~::} is an J\rchimeclean function ring. 

Proof. We first prove two lemmas. 

Lemma 1. The lat.Lice {Sym (U), :=:)is an J\rchimedean 1-group. 
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Proof. Since {.Sy111(ll), :~:}is ;1 commutative J3'k. algebra with identity. 

ilnd {Sym (U), <)is a partially ordered set and lattice, therefore Lo show 

that Syni (U) is an l-gruup, it only n~rn:1inH t.o slww t.h:it. every group 

translation in $ym (U) is iHotonc. 

i.e. f-1 {1+/ + ( 1 is iHotone ff' f
1

, (r F Sym(lf) 

Or, in other wordH, we have to shuw that, ce f
1

, /~ E Sym(U) 

t _::: g:::.:> f J +/ + !:1 _:::: r0 > f1 + /J, + (! · 
Let us suppose that f ~ g and let / 1={a<n;, {

2 
= { a<2!) be arbitrary 

mn mn 

elements of Sym (U). Then 
/ _:S g· => emAm + n~tn amn _::; emAm + ttPn b1111t ce Jrt,n 

~ emAm + n~ln ( a0)) + em'Am + nµu (a ) + emh.m + nµn ( a(2)) < 
ni1i 11i1( 1n1i 

emAm +nµn fa(!))+ emA. 111 +nµn fb )+em"-m . .,_npn (a/2) ) 
,}in 1\m mn 

:::> f1 +f + f 2 .:::: f1 + g + f 2 . 
Therefore the mapping {-> (

1 
+f + {

1 
is isotonc. 

Thus {Syni (U), is :u1 I-group. 

lt remains to show that {S,y11i (U), iH Archimedcan, i.e. 

/<< g;c} / {), 

Let f < <g, i.e.,/ i8 incomparably smaller than g. This implies 

that for every positive h 
h. 1· < g :::> k e'"~"' + nµ,, a < e"'!..m ,. "1111 b 02 1n n 

- mn- mn ' 

:::> h o;
11
"'.:S b,,,,. 02 1n,n 

:::>a = 002 1n,n (:. a ER & R is Archimedean) 
n11i Utlt 

:::> f = 0. 

Thus {Sym (U) 9 is Archimedean. 

Lemma2. The lattice (Sym (U) 9 is anArchimedean l-ring. 
' Proof. {Sym (U), ::;) is already shown to be a lattice as well as a ring. 

Further note that 
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(a) 

and 

> e"'A111 ! llH11 a < c'llAm ·! llPn b w It/, ll > I 
/Jllt--·· II/fl ' --

==> h ·I / h. I g a.' h = {c
1111

) in sym (U) 

(b) 0 .~:: /~ () ,1; > ::: e'11
' 111 +

11
P11 a

11111
, 0:2: e111<111 + 111111 b

11111
02 111,,n .?'.I 

::_·_> () e111
"-111

111 P11 a"'" .bm,) re 1n,n .2:: 1 
: => () < /g. 
This piowH t.l1at {Sym U, ::;} is an Archimedean l-ring. 

Proof of Main Theorem. Suppose that (I\ g = 0 and his any clement of 

Syni (U) such that Ii ;~ 0. Then 

h.?: () =·==> c"'A,,, 1 11
J111 c

11111 
> 0 cc 1n,n.?: 1 

and 

(f Ag) = 0 ==> 111.in {c'11
' 111 '

11
1' 11 u.

11111
,e"''"' + 111111 b

11111
} = 0 02 1n,n.?: 1. 

Together, we have 

_ . {e"'Am + 1111" (e"'A111 .,. "Pri c .a ), } 
-1nin 11

"
1 

"" = 0, 1n, n >l. 
emAm + uµn (emAm + nµn C .a ) -

mn nu 

Hence the theorem. 
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ABSTRACT 
Tlw notions of' H<l-expandability and bounded Bd-expandability 

propertiPs Hl'l! i ntrodt1ced and i-:t:udiud. IL i.c; proved that Hd-expnndability 

property is a topological proJH~rl.y ot.lwr I.him finite dimensionality coupled 

with Hausdorffnoss which i-:t.rengtlicn.ci parncompnctncs.ci to bounded 

paracompadness. Not only this, /Jcl-cxpandability property 8trongthens 

each of the following properties to bounded paracompactness : 8-refinability, 

metacompactness, bounded metacompactness, subparacompactness. 

screenability and Lindeloness. 

Introduction. In 1970 Fletcher, McCoy and Slover [3] introduced 

the notion of boundedly paracornpact spaces. A topological space Xis said 

to be boundedly paracompact if every open cover of Xhas a bounded locally 

finite open refinement. The class ofboundedly paracompact spaces contains 

the class of corn pact spaces and is contained in the class of paracornpact 

spaces. But a paracornpact space need not be boundedly paracompact and 
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a boundcdly paracornpacL space rwed not lie cornprn:t. I low<~V<'t', l1'l<'LdH·t', 

McCoy and Slowr j:q have proved Uwt f'iniL<' dimensiorrnliLy t.ol;<dli<'r willi 

Ha usdorffness HLn' ng·Llwns paracom pactness to bounded pa rncom pndtH'HH. 

Also, Fktdwr. Mc:C:oy nnd Slover 141 have provNI that bounded mt111L;1bk 

parncompnct.11<'HH lo~~dlwr with Hausdorffness strengLlwnH ll<'n~ditnry 

pan1compncL11c•ss Lo bounded paracompactness. But it is nut. known, 

whctlwr nny 0Ll1<'r Lopologicnl property strengthens paracornp:1<:Lness to 

bounded p;ir;1co111pnd11c~ss. Therefore, the following question arisPs: 

hi Uu~n· 1111y Lopolo~~ical property other than finite dimensionality 

coupled w i Lh I In t1sclorl'f1wss which strengthens para compactness to 

bounded paracompm:Lr1css? 

All the known <~xpandahility properties bc~ing wc~aker than 

paracompactness c:rnnot HtrengUwn paracompactness to bounded 

paracompactness. In the pn·Htmt paper. we introduce the concept ofBd

expandability as a stronger form of expandability and answer the above 

question in the affirmative. 'l'he whole paper is divided into two sections. 

In section 1 the concept of Bd-expandability is introduced, discussed and 

the above question is answered in the affirmative by proving that every 

Ed-expandable paracompact space is boundedly paracompact. The notion 

of bounded Ed-expandability is also introduced by generalizing the notion 

of Ed-expandability. Various inclusion relations are obtained and several 

counter examples are given which demonstrate the invalidity of a number 

of plausible conjectures concerning these properties. In section 2, open 

problems are given. 

1. Bel-Expandability Property 
l. l Definitions. A topological space .\ is snid to be Bd-cxpandable 

(respectively, boundedly U1/-cxpandablc) if for each locally finite 

(respectively, bounded locally finite) collection {Fa.: cxcA} of subsets of X, 

there exists a bounded locally finite collection {Ga.: aEA} of open subsets of 

X such that Fa.cG., for each ar.A. 

I .2 Theorem. A topological space Xis Ed-expandable (respectively, 

boundedly Ed-expandable) iff for each locally finite (respectively, bounded 

locally finite) collection {Fa.: aEA} of closed subsets of X, there exists a 

bounded locally finite collection {Gt,: cxrA} of open subsets of X such that Fa 
c Ga for each cxEA. 

Proof. Obvious. 

l.3 Theorem. A topological space Xis boundedly Ed-expandable iff for 
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l'ach discrete collec:Lio11 {11:,: nul/ of :-rnbsets of'X, I.hen> r•xist.;; :t l)()ll11ded 

locally fin it.c collection {( ;": w:./\/ of open subsets ol' X sllch Lhn t l<'u< ( "" i(>r 

each ofc1,rA 

Pn>0f. The proof followH l'rom a simple modification of Uw proof' ol' 1.lw 

'l'lworcrn 2.7 in [IOI. 

I A Lemma. I ,d {F .. : mA/ JH, a bounded locally finite colll)dion of subsets 

of a topological sp;1c:l' .\.I ,(·t. I' {y c A: y is finite}. Then (n.,,y/1:,: yr.I'/ is 

bounded locally f'init.e. 

Proof. Obvim1H. 

Using J,t>lllnia l .. l :1bovu we give a characterization of Hri

expandable spac:es as follows: 

1.5 Theorem. A topological Hp:tct' X iH /lrl-t~xp;111dnhlc· ifffor each locally 

finite collection Fof (cloH(~d) Hub::t•tH of X, I.here exists a bounded locally 

finite open cover U ofXand a pnsitiw intq.~l>l' n such that each member of 

Uintersects atmost n nwmber.s of F. 

Proof. Let X be a Bel-expandable space. Let F = {F": ar.A} be a locally 

finite collection of (closed) subsets of X. Then Cl F = {ClF.,: ar.A)is locally 

finite. Therefore, there exists a bounded locally finite collection {Ga.: ar.A} 

of open subsets of X such that Cl l"a. c Ga. for each ar.A. Then there exists 

a positive integer n such that each point xf.Xbelongs to at most n members 

of {G": ar.A}. 

Let. r = {ycA : IY I:::: n}, For each yEr ,define Vy = f'iuq G,,- "''"Y Cl/1~,. IL can 
be proved easily that. V == {Vy: ycr} is an open cover of X such that each 

member of V inLl~rsccL8 at.most n mcmbern of F. Now by Lemma l.1 

above and the fact t.hnt Vyc:nw 1 U", for l!nch yrl'. it fullowH that Vis 

bounded locally fini Lu. 

Convl'rsely Httpplrnc th:i L F:={/1~,: (I.CA} iH a locally finite collection 

of (closed) subm.~ts of X. '!'here exiHts then a bounded locally finite open 

cover U = {U11: ~cB} ofX and a positive integer n such that each member 

of U intersects atmost n members of F. For each ar.A, define Ba. = {~cB : 

Fan U~ 'f:. <!>} and Gt, = UiJ<Brx U11 . Then clearly G = {Gcx: ar.A} is a collection 

of open subsets of X such that Fa c Ga. for each ar.A. Since U is bounded 

locally finite, therefore, there exists a positive integer m such that each 

point xEXhas a neighbourhood which intersects atmost m members of U. 

Let m.n=h. It can be shown that G is bounded locally finite of order h. 

1 .6 Theorem. A topological space Xis boundedly Ed-expandable if and 

only if for each discrete collection F of (closed) subsets of X, there exists a 
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bounded locally finite open cover U of X such that. <'acli 11w1nlwr ol' U 
intersects atmost. one member ofF. 

Proof. The prnof' f'ol lows from the similar arguments used i 11 the proof of' 

theorem I .fi nbovc. 

1. 7 Theorem. l1:v1!ry countably compact space is Bd-cxpandable. 

Proof. Obvious in view of Theorem 2.7 in [5] 

'I'he convcrnc of''l'lieon~m 1.7 above is not known. 

1.8 Theorem. (i) (i;v<!ry ./Id-expandable space is boundedly Bd-cxpandable. 

(ii) Every B<l-cxpa11dablu space is expandable. 

(iii) Every boundedly /k/-cxpnndable space is boundedly expandable. 

(iv) Every coUect.ionwiHc normal spac<! is boundedly Bel-expandable. 

Proof. Obvious. 

The converse of'J'huon!m l .8(i) i1:1 not lrue. Following is an example 

of a boundedly Bd-expandahl<J Hpace which is not Bd-expandable: 

1.9 Example. A boundedly IfrL-cxpandable space which is not Ed

expandable. The topological space X defined in [8, page 179-180] being 

collectionwise normal is boundcdly Bd-expandable but it is not Ed

expandable because it is not countably paracompact. 

The converse of Theorem 1.8 (ii) is not true. Following is an 

example of an expandable space which is not Ed-expandable: 

1.10 Example. An expandable space which is not Ed -expandable. 

Hilbert space being metrizable is expandable but it is not Ed-expandable. 

'l'he converse of Theorem 1.8 (iii) is not known. 

'I'he converse of Theorem 1.8 (iv) is not true. Following is an example of a 

boundedly Bd-expnndable space which is not collectionwise normal: 

1.11 E:xumpfo. A boundedly /kl-exnpn11dahle space which is not 

collectionwiAo normnl : 

Let (R ,1:) be the real line with tho wmal topology. We define a new topology 

by defining 't* ={Xe. .ll: X =<I> or R-X is compact in (R,1:)}. Surely 't* is a 

topology on R. Then (ll, 't·A-) being compact is boundedly Ed-expandable 

but it is not normal and hence not collectionwise normal. 

1.12 Note. The example 1.10 also shows that a paracompat space need 

not be Ed-expandable. In fact, the notion of Ed-expandability is 

independent of that ofparacompactness. Following is an example of Ed

expandable space which is not paracompact. 

1.13 Example. A normal Hausdorff Ed-expandable space which is not 
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paracompact. LetQ lw tlw fin-:t uncounL:dll(~ ordin:il 'l'IH·11 .\ /0, l.J jwith 

the usu:d order topology is :i normal 11 a usdorff I M·expn 11d:d>I(~ HpilC(' which 

is not paracompact. 

l.14 Theorem. l•:vc~ry /!!l-expandablo Hpaco iH l>mmdcdly cou11Lnldy 

parncornpact. 

Proof. Let X be a Hd-exp:mclablo space. Let R = {H;: 1: = 1,2,. .. / ho n 

countable open covc•r ol'X. l'ut Si= l/1,=1 R,, for each i. Let A,::::: S1 and f\; 

= S;-S;.1 for i=2,:l,. ... Sundy A {/\;: i=I,2,. .. } is a locally finite refinement 

of R such thatA;cR; for e:ich /.Sine<~ Xis J3d-0xp<111clablc, therefore, tho re 

exists a bounded locally f'init.<~ col lcction {G;: r:=t,2, .. .} of open subsets of X 

such thatA,cG; for each i. Lot U1:0:U,r1 Cl; for oach i. 'f'hcn ll == {lli= 1,2,. . .) 

is a bounded locally finite OJH~tl n~f'incmcn t of R. 'l'hercf(ire X iH boundedly 

countably paracompact. 

The converse of Theorem l. l 11 above is not known. 

1.15 'l'heorem. Every boundedly paracompact space is boundedly Ed

expandable. 

Proof. Let Xbe a boundedly paracompact space, Let F = {Fa:a.eA} be a 

bounded locally finite collection of closed subsets of X. Then there exists a 

positive integer n such that each point xeXbelongs to atmost n members 

of F. Let r={ycA: fyl.::; n}. For each y£r, define Vr = X - Ua~r Fa. Then V = 

{Vr :y£r} is an open cover of X such that each member of V intersects 

atmost n members of F. Since Xis boundedly paracompact, therefore, V 

has a bounded locally finite open refinement say W::.: {Wd)£L\}. 

Now for each o·£A, define U" St (/!',,, W) :::: \_) ( W0e W: Won K 1 q>/. '.l'hcn 

surely U:= { Uo.: O'.f.li/ is bounded locally finite colloction of open subsets of X 
such that Kc U" for each rxcA. Hence X iH bounrkclly Bd-·expandable. 

The converse of Theorem l. lfi above is not true (cf Example l. l). 

Before proving a Theorem which is the crux of this paper. we give 

two examples which show that the notion of Ed-expandability is different 

from the notions of finite dimensionality coupled with Hausdorffness and 

hereditarily paracompactness, respectively. 

1.16 Example. A Ed-expandable papracompact Hausdorff space which is 

not finite dimensional. 

The Hilbert cube being compact Hausdorff is Ed-expandable 

paracompact Hausdorff space but it is not finite dimensional. 

1.17 Example. A Ed-expandable paracompact Hausdorff space which lS 
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not hercditmily parncompact. 

LcH2 be the l'in;L u11countablc ordinal and w be the firnL i11fi11ik ordi11:1L 

Let X= /0, n / x /0, w I where both ordinal spacer-1 /O,n /and /O.w / n l't! gi V<! 11 

the usual <ll'(l<~t' topology.Xis known as the 'l'ychonoff pl;111k. X being 

compact I l:i ttsdorfT is n1/-expandable paracompact J·lausdorff sp;lC:(! but it 

is not he red iL:i ri ly p:t r; 1com pact becaus<~ the subspace Y == X-.((il, w)j is not 

paracomp:1cL 

Now we prov<! t.lw 'l'lwor<!lll which is the crux of this paper. 

1.18 Tlrnorem. t1:v1!t'y Hd-t!XJ>andable paracompact space is boundedly 

paracom pact. 

Proof. Ld. X he a Hd-<!xp1111dable paracompact space. Let Ube an open 

cover of X '!'hen U h:u-i a locally f'i nit<! open refinement, say V={Vi1: lkB}. 
Then by Theorem I .fl above, t.lwrc t!xist.::-; a bounded locally finite open 

cover W = [Wb: 81:/1/ of X and a pmiitive integer n such that each member 

of W intersects atmost n mcm be rs of V. Let G = {W& u Vii : 0£~, ~£E}. Then 

surely G is a bounded locally finite open refinement of V and hence a 

bounded locally finite open refinement of U. Therefore Xis boundedly 

paracompact. 

1.19 Corollary. Every Ed-expandable 8-refinable (respectively, 

metacompact boundedly metacompact, subparacompact) space is boundedly 

paracompact. 

Note that the converse of Theorem 1.18 is not known. 

1.20 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a normal space X: 
a) Xis collectionwise normal. 

b) Xis boundedly Ed-expandable. 

c) Xis boundcdly expandable. 

d) Xis discretely expandable. 

e) Xis discretely ll.C. expandable. 

Proof. (a)=> (b) and (b) ::::o> (c) follows from Theorems 1.8 (iv), and 1.8 (iii), 

respectively. (c) => (d) is proved in Theorem 2.7 in [10]. (d) => (e) follows 

immediately by definitions and (e) => (a) is (d) => (a) in Theorem 2.6 in 

[10]. 

1.21 Corollary. Every Ed-expandable normal space is collectionwise 

normal. 

1.22 Theorem. Every Ed-expandable screenable space is boundedly 

paracompact. 
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Proof. The prooff'ollows frnrn 'l'hcrn·crns 1.H (ii). 1.1 H :11l<l 'l'lworc1n ~.~in 

l!J]. 
l.28 Corollary. Every Hd-expandabh~ strongly scrccnnblt! c;p;1c1• is 

houndedly paracom p:ict.. 

l.21 Theorem. l f' Xis :1 H<l-cxpandabk sp:1cc, Llwn cvc~ry ;L, · COVt!I' of' X 

has a bounded loc:tlly l'init.c open refinement. 

Proof. Obvious. 

1.25 Corollary. Ir.\' jc; ;\ /Jd-t~Xpandable sp11cc, then every A-cover of x 
has a bounded lnc:dly fin ii.<~ open refinement. 

1.26 Corollary. l•:vcry Bd-cxpandable LinclelM space is boundcclly 

paracompacL. 

1.27 Theorem. A topological spac1~ X ic~ bm1ndcd ly Hd·<!Xp:mdalilc i ff every 

B-covei; of'Xhas a hounded locally l'init.t· op<~n rdinctlll'llL 

Proof. The proof follows from n Himplc modification oft.he proof of' Theorem 

3.7 in [10]. 

From the above results together with other known results we 

have the following implication diagram : 

Eonndedly conntably paracompact 

Compact ~ 

C01111.t.al>ly 

Compact 

boundedly ;aracompact r ~rn:npact 
> U Bd-c:xpandalile ~ expandable 

bormcledly Hd-expancfo.ble ~? Hou.ndedly 

expandable 

Collectionwise normal 

2. Open Problems. The following questions remain open : 

2.1 Is every boundedly paracompact space Ed-expendable? 

2.2 Is every Bel-expandable space countably compact'? 

2.3 Is every boundedly countably paracompact space Ed-expandable? 

2.4 Is every boundedly expandable space boundedly Ed-expandable? 
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not,whethc'r Lhcst' spaces an' cquivaknL i11 llausdorffsp11ct·.c:. 

Our feeling is such that the ansWt!l'S Lo problems 2.1 t.o 2.:l abovt· 

arc in negation, however, we do not know t.hc l'l!(jUired counter <'x:1mplcs. 
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ABSTRACT 
The notion of strongly expandable spaces is introduced and 

studied to answer the following question : Is there any topological 

property other than normality coupled with Lindelofness which 

strengthens paracompactness to strong paracompactness? Strong 

expandability is independent of normality coupled with Lindelof'ness. The 

above question is answered in the affirmative by proving that strong 

expandability strengthens paracompactness (respectively, 0-refinability, 

metacompactness) to Rtrong paracompactness. In fa<;l: strongly 

paracompact Rpnces :ne decomposed into strongly expnndable and 

paracompact (respectively, 0-refinnble, metacompaet) SJH\ces. Also, 

strongly x
11
-expandnble spaces are introduced and it is shown that the 

notion of strong x
0
-expandability is equivalent to that of strong countable 

paracompactness. Various inclusion relations are obtained and several 

countC)r examples are given which demonstrate the invalidity of a number 

of plausible conjectures concerning strongly expandable spaces. 

Introduction: In 1948 Morita [12] introduced the notion of star

finite property. A topological space Xis said to have the star-finite property 

if every open covering of Xhas a star-finite open refinement. Begle[l] 

studied these spaces under the name S-spaces and Hu [3] called them 

hypocompact spaces. Since every hypocompact space is paracompact, 

hypocompact spaces were also called strongly paracompact spaces. Also, 
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a topological spat:(' Xis said to be strongly count.ably p:1rnc<l1t1p:1ct, 1l'<!Very 

countablu OJW ll coV(!l'llg of X lias a star-fi ni tc opun rdi Ill '!lit' 11L 'l'lw clnsc; 

of strongly p:1 rnc:om pact spaces con ta ins the class of com pad spaces and 

is contairwd in t.!1<· cl;ii-:s ol' paracompnd spaces as well as in t.li(' c:l:1ss of 

stnmgly cou n t.:ddy p:1 rncom pact spaces. The class of strongly countably 

paracompnct. ~:p:tct!:·: is c:ont.aincd in the class of countably par:1corn pact 

spaces. In nor111:i I :q 1:w<·s Lile notions of strong countable para com pact1wi-:s. 

countablP par:1<'<l111p;1cL1H•ss and countable mctacompact.rwss :1r<! 

equivalent. 'f'ht!I'<! :ti'<' <'Xamplcs of paracompact spaces which are not 

strongly p<1rnco111p:wt ! I :L l•:xamplc V-G]. In fact even metri11able spaces 

need not be 8trongly pa r:1corn p:1d. llowev(~r, t!vm·y separable metric space 

is strongly par:1cornp:1d. l1:v(•ry st.ro11gly co1111Lnbly pnracompact Lindcliif 

space is strongly pnrncotnp:tcL. 'l'hcrcf'oru, i11 a normal Lindeli>fspace the 

notion of countablf' p:trm:omp11c!.1H.'HH and lwm:e that ofparacompactness 

is equivalent to the notion of' Hl.rong paracompactness. But it is not known, 

whether there is any other topoligcal property which strengthens 

paracompactness to strong paracompactness. Renee the following question 

arises: 

(*) Is there any topological property other than normality coupled 

with Lindelofness which strengthens paracompactness to strong " 

paracom pactness ? 

In the present paper we answer the above posed question(*) in 

the affirmative by introducing the concept of strongly expandable spaces. 

The notion of strong expandability property is independent of normality 

coupled with LiJl(fo]iifness. The whole paper is divi<kd into two sect.ions. 

In sect.ion l pn•liminary definil.iollH and rc;;u]t;; needed for this pape1· are 

given. In section 2 the no!.iot1H of 8Lrongly expnnrlnble and -strongly x
0

-

expandable spacuH me introduced and the above posed question Ck) is 

answered in the affirmative by proving that in strongly expandable spaces 

the notion of paracompactness is equivalent to that of strong 

paracompactness. Moreover, the strong expandability property strengthens 

8-refinability and hence metacompactness to strong paracompactness. In 

fact strongly paracompact spaces are decomposed into strongly expandable 

and paracompact (respectively, metacompact, 0-refinable) spaces. Various 

inclusion relations are obtained and several counter examples are given 

which demonstrate the invalidity of a number of plausible conjectures 
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concerning strongly exp;111dable spaces. Lastly, l.lw n·lntio11:-: of :-:Lrongly 

expandable spaces with other topologicnl sp:lC<'s :tr(: ~Htmm;1ril'.l'd in a 

implication diagram. 

l. Preliminary Definitions and Results. 

1.1 Definitions 11 a1. J\ col b·.tion J\ of snbscLs of a topological S[H\('.(~ xi:-: 

:-:aid to be star-finil.e if l':tch nwmbcr of A intersects atrnost finitdy many 

members of A /\ col lcction ;\of :-:ubsets of a topological space Xis said to 

be a-star-finite if iL is ;1 count.:1hle union of star-finite collections. 

1.2 Theormn [51. /\ nonn:d sp:icc is strongly countably paracompnct ifX 

is countably 1rnraco111 pnct.. 

1.3 Definition[l4J. J\ topological space Xis said Lo ht: strongly 

m-paracompact. where 111. is H n in fin it.e can I in;t\, if <·rn:h op1• n covcri ng of 

X of order a tmost 111 has ; 1 st.;i l'·· fi 11 it.<: opi· n r<'fi t ll: llH: 11 L 

1.4 Theorem [14]. Nonnnl space X iH :;trnngly 111-paracompact iff Xis 

strongly counably parncompact nnrl every open cover of X of power atmost 

in has a a-star-finite open refinement. 

The above theorem remains true when "strongly m-paracompact" 

is replaced by srongly paracompact." and "every open cover of X of power 

atmost m" is replaced by "every open cover of X'. 

, l.5 Theorem [13]. Every regular Lindelof space is strongly paracompact. 

l.6 Theorem[?]. A topological space Xis expandable iff for each locally 

finite collection F of (Closed) subsets of X, there exists a locally finite open 

cover Uof X such that \~ach member of U intersccts aLmost finitely many 

members ol'F. 

The above theorem rcrnni1rn Lnw wlH~tl "cxpnndnbln" if' replaced 

by Xo -cxp:mdablc" a nci "locally finite collection Ji'" is rep laced by "locally 

finite countable collection /i'". 
l. 7 'l'heor<m1 [15]. 1 1~vcry expandable scrcenable space is paracompact. 

l.8 Theorem [9]. A topological space Xis x0-expandable iff Xis countably 

paracompact. 

1.9 Theorem [16]. A topological space Xis almost Xe-expandable iff Xis 

countably metacompact. 

2. Strongly Expandable Space 

2.1 Definition. A topological space Xis said to be strongly expandable 

(respectively, strongly x
0
-expandable) if for each locally finite collection F 

= (F<x : ar.ft:-J of subsets of X (respectively, with [A] :S: Xo), there exists a st<:ir 
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filint open COV<'l' lf or X such thaL each lllCllliWI' of'(] j 111.<'l"H(:ci,H :ti.Ill OS!. 

finitely many nH:mlwrs ofF. 

2.2 Note. Obviously every strongly expandable sp:1<:<: iH strongly x
0

• 

expandablt: hut tl1t• converse is not true. '!'he Michael'H modification of 

Bing's Hpact: I 11 I ic; strnngly x
0
-expandahlc Hpacc which is not strongly 

expandable In tlH· definitions 2.1 ahoV<: the collection F of Huhscct.:;; ofX 

may be La ken as n col lt:dion of closed subsets of X. 

2.3 Theormn. I•: very count.;\}ily compact space is strongly expandable. 

Proof. Ohvio1tH in vit:w of the fact that in a countable compact space 

every locally rinif.t· colb:Lion orHuhscts is finite. 

The convcrn<: or nbov(: theorem is not true. Following is an example 

of a strongly expandahl<: sp;1c(: which iN not countably compact: 

2.4 Example. A Rt.rongly expnndalilc Hpace which is not countably compact. 

LetJNbe the set of all natural numbers with the discrete topology. 

LetX-= ll{/Ni :ic/N} be the count.able Cartesian product of copies of!N with 

the Tychonoff product topology 1:. Then (X, 1:) is strongly expandable but it 

is not countably compact. 

2.5 Theorem. Every strongly paracompact space is strongly expandable. 

Proof. Let Xbe a strongly paracompact space. Let F ={Fa: af.A} be a 

locally finite collection of closed subsets of X. Let r ={y c A : y is f1:nite} . 

For each yff, define VY =Xu {Fa: a<1:.y} Then V= {VY: ycr} is an open cover 

of X such that each member of V intersects atmost finitely many mcm lwrs 

of F. Since Xis strongly paracompact,therefore, V has a star-finite open 

refinement, say W. Then Wis a star-finite open cover of X such that each 

member of W i ntersccts atmost finitely many membern of F. Hence X iH 

strongly expandable. 

The convcrnc of nbovv theon•rn iH not true. Even a strongly 

expandable spaco need not. b(1 pnracompact .. Following is an example of a 

strongly expandable SJHlce which is not paracompact: 

2.6 Example. A strongly expandable space which is not paracompact. 

Let n be the first uncountable ordinal and let X = [O, n] with the 

usual order topology. Then Xis strongly expandable space which is not 

paracompact and hence also not strongly paracompact. 

The example 2.6 above together with the following example shows 

that the notion of strong expandability is independent of that of 

paracompaetness. 
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2.7 Exa1nple. A parrn.:ompact space which is not. strongly exparHLlblc. 

Let J\ he an uncountable index set. Ld /", mA lw copic:-; of' Llw unit 

int<~rval [O, 11- In thr·i1· union Uu,.11 /., ,Wt! identify all zcro8 to get a Ht:lt'· 

slrnpccl set 8 (A). Tlw 11 we dul'ine the distanct! between two point:r--: of 8 (1\) 

by p (p,q) = p-q if'p,qt:l,, : tnd p (J!,q) = p+q if pd", qd11 where (X;t:[~. Then 8(1\) 

is a metric spacr! with metric p. Consider the metric topology i:(p) on S(J\). 

Then (S(A), i:(p) is a par;1<:ompact space which is not strongly expandable. 

Since every paracomprn:t. sp:tcc is expandable, therefore, this is also an 

example of an cxpnndahlc sp:1cc,which is not strongly expandable. 

2.8 Theorem. 

i) !<~very strongly cxpnndahlc space is expandable. 

ii) Every Hl.rongly x11 -cxp:111dabk 8pacc is x0-cxpandahk. 

Proof. Obvious in vir~w of t.lworcrn I .<i and Uiu fact that every 8tar-finite 

open cover of a topological 8pace Xis alHo locally finite open cover of X. 

'l'he converse of theorem 2.8 (i) above i8 not true (cf. Example 2.7). 

Also, the converse of theorem 2.8 (ii) above is not true because of the facts 

that Xu-expandability is equivalent to countable paracompactness 

(cf.Theorem 2.9 below) and that it is well known that a countably 

paracompact space need not be strongly countably paracompact. 

2.9 Theorem. A topological space Xis strongly Xu-expandable iff Xis 

strongly countably paracompuet. 

Proof. Let Xbe a strongly Xu-expandable space. Let R ={lli: i== 1,2 ... / be 

a countable open cover of)(. Since Xis strongly X0-expandahle, therefore, 

by Theorem 2.8 (ii) a bow X iH x0-cxpandablc and hence by theorem 1.8,X is 

countably paracomµact. 'l'hcrcfore, Llwrc l:Xi8ts n locnlly finit.c countable 

open cover G { oi: j:::/,2 .. ./ of x H\lCli Lhnt G,c: /(for each i. Then there 

exists a star-finite open cover U ~c{U0 :m:A./ ofX 8Uch !.hat each member 

of U intersects atmo8t finitely many members of G. Then clearly V = 
{U,/1Gi: o.rA, i=l,2 .. .) is a star-finite open refinement of R. Hence Xis 

strongly countably paracompact. 

Conversely suppose that X is strongly countably paracompact. Then 

proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, by taking \Al .:o;-x
0
it is easy to 

prove that Xis strongly -xo-expandable. 

2.10 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a normal space X 
a) Xis strongly -xo-expandable. 

b) Xis -xo-expandable. 
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c) Xisnlnwst.x
0
-cxpanclablc. 

d) ){is counL:1hly metac:ompact. 

e) )( ir·l countnbly p:1racornpnct. 

I) X ic: strongly count.ably pan1cornpact. 

Proof. Obviom: 111 view of''l'heorcms 1.2, 1.9 and 2.9 above. 

Now lwfi>n' giving t.he t.heorc~m which is the crux ofthiH p;ipc~r we 

give tJw (i>llowi111>, t.wo C\X:tmplcs which dcmonstrntc that. t.he not.ion of 

strong exp:111dnbilily ic: independent of that of normality coupled with 

LindelCif1wHH. 

2.11Exampl<~.A11t.ron1',ly <·xp:rndnhlc\ sp;icc which is neither normal nor 

Lindeliif. 

The long line/, is ('()11.'·ll:l'llcl.Cd from the ordi11nl space /0, n; (where 

Q is the first uncountahl<• ordinal) by phcing between each ordinal a. and 

its successor cx + l a copy oft.he unit integrnl!O,l[. [,is then linearly 

ordered, and we give it the order topology. To the long line L we add a 

point p. Open sets of Lu{p) are the open sets of L together with those 

generated by the following neighbourhood ofp: Ui/p) = {p)u{i....fl =
0
]a.,cx+ l[} 

(where I::::;~ ::::;n ). U11 (p) is then a right hand ray less the ordinal points. 

We consider p to be the greatest element of w{p}. Then lJ.J{p} is a strongly 

expandable space which is neither normal nor LindelCif. 

2.12 Example. A normal LindelOf space which is not strongly expandable 

Let R be the set of all real numbers. For each reR, define S, = {xell: x > 
r). '!'hen B=:{S,: rE R} is a base for some topology say 'L, on R. The topology 

'L is known as right order topology on R Then (R, 'L) is normal Lindeliif 

space which is not countably paracompact nnd hnnce it is not strongly 

expandable. 

2.13 Theor<~m. A t.opolngica I spacP X iH Htrongly paracompact iff Xis 

strongly expandable and parncompact. 

Proof. Only one implication needs proof. Let Xbe a strongly expandable 

paracompact space. Let Ube an open cover of X. Since Xis paracompact, 

therefore, Uhas a locally finite open refinement, say V= {Va: a£A}. Since 

Xis strongly expandable and Vis locally finite, therefore, there exists a 

star-finite open cover W = {W
0

: oct,,} of X such that each member of W 

intersects atmost finitely members of V. Define G {W[' V": 0£/',,, a.eA}. 

Then clearly G is a star-finite open refinement of U. Hence Xis strongly 

paracompact. 
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2.14 Corollary. A topological space Xis strongly p:irncomp:ict iff X iHO

refinablo (respectively, !lH'Lacompad) and HLrongly <~xpandablc. 

2.15 Corollary. t•:v('l'y Ht.rongly expandable subp:iracompacL f1p:1n· is 

Ht.rongly paracompad.. 

2. I() Theorem. l•:vNy strongly expandable scrcenahle space is strongly 

p:1racompacL. 

Proof. LetX he a st.rnngly expandable screenahle space. Then by Theorem 

2.8(i), Xis an exp:111dnhi<' scrncnable space and hence by Theorem 1.7, X 
is p:l!'acomp:1d. 'l'lwrf'forc, by Theorem 2.1:3, Xis strongly paracompact. 

2.17 Theorem. A nonn:d :limos!: )4
1
-oxpandable scroonablc space is strongly 

paracompacL. 

Proof. Let Xbe a nonnal :d1110Ht. x
0
-vxpandahle scn~<'nable space. Let 

lf:::::{lf": mA} be an open COV('I' o/ X. Si11C(' Xis sct'(•c1rnh!P, U1crefore, Uhas 

a a-disjoint open refinement, say V :cu'"';, 1 Vi ,where Vi= {Vo:,i : acAJ for 

each i. Since each V; is a pairwise ch::1joiut. open collection, therefore, each 

Vi is a o-star-finite collection of open subsets of X. 'I'herefore Vis a 0-star

finite open refinement of U. Now since Xis normal and almost x
0

-

expandable, therefore, by theorem 2.10, Xis normal strongly countably 

paracom pact space and hence by Theorem 1.4 Xis strongly paracompact. 

2.18 Corollary. A normal almost expandable (respectively, expandable) 

screenable space is strongly paracompact. 

Like the class of strongly expandable spaces the clmm of /3d

expnndable Hpaces [G] nlHo lies between the classes of countably compact 

and exprrnd<'lble 1'paceR, hut in the following example we show that these 

two concepts are diff(Jrent: 

2.19 Example. A strongly expandable iipace which is not /kl-expandable. 

F'or each positive integer n we define the corn pact subspace Q" of 

E" by Ct= {(x
1
, xr.,x): O:S x, :S 1 In for i=l,2, ... ,n} and we define X to be 

tho discrete union of the topological spaces Q" for n=J,2 ... The space X 
clearly has a countable basis, Therefore, Xis second countable and hence 

Lindelof. Also a complete metric can be introduced into X which assigns 

the usual Euclidean distance between two points of the same Q" and the 

distance 1 to any two points of two distinct subspaces Q". Since X is 

separable metric space, therefore, Xis strongly paracompact and hence X 
is strongly expandable. Wenner [18, Example 3.1] has proved that Xis 

not boundedly paracompact. Hence X cannot be Ed-expandable, becam;e 
' 
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of the fact that a H<l-cxpan<labk parncompact Np:ice iN l>oundudly 

paracompact. 

Now f'rorn the above results together with otlrn1· k11ow11 l'c,sult.H, 

we have the following implication cliagr:un: 

Co/11,pact ~ strongly paraconipacl.'::!..:; pa1·aco111pacl 

J.'.P n ir 
Countably '::::..:; strongly expandable '::::..:; expandable 

c:ompacl 

Stro11,gly x
0
-cx1m11,rl11.ble tr:~'.'Xj)<1//,( I< 1,h le 

Strongly countably '::::..) conn/.11.bly paracompact 

Paraco1nac/, 
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ABSTRACT 
The notion of near metacompactness is introduced by generalizing 

the notion of metacompactne8H as well as that of near paracompactness. 

A topological space Xis said to be nearly metacompact if every regular 

open cover of X has a point-finite open refinement. The class of nearly 

metacompact spaces contains the class of metacompact spaces as well 

as that of nearly paracompact spaces both. In collectionwise normal 

spaces the notion of near metacompactness is equivalent to that of near 

paracompactness. In semi-regular spaces the notion of near 

metacompactneHs coincide with that of metacompactness. The nPar 

metacompactneRs Htrengthens countably compactness to near 

compactness. 

Introduction. ln the preHent. paper we introduce the notion of 

near metacompnctneRs by gcrwrnli:zing tho notion of metacornpactness as 

well as that of near parncompactnm-ia. A topological space Xis said to be 

nearly metacompact if every regular open cover of X has a point-finite 

open refinement. The class of nearly metacompact spaces contains the 

class of metacompact spaces as well as that of nearly paracompact spaces 

both. In collection wise normal spaces the notion of near metacompactness 

is equivalent to that of near paracompactness. In semi-regular spaces the 

notion of near metacompactness is equivalent to that of metacompactness. 

The near metacompactness strengthens countably compactness to near 

compactness. The notion of near compactness is due to Singal and Mathur 

[5]. A topological space Xis said to be nearly compact if every regular open 

cover of Xhas a finite subcover. The notion of near paracompactness is 
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due to Singal nnd Arya [4J. A topological space .A ts imid to b<~ n<·;u·ll 

paracompact if' every regular open cover of X has a locnlly l'init<: 01w11 

refinement, t.lw whole paper is divided into five sectimrn. In m1ctio11 I LIH' 

notion of ne;1r md:tcompactness is introduced and studied. In :-wction ~ 

several counL(1r ('Xnrnplt~s are given which demonstrate the inv;didity ot 

several possible co11j<1dures concerning nearly mctacompact 8IJ<1ces. In 

section ;3 nearly md:icornpact spaces and sum and product theorcmH are 

given. In section 11 nP:trly mdacompact spaces and subset theorems ar<' 

given. LasUy in Hl'cl.io11 :i nearly metacompact spaces and mappmg 

theorems are giv<•n. 

1. Nearly Metacotnpad, 8pnces 

1.1 Definition. A Lopologic:d Hpace X iH H:lid to be nearly metacompact if 

every regular open cover of'X haH a point-finite open refinement. 

1.2 Theorem. A topological space Xis nearly metacompact iff every o

open cover ofXhas a point-finite open refinement. 

Proof. Obvious in view of the fad that regularly open sets form a base of 

o-open sets. 

1.3 Theorem. Every nearly paracompact space is nearly metacompact. 

Proof. Obvious in view of the fact that every locally finite collection is 

point-finite. 

1.4 Theorem. Every metacompact space is nearly metacompact. 

Proof. Obvious in view of the fact that every regular open cover is also an 

open cover. 

1.5 Theorem. /\ semi-regular space Xis metacompact iff Xis nearly 

metacompnct. 

Proof. If X is metncompact then by 'l'heorem 1.4 above, X is nearly 

metacompact. So nssunie thnt X iA a Aetni-regular nearly metacompact 

space. Let Ube an open cover of X. Since in a semiregular space every 

open set is o-open. therefore, U is also a o-open cover of X. Since Xis 

nearly metacompact, therefore, by Theorem 1.2, Uhas a point-finite open 

refinement. Hence Xis metacompact. 

Michael (2) has proved the following theorem: 

1.6 Theorem. [2] Every point-finite open covering of a collectionwise 

normal space has a locally finite open refinement. 

Using Theorem 1.6 above we prove the following theorem: 

1. 7 Theorem. A collectionwise normal space Xis nearly paracompact iff 
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Proof: Let X be a co Uc." :t.ionwise norrnn i space.If Xis nearly p;i rac\ 1m p:1ci 

then by Theorem I.:} Xis nearly metncompact. So assume thnt }. 1s :· 

nearly metacompact. sp:1e<!. Let Ube a regular open cover of'X. Ti.en 11~ 

near metacompactncss of'X, Uhas a point-finite open refinement. sn:v \ · 

Now by Theorem I .G above, Vhas a locally finite open refinement, say W .. 

Then Wis a locally finite open refinement of U. Hence Xis near!) 

paracompact. 

The following Llwon)!ll is clue to Richard and Dugundji [:1] 

1.8 Theorem .. [:IJ I ,ct,{/\": uri\} be a point-finite C:OV\!ring of a topological 

space X. Then there exit-its an irreducible suhcovering, t.lrnt is, a subcovering 

that, when any single set. it-i l'\!lllovcd, is no longN ti covering ofX 

Using theorem 1.8 :1bovc we prove the following theorem: 

1.9 Theorem. Every countably compact nearly mctacompact space is 

nearly compact. 

Proof. LetXbe a countably compact nearly metacompact space. Let U 
:={U": aeA} be a regular open covt~r of X. By the near metacompactness of 

X, Uhas a point-finite open refinement, say V: {Vj1 : ~eB}. Then by Theorem 

1.8 above, V has an irreducible subcovoring, say {V1 : yer}. This minimal 

covering must be finite. For, we can find in each V1 a pointyy belonging to 

no set other than Vy and if V :={Vy: yef} is not finite then {y1 : y£f} is an 

infinite subset of X. Let L\ be a countably infinite subset of r. We may 

index the element of L\ as follows: L\ ={Yi. Y2 ..• } . Then clearly {y1 ,, y12 , •. . } is 

a sequence in X. Let xrX. Then tlwre exists n yd"' such that. xcVy. Now 

if yef.., then there is some positive integt'r i such that.Yr•C Vr. Now consider 

the positive integer£+ 1, then clenrly hy t.hu const.n1cLion of the set/ Yr: 

yer} and the R<xjuence { .Yy1, ,Yy1, ... } it follows that there is no positive 

interger n:::: 1:+1 such thatyy,, e Vy. and ify€: L\, then dearly Vy contains 

no point of the sequence { yy1, yy2 ... .}. Hence xis not an accumulation point 

of the sequence {yy1, yy2 ... .}. From this it follows that the sequence { y1;. 

yy2, ... } inXhas no accumulation point which contradicts the fact that Xis 

cuntably compact. Therefore, {Vy."'(f.f} is a finite open covering of X. Choose 

for each yf.f an a(y)£A such that V1 c Ua(yl. Then {Ua(y1:yef} is a finite 

subcovering of U. Therefore, Xis nearly compact. 

2. Counter-Examples. 

2.1 Example. Nearly metacompact space which is not metacompact. 

LetX:= {aiJ, a,, a:i,_i:=l.2,. . .}. Let each m; be an isolated point. Let (U"(a;): 
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/I, =1 ,2, .. .} be the ft1 ndarnenta} system of !1C ighborhoodH of 11.;, W IH't'!' {{ J" 
(a;)= {a;, a1;, 111;: .i > n} for each n=l,2, ... . Let {V1

(u): 1i,: l.:J, .. .} lw t.lH• 

fundamental H.YHL<!rn of' neighborhoods ofa, where V'(o.) : .. {a.11.11 <tu :i;::: n,j 

> n) for e:1ch n l,:J, ... . '!'hen B = {{o.;;} i,j = 1,2, .. .} U {{ l!"(a):n== 1,2, .. .}: i 

= 1,2, .. .} (/ {\/" (u): 11 1,2, .. .) is a base for a topology, say 1, 011 X. Then 

(X,1) is a nearly nu·t:1compnct space but it is not metacompact. 

2.2 Example. N<!:\ rly met.acorn pact normal Hausdorff space which is not 

nearly panu:o111pact. 

'!'he M ich:wl'~1 mod ific:iLion 121 of the Bing's space [1] is an example 

of space which is nc:it'ly mdncompact 11onn:d and llausdorffbut not nearly 

paracompact. 

2.3 Example. A nearly md:tcompact spncc with a subset which is not 
nearly meta.compact. 

The Tychonoff plank X fO,n/ x fO,wj is a nearly metacompact 

space but the deleted 'l'ychonoff plank Y = X-{Q, w)) is not a nearly 

metacompact space. 

2.4 Example. A nearly metacompact space X such that Xx Xis not 

nearly metacompaci. 

The Sorgenfrey line Sis nearly metacompact but the Sorgenfrey plank 8 
x Sis not nearly metacompact. 

2.5 Note. Frolm the results of section 2.1and2.2 above together with 

other known results we have the following implication diagram: 

paraco11ipact 

n 
(,".-> metacompact 

11,ea,rl.Y .fUlr<i.co111,1uu~t ~~~) 1J,(!l1,rly 111,etaco111./>(icl. 

3. Nearly Metacompact Srmces and Sum and Product Theore1n 

3.1 Theorem. 'I'he disjoint topological Hum of nearly metacompact space 

is nearly metacompact. 
Proof. Lef {Xa: a.EA) be a disjoint family of nearly metacompact spaces. 

LetX denote the disjoint topological sum of this family. Let U= {Up:: ~eB} 

be a regularly open cover of X. Then for each aeA, {Up n Xx: ~eB} is an open 

cover of Xa and so {Int xa Clxa (UrrlX,J: ~EB) is a regularly open cover of Xx 
Since Xx is nearly metacompact, therefore {Int xa Clxa(U1inXJ: ~EB) has a 
point-finite open (inXa), refinement, say v;, .Then surely U=uau. Vais a 

point-finite open refinement of U. Hence Xis nearly metacompact. 

3.2 Theorem. Let {Ga: a.EA) be a family of subsets of topological space X 



I()!) 

such that {InlxG": o:r/\} forms a point-finite opun covering of X. If l~Hch G" 

is rn;arly mdacompact., t.hen Xis nearly mdncornpact. 

Proof'. Let {U11: [kl// lw m1y regulnr op('rl covering of X. 'l'lwn for c~nch 

ur/\ , { l111: [kB} is a relatively open covering of Gu . Then {Tnf.u11 Clu,, (lf 11r1U11) 

: fkH}. is a regulnl'ly open (in Gu) cover of Ge, for each uu\. Sincl~ U,, is 

nearly mctacompacl., Lherdorc {/11./-1;" Clu,,(ll11 nG,J: lklJ} has n point

finite (in G") open (in ( l,,) n~l'irwment, say {Vi1 n G": yrr,,} where each V11 

is open in X. 'l'lw11 Ht1n·ly {\11( 1 /11./.,.G,,: cxrA} is a point-finite open refinement 

of {ll11: [kH}. I l<~nu~ Xis nearly met.acompact. 

il.3 Corollary. I ,et {G": w·/\ l h<' ;1 point. - finite open covering of :1 topological 

space X. If each G., is twady nwt.:icnmpnct., then Xis 1w:.1 rly m<'U1compact. 

3.4 'l'heoren1. The product. of n 1w;1rly !lll'l.acompad. Hpace with a nearly 

compact space iH nearly m<'l.ncompnct .. 

Proof. Let X be a nenrly nwt.:1compacl. and Ya nearly compact space. 

Let Ube a regulady open cov<•r ol' Xx Y. /,e/. (x,y) f Xx Y. Then there 

exists regularly open subset\/,,, nnd W,Y ol'X and Y respectively, such that 

(x,y) f Vw w,yC Ufor some Ur u f,ef. /
1 = {.x}xYfor each Xe x. Then {Wxy 

: (x,y)rl') is a regularly open covering of the nearly compact space Yand 

therefore there exists a finite sulmet J' of lx such that {Wvv: (x,y) e Jx} is 

a covering of Y. For each xr)( let \/, = n {Vxy (x,y) E J x}. Then \/,,is a 

regularly open subset of X containing x. Let V (V,: x£ X}. Then Vis a 

regularly open covering of X. Since Xis nearly metacompact, therefore, 

V has a point -finite open (in X) refinement, say G. Now for each Ge G 
there exists xucX such that Ge Vx0 . Now letH = {G nWxv: Gt:G, (x,_y)r ,Jx, 
x EX}. 'l'hen surnly His a point finite open refinement: of U. Hence Xx Y 

is nearly metacompact. 

3.5 Corollary. 'l'hc product of a nearly mdacompact space with a compact 

space is nearly metacompnct. 

4. Nearly Metacompact Spaces and Subset Theorem. 

4.1 Theorem. Every do-open subset of nearly metacompact space is nearly 

metacompact. 

Proof. Let Xbe a nearly metacompact space and Ybe a clo-open subset 

of X. Let U = {U"-: cxfA} be a cover of Y by regularly open subsets of Y. 

Since regularly open subsets of a do-open subset Y of Xis a regularly 

open subset of X, therefore, each U" is a regularly open subset of X. Also 

clearly X-Y is a regularly open subset of X. Therefore, Uu {X-Y} is a 
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regularly open cover of X. Since Xis nearly nwl.acorn pncL, Ll1(!1"dot'(', lfo·n· 

exists a poi11tAi nit<· open (in X) rcfinenwnL, say \!={Vii: lk!J/ of' l!"J {S. )'/. 

Then surely V r1 Y -·{Vii n Y: lk!J} is a point-finite (in n op<~n (in Y) 

refinement of U 'l'IH'n' fore, Yis nearly mdacompact. 

5. Nearly MntHcon1pact Spac<>. and Mapping· Theorem. 

5.1 Theorem. I,!'(,/: X> Y be an almost conitinuous open surjc~ction 

such that./ 1 (y) iH n finite subset of X for each ycY Then Y iH 1w:1rly 

meta com p:1d, i r x is JJ(':I rly meta com pact. 

Proof. Ld X IH~ :1 n<·arly mdacompact. space. Let U = {U": cxrA) be a 

regularly open cov('r of Y. Since l is ahnocd. continuous open surjection 

and hence is :dmost. cont.i11t1ous almost. open sur.i<'ctinn, therefore, /" 1 (U) 

= {f- 1(Ua.): <XU\/ is n rcgulnrly open cov<~r of X. 'l'hercforc, there exists n 

point-finite open rdincnwnt, Nay V {Vp: [kB l off 1 (U). Then surely/( V) 

= {f(Vi1): ~d3) is a point - fini L<! open refinement of U. Hence Y is nearly 

metacompact. 

5.2 Theorem. Let{: X-'> Ybe a continuous o- closed surjection such that 

f ·1 (y) is N-closed for each ycY. Then Xis nearly metacompact, if Y is 

nearly metacornpact. 

Proof. Let Y be a nearly metacompact space. Let U = (U,, : cxcA} be a 

regularly open cover of X. Let r be that collection of all finite subsets of/\. 

Let Vy= Y-f(X-uacy Ua.) for each yff. Then surely V ={Vy: yrr} iH n o-op<'n 

cover of Y such that t 1 (Vr )cUa.c-y U.,) for each yeL Since }' iH 1wnrly 

n1cd;acompnct. therefore, V has a point-finite open rcfi1wmvnt., Hll.Y W { 
Wo: or.A}. Since for each or.A t.hern i8 y,1fr Httch tlrnt. iV,1c \I.ii, t.lwrdon\ 

for en ch oe/\, there exiNt.8 a .Voci" t:iudt Urn L / I (W .. ,) c / 1 (\!yi.)c Umyl< {!.,The 11 

surely{/ 1 (Wr,) n ll .. : <i!''Yh ,Ol'A iH It poi111.- l'init.(! open rdinoment of U. 

Hence Xis nearly mot.ncompat.. 
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ABS'J'RACT 
In this paper we shall IH'oV<' :t cornmon fixed point theorem for six 

mappings in complete metric HJHICl~. Our theorem generalizes results of 

Banach [8], Kannan [7], Fisher [I], Clwt.tcrjec [9] and Cho [14]. 

l. Introduction. Sessa [12] defined a generalization of 

commutativity, which is called weak commutativity. Further Jungd:: [2] 

introduced more generalized commutativity, so called compatibility, which 

is more gctwrnl t.hcn that of weak co1nmutalivit.y. The utility of 

compatihili L:v in the context. of fixed point theory was demonstrated by 

extending· a theorem of Park and Bae [11]. Also, Jungck (3) extended the 

re1mlts ofl<han and Im clad (5] and proved common fixed point theornm for 

four mapping:-; by using one of the mappings continuous and employing 

condition ofcompatible nrnppings. Kang, Cho and Jungck [10] extended 

the results of Ding [18] and Diviccaro and Sessa [6]. 

In 199:3, ,Jungck, Murthy and Cho [4] introduced the concept of 

compatible mappings of type (o:) in nwt.ric spaces. In this paper, we prove 

a common fixed point theorem for six mappings under the condition of 

compatible mappings of type (<x), in complete metric space. 

2.Definitions. In this scct.iun, we give some definitions. 

Definition 2.1. A sequence {.x,,} in a metric space (X,d) is said to be 

convergent to a point x in X if lim d (x ,x)= 0. 
n-)oo II 
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Definition 2.2. /\sequence {x,) in a metric space (X, d) iN Haid to lw 

Cauchy scq11<~nct' if' 

hm d(x ,x) = 0. 
111,11·->'"' Ill fl 

Definition 2.a. ;\ metric space (X, d) is said to be cornpldc! if every 

Cauchy S(~qtwncy in Xis convergent. 

Definition 2A (2). I ,ct. 1\ :iml n be mappings from a metric spnc<~ (X, d) 

into it.scdf'. 'l'lwn /\ nnd n :in~ said to be compatible. if 

Um <1(1\lh:, JJ/\x) = 0, 
11 ~ ,_, fl It 

whcr<! {x,) is a Ht·q1H·11c<' in x Huch that 

li111 /\x - lim n."x.: -- z /i>r 1w11u'. z E' X. 
II· )<~• ,, ll ,.H, II 

Definition 2.5(·1J. Ld ;\and H be mappings from a metric spr1cc (X, d) 

into itself. Then J\ and n Hl'l! said t.o b(! compatible of type (<x) if 

lim d(J\lh , /llh:) 0 
11-·-)\•U II " 

and 

hm d(ABx , J\!lx ) = 0, 
n--.. )<>o It H 

where {x,) is a sequence in X such that 

lim Ax = lim Bx = z for some z E X. 
Il--)ooo ri n-~<><> ft 

Proposition 2.1[4]. Let(X, d)be a metric space. Let A and Ebe continuous 

mappings from X into itself. Then A and Bare compatible if and only if 

they are compatible of type (a). 

Proposition 2.2 [4]. Let (X,d) be a nietric space and A and Bare mappings 

from X into itself. If A and B are compatible of type (o:) and Az = !Jz for 

some z EX, then 

1Wz IW:.: HAz J\JL::. 

Proposition 2.:3 [4]. Id (X, d) be a nwt.ric Hpace and A and Bare 1nappings 

from Xinto itself. If A and lh1n! compatible of type (a) and {x,) is a sequence 

in X such that 

(i) 

(ii) 

lim Ax = lim Bx = z for some z EX. then 
n->oo ll llrn)U<l " 

lim BAx =Az 1/A is continuous at z, 
11-)oo tl 

ABz = BAz and Az = Bz, if A and Bare continuous at z. 

3. Common fixed point theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let A,B,S, 1:P, and 

Q, be mappings from X into itself such that 



(:l.1) P(X) c 1\B(X) and Q(X) c ST(X), 

(:L2) /1.H nA, ST 'I'S, I'll AP, HP'- Pfi, qs ,l.,'(v, (ti' TQ, 

(:l .:I) A/1,S, and '!'art! continuous 

(:Lr!) the pnir {P,AH/ nnd (Q.S'I'} are compatible oftypc (o.), 

(:;.:;) d(Px Qy)<o. [· d(S'l'.v, <i>.~2!!_0_Bx, !\By)+ d(J\Hy, qy)~~(0.!!.~~~!~:~)_, 
' •• ·•••· 

1 
_ d(AHx, (/y) + d(AHx, S'J.'.y) -

+ n,. /rl(S'l'.y, l'x) + d(S'l'.y, Qy) + d(J\Bx, S'l'y)/ 

1 n.
1 
/rl(J\!h:, (/y) + d(A/3y, Px) + cl(S'J.~y,AJ3y)/ 

I n,Jd(1\lh:, l'x) + d(J\Hy, Qy)/, 

for all x, y c X, when! u,.?:: 0 nnd 2u 1 + 2<'1.:
1 
+ 2u. .. 1 + n, < 7. 

Then J\,ll,S,'l',P and q have a uniqtw common fxil!d point. in X. 

Proof: By (3. l ), sin en l '(X) c: /I H(X), for :my Xl' X, t.lwre uxi.sts n point x 1E 

X such that Px
0 

== AHxr Since! <J(X) c~ S'I'()(). for this point x 1 we can 

choose a point x.'!E X such that Qx1 S'l'x::. [ nductivcly, we can define a 

sequence {y,) .in X as follow ti 

.Y211=Px.'!11 =ABx::1111' 

Y 211+1 :::: Qx,211·1 / ;::: S'f':x:J11+2 
forn= 0,1,2, .... 

By putting x == x211 .. 1 
and y == x211+2 in (3.5) we write 

d (Px211+1' Qx211+) 

ld(STx::11 •.'!' Qx.?11 ,) d(ABx211 .,1,ABx211 ,) J 
< u 1 ---·~·· ;[(l\Ti:~~,····, ,~7J~.~:~(~,/{:~~?7fo~~:i·,·~,~~:/¢~!~,~·,~!!~E!.'S:'-'~!L 

~di ,.,11 I, ..,11 · .,11 ·t·. 

I. i(S'l' J> · ) + l(' 01
/' · n .. ) · · 1 "\Ii · S'J 1

• )/ + 0 ·2 (, ~ x:J111:,'1 x;,,,,,.,, · <· ~·-, ,'\·~:111:J''<:r,:t.:1r1*' ~ (,,(., · :x.211·11'1. x:t11·•!. 

+<x.1/d(Alh.: .. . ,1, <;,"C., ,)+ci(All:x: .. , ... Px .. ,. 1)+d(8'l:x:., .... Alh: ... ,).1 
~II •. ,ti ~ifl " .,/I· .Al I.,, ..,If 

+ 0: 1{d(J\Bx .. 11 , Px .. ,1) + d(A/Jx,, , ... Qx,, .,.) /. 
' .,/l .,11· .,,n ·..., .. 11 

d(y ~'"'I' y 211·•.) 
< (J,, ~(.y 2n+I' .Y 2n+) d(y 2n' Y 2n+) + d(y 2n+l' Y 2n+) cl(y 211' Y 211+1)- · 

-
1 

[ d(y2n' Y2n+) + d(y2n' Y211+l) 

+ (J,,2 {d(y 211+1' Y 21H) + d(y 2n+J'Y 2n+) + d(y 2n'Y 211+!)} 

+ (J,,3 {d(y 211' Y 2n+)+d(y 211+1' Y 2n+)+ d(y 211+1' Y 2n+)J 

+ a4[d(y2n' Y2n+) + d(y2n+1' Y2,,+)]. 
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Putting h ···· 

we find h < /, .c;1:11<'I' :Jn. 1 l 2u,, 12 <X3 + <X4 < I. 
Hcmce 

cl(y:!1111' Y:1111) :" /l.(/(y:111' Y2111/ 
Similarly we cnn H<'<~ t.h:d. 

rl(Y::11' Y:11111) < hd(Y.::11.1' .Y;)· 
Proceeding in t.l1i8 way, wu h:1w 

d('y""' Y,J,11 ) '.. 1i::" '(Y0 • .Y/ 
By routine caculations the following irwqualities hold fork> n 

' d(y", .Y,.,1) ~~ ~ 1 d(Y,11 ;. 1.,Y,,,) 

< .... 'I II Ii·/ l( ) - i:.1 /, (, ,YO',Y I 

< h" d(y
0

, Y)---? 0 as n ->oo. .. I . 

Here h < 1. Hence {y,) is a Cauchy sequence and by completeness of X 

we see that {y,) is convergent to a point z in X. 

Since Px2", Qx211+J' ABx2,.+1 and STx211+2 are subsequences of {y), 
they also converge to a point z, that is as n ---? =, 

Px2", Qx2,..,1,S1'x211+1 ,-? z. 
Since A and 13 are continuous and the pair {P, AB} is compatible of type 

(a), by Proposition (2.:l) we have, as n -> oo 

/>(A /J).'X•~," I ··} /I/ fa ' (AH rx::111 / -·> A nz. 
Now Putting x Anx1111 ,

1 
:rnd y :r~,,.:: in (:1.G), we write 

d(P(AB)x21111' Qx211•) 

t(S1\n+:J' (Jx21111) (l((AB)2x211.,1 ,Af3x2,,+) J 
+ d(ABx211 .,2, Qx2,.+) d((AB)2x2n+1,P(AB)x2,.+1) 

~a1 -----·---
d((AB)2x211.,1, Qx211 ,) + d((AB)2x2,,+1,STx211+) 

+ <X2 [d(S1'x2,.+2, P(AB)x2111)+d(STx2n+I'Qx2,.+)+d((AB)2x211+1,STx2n+)J 

+a3 [d((AB)2x2n+I' Qx2n+)+d(ABx2"+2' P(AB)x2,.+)+d(STx211+2' ABx211+)J 

+ aJd((AB)2x2,.+I' P(AB)x2",) + d(ABx2,.+2, Qx211+)] 
which implies that, as n---? oo 

d(ABz, z) ~ (2a
2 
+ 2a.) d (ABz, z), 



which is a contradiction since 2cx
1 
+ 2u.

7 
+ 2(X

1 
+ (f..,

1 
</. 

Therefore, we have /\Hz z. 

By putting x Px
211 

nnd y x:
11111 

in (:LG), we write) 

1! (P(Px
211

), Qx
21111

) 

l lG 

[

l(STx::"' 1, (/x:111 ,) <L((/\H(Px2,),Al3x211 ,) J 
I d(/\lh::

11
,
1

, Qx211 ,) d((/\B(Px
2
,),P(Px211)) 

< u. -·--··----···- ····-----·--- - - -----.·· - .. -----------··-
- ' 1/((1\11(/ ':r:

1
), <Jx:111 .) + d(AB(Px

2
,),STx

211
, 1) 

+ n
2
/d(S'/\:

1111
,1, l'(l'x:))-1-d(S1\::J

11
,

1
,Qx

211
,)+d((AB(Px

211
), ST\

111
.)J 

+ (X
1 
[d(llll(/'x::)· Q:x:

11111 
/+·d(ABx:J

11
,

1
, P(Px

211
)) + d(S'l'.x..

11111
, ABx21111;; 

+ u4 /d(AH)(l'x
2
), P(P:x::J,.) -1- d(A/Jx11,111 , Qx:

111
.) /. 

Talking the limit, n -) oo,wc havt~ 

d(Pz, z) _:; (2u
2 

+ 2cx.,+ ex) d(P;::, ~;), 

which is a contradicition 2cx
1 
+ 2<x

2 
+ 2u..

1 
I cx

4 
</. 

'rherefore, we have Pz :::: z. :::: ABz. 

Now we show that Bz :::: z. By µutting x = Bz and y = x2n+i in (3.5), 
we write 

d(P(Bz), Qx211 .) 

[

d(S1'x2" 11, Qx2n+) d((AB(Bz),ABx211 ") 
+ d(ABx2,,+1, Qx2nH) d(AB(Bz),P(Bz)) 

<u 
-

1 d((AB(Bz),Qx
211

.) +d((AB(Bz),STx
21111

) 

+ <1.2 /d(S'J'.x
1111

,1, l'(nz)) + d(S'l'.x
1111

, 1, Qx:
11111

) + d(1Hl(llz),HTx11,.11 )/ 

+cx,[1l(/\ll(Bz), <Jx
2
,,,

1
) +d(Alh.:

1111
,

1
, P(flz)) +<L(S'/'x

111111
, 1\lh:

11
,,.,)J 

+aJd(/\fl)(nz), P(llz) +d(MJx
111111

• Qx
1111

.)/. 

Taking the limit n ---> oo we have 

d(Bz, z) .s (2<x2 + 2<x) ll(Bz, z), 

which is a contradiction since 2cx
1 
+ 2(x

2 
+ 2u .. :, + Cf..4 <l, 

which implies that Bz = z, since ABz = z, Az = z. 
Now by putting x = z and y = STx2,,+2 in (3.5) we write 
d(Pz, Q(ST)x

2111
) 

[

d((ST)2x2n+2' Q(ST)x2n+) d((AB),AB(ST)x2n+) J 
<a + d(AB(ST)x2,,+2, Q(ST)x2 ,,+) d(ABz,Pz) 

1 d(ABz),Q(ST)x
211

+) +d((ABz,(ST)2x
211

.:} 



lHJ 

+ n 2 (d((S'!f.o;,::" ,, .. J>z) + d((S'l')':."f
2111

JHS'!')x,,, 
1

) + d((AU::.(8'1'(1:,,, ,)! 
+ajd(AHz,Q(8'l'.h .. 

111
) 1d(AH(S'l')x"

111
,,,f>z)+ d((S'l')

1 

,::·i\ l?(.">'l')x:,
111
)/ 

+ u.,Jd(AI3z, /';-:) t d(/W(S'l')x::"+::• Q(S7')x
2111

)/, 

which imp]i(~H 1.lrnt., :1~; /1 > "" 
d(:;, 8'/'::) ·; (2<X

2 
+2n

1
+ o) d(z, STz), 

which is a cont.rndid.io11, ,;ince 2u
1 
+ 2u.

2 
+ 2u.

1 
+ cx.

1
</. 

Therefore we hnv<: 8'/'.:: ~. 

Now put.Ling x :111d y q,.;,,,
11 

in (:LG), we write 

d(Pz, Qx:
11111

) 

[ 

d(8'/'((Jx,,,,,). ()((t>:\'::n I)) d(A nz,AH(Qx::11 If)) ~ 
l<l(AH(qx::,, 1) ,Q(Qx::,, 1 )) d(AHz),Pz) 

:::: Cl. ----., ...... '" ''",· ' .· ....•. ,._ .. _.._,_,,,"i"''!''"'""'".' ____ ....... , _____ _ 
1 1l(1Wz,(i>((/x:::,,

11
) I d(A/Jz,Sl(Q:x:::,,

1
)) 

+ <X2 (d(ST(Qx
2

,,
1
). J>z) + <l(8'l'(Qx

21111
,Q(Qx

2111
)) + d(ABz,ST(Qx

2111
))J 

+ <X3 [d(ABz, Q(C/x
2111

)) + <l(Al1(Qx
2111

),Pz)) + d(ST(Qx
211

.),AB(Qx
2
n+))J 

+ aJd(ABz, Pz) + d(AB(C/x
2

,,
11

), Q(Qx
2
rt+))}. 

Taking the limit n -7"" we have 

d(z, Qz)::; (a
2 
+ a

3
+ (X) d(z,Qz), 

which is a contradiction, since 2a
1 

+ 2et.
2 
+ 2<X

3 
+ <X

4 
<1. 

Therefore, we have Qz = z and hence STz = z = Qz. 

Finally we show that Tz = z. By puting x = z and y = Tz in, (3.5), 

we write 

d(Pz, Q(Tz)) 

. [d(ST('I'z), Q('l'z)), d((AI3z,An(Tz)) + d (AB(Tz), Q(Tz)) d(AlJz,Pz)J 
.:.~ (t 

1 
-~~~-~,-~·~-~,·-~-""·-W~N·-·~-~--""~-~~~~~~~· "~':--·~;~ ....... ,,,""~:·"'"'~'-''~·,,.,.~ ... ~,~ ... -~.,,~d.L.,.~;;"~;,.,·;,'"'"";-~~,,..,,.,-.... -.~··~~~---~~--.~---·-·-·~·~~-

<l (A l1z. Q(! z)) + d(Allz, SI(! z)) 

+ <X
2 

(d(ST'('l'z), I 'z) I cl((S'l'('l'z), (i('l'z)) + d(J\lJz,S'l'('l'z))j 

+ (X
3 

/d(ABz, <l('l'z)) + cl(AH('l'z),Pz)) + d(S1'(1'z), Al3(1'z))} 

+ et.4 [d(ABz, Pz) + d(AB('l'z), Q(1'z))} 

which implies that 

d(z, 1'z) < (2a
2 
+ 2<x:) d (z, Tz). 

Therefore we have Tz = z. Since SJ'z = z, we have Sz = z. 

Therefore by combining the above results, we have 

Az = Bz = Sz = Tz = Pz = Qz = z, 
that is z is common fixed point of A,B,S, 1:P and Q. 

For llniqueness let w(w ;t:. z) be another common fixed point A,B,S, T,P 



and(/, then by (:J.G), w<: write 

d(Pz, Qw) 

[ 
rl(ST~~:~~wJ, d((~lf!.:,AHw) +<I (Anw, Q~!~Lr!__(A!!5.~~~L 

d (i\Hz, Qw) + d (ABz, S'l'w) 

+ O'.:! /rl(.S'/'10, /';~) I d((STw, Qw) + d(ABz,STw)/ 

+ 0:..1 /rl(A/l::, ()1//) + rl(ABw,J>z)) + d(STw, AHw),] 

+ 0'.,
1 

/<l(i\11:::, !'~) I rl(1Ww, Qw)/ 

which implies t.h:1t. 

rl(z. w), (:Jn, I 2u,) 1l (z, w) 

which iH n contr:1d ic:t.ion :-;ince 2<x1+ 2<X2 + 2<x
3 
+ a

1 
< 1 

Therefore, we h:iv<' 111. 

This completcH the: proof uf Llw t.lwon:m. 
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Remark 1. Taking AH S'/' I(/ iH the identity map on X) and P = Q 

and ex,= <x
2 
=0 <X4 ::: 0 in 'l'huut'ulll :1. I, we obtain result due to Fisher [l]. 

Remark 2. Taking AH::: I, J> (/and in a
1
= a

2 
= a:i = 0 m 

Theorem 3 .1 we obtain result due to l\:mnan [7]. 
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ABSTH.AC'l' 

In this i-·aper, we have obt.:1i1wrl some fixed point theorems of 
donsifying mappi.'.lg in Hilbert spncc, which arc generalizations of known 

re~mlts of[l], [2], (4] and others. 

Introduction. An inner product space is called a Hilbert space if 

the normed space induced by the inner product space is a Banach space. 

Most cf tho author's studied the concept of densifying single 

mapping pni r of mappings in metric spaces, and have obtained their fixed 

points. 

11 thiR paper, we have studied and have extended these results 

for dens it •1g mappings in Hilbert spaces and to obtain their fixed points 

by using more generali:r.ed contractive mappings. 

'l'his JHlJH:l' is i1rnpired by the results of Furi and Vignoli (4], 

Khan [G] A hnwd and Sakil [ 11, Sharma and Shrivastava [6], Ansari and 

Namdeo [2], Iseki [5]. 

Our Main Results 
Theorem 1. Let S and T continuous densifying selfmaps of a Hilbert 

Space H satisfying 

11Sx-Tyll2 ~ 00 {llx-8xll y-Ty\l+llx-'l'.yll lly--Sxll }+a2 {llx- Sxil x-yll+llx-Tyll 
lly-1)11}+a

3
{11x-Sxll ll8x-Tyll lly-1:yll+llSx-'/'.yll}+u .. 41ix-yll llS'x-Tyll ... (1) 

For all distinct x, yE H where a
1
,a2 ,<xyo:,

1
?: 0, a

1 
+ a 2 + a

3
+ a 4 < 1, 

a
1 
+ <X

4 
<1, if for some x

0 
in H. 
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Thesetitwnc:e/x/dcfincdasS.x., 0-=x., 
1
,'l'x, 

1
=x ,forn:O,l,:J,. .. 

11 _,n .:.n+ .Jn+ :Jw1:J 

is bounded, th<"n <~ithcr Sor 1' has a fixed point in JI Furtlwr if' .z is :1 

common fix<~d point.Sand 1'then it is unique fixed point of Sand'/'. 

Proof. Com1id<'I' t.he sd H = U {x.,} which is bounded and 
... , n~·o .,n 

T S(BJ ::::: (! {x., ./ 
11 ~ () .,If l .f 

and 'I' S(HJ c: H t.IH~ continuity of Sand 1'implies that 

TS (i~ c: i.i:; (/;) ( I l 

Therefore iJ is invari:int under 'I'S and is bounded. 

To prove H compnct. it. iH Hufficient to proven (nJ = 0. 

As Bis bound<~d o. (II) iH fin itl'. 

Let et. (BJ> 0. 

Then ex, (BJ max {<t. (x
0

), u. (TS (n)/ 

= <X(TS (HJ) 

< <X(lJJ. 
A contradiction. This shows thnt u(D) =: 0 and hence Bis compact. 

Now we define a non-negative~ real valued function f on B by 
2 

f(x) = llSx- xii ... (2) 

for all x in B . 

Here {being the composite of continuous functions 11-11 and Sis 

continuous on compact subset B of fl. 
JJcnce f(xJ has a infimum in B. 
Therefore there exists z EB such that 
f (z) inf {fx): x E .B}. 

Suppose that Sz 7' z, 'l'Sz i: Sz then using (l) and (:4), wo hnv<~ 

/('l'Sz) llS'l\ -'/'.<; ,111 

:5o:1 {ll'l'Sz --·S'l'szll llS'z .. t/'Szll+ll'l'Sz --'lhll ll'l'Sz -S'.l'.'izil} 

+ ('1.2 {il'l'Sz--S'l'.'izll llSz "-'l'Szll+ll'l'Sz-'l'szll llSz-'J'szll} 
+ a 3 {111'Sz-S'l'szll llS'f:<;z-'l'Szll + llSz-1:szll llSTsz-Tszll} 
+ a 4 {llTSz-Szll llS'l'sz~-TSzll}. 

llSTsz-Tsi _::::a 1 {llTSz-STszll llSz-TSzll+a2 {llTSz-STszll 
llSz-TSzll + a 3 {llTSz -ST.<>zll llSTsz -TSzll+ llSz-Tszll 
llSTsz -Tszll/ + a 4 ~I TSz -Szll llS'l'sz -TSzll/ 

:5a1 {llTSz-STszll llSz-TSzll+ a 2llTSz-STszll llSz-TSzll 
+ a 3 llTSz-STszi!1 + a 3 {llSz-'J'szll llSTsz -TSzll 

+ a4 llTSz-Szll llvSTsz-TSzll 
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s (<x. /1-n:
1 
+0:,.11 u) 111sz --7'iizll llS'I'sz '/'8.~·111 o ... 118.~: '/'1;,::ll'. 

( J u .. 1 )llS'l'Sz -· 7'szll
1 

• ( <X 1 I <X~ +o'.s+u) llSz '/'szll llS'f'S~: '!'.~::'II-

", _ , , / (er,+ u.,+<l,.,.i<Y.) 
llS 1 s.> I szll :: --"----:~ - - llSz '/ i;zll 

(1-o.) 
<Iii·{: 'l'szll ·1 os<x

1
+cr::·l2cx_.1 10./ 

<II :--;,:::II 

i.e./ (TSz) < l (z). 

Hence z:::: Sz. 

z 8::: indicating Lli:1L z is ;1 f'ixc!d point of S 

or 'l'Sz :. Sz in thi:-: c;11-1c• Sz is a fixed point of 7'. 

I fonc<! either Sor'/' must have a fixed point. 

Uniqueness. Let z be: n common fixed point of Sand T suppose w be 

another fixed point of S :ind'/'. 

We have 

llw-zll
2 = llSw -Tzll

2 

~er 1 llw- Swll llz-'T'zll+ llw -Tzll llz--Swll}+ <t.2 {IJw-Swll llw-zll 

+ llw-'T'zll llz-1'zll} 

+cx,.1 {llw-S'wll llSw-Tzll+llz-'lzll llSw--'lzll} -1-<x,/llw-zll llSw-'T'zll, 

llw-zll
2 

S <X 1 llw- zll llz- wll+ a 4 llw- zll llw-zJI, 

llw-zll
2 s (a1+ a) llw-zll

2
, 

llw-zll
2 

< llw---zJJ
2 

, as (CJ. 1+ a)< 1 

which i1-1 contradict.ion <ind which shows that w :..--.:z. 

11 cm'.c: z i1-1 t.lw uu iq tie fixed point of S. 

Similurly is UH' unique: f'ix(:d point ol' '/'. 

Thi A complet.eH t.lw pt'oof'. 

Corollary-l. Let S nnd '/'lie c:onl.immuH :w If tll nppi ngH of 11 com pnct llil\Jert. 
1-1pacc~ /[ 1-11.1Li1-1fyi11g (I). 'l'ho 11 S 11nd T lwvu a unique commmon fixed point 

in If. 

'l'heorem 2. Ld Sand 7'be two commuting continuous densifying self 

mappi.ngs of a bounded Hilbert space fl satisfying 

IJSx-S'T'yll
2
.S a {11x---Sxll 11 Ty -S'T'yll + b llx-Sxll llSx -'T'yll +cllx-'T'yJI 

llSx -Tyll +d II x-1'yll 117:y -S'T'yll+ el1Sx-'T'yll 111y-8Tyll ... (1) 

For all x, y EH, where a,b,c,d,e are non negative real constants with 

a+ d < 1, c <1. 

T'hen Sand 'T'have a unique common fixed point in H. 

Proof. Let x
0 

be an arbitrary point in Hand the sequence {x) defined 
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by Sx., =x., 11 , 'l'.Y., 
1 

=x., .,, n =0,1,2 .... 
,,It ~di ,,/t I .,fl I.., 

Let 13 = ~jx:1,.,) and ST (n) ,~;tx2,,,), 
so that ST (11) c /1. 

As Sand '/' n n· mt.in uous ST (B) c TS (11) c n, 
and henc<~ n is i11v:1ri;mt. under ST and is bounded. 

'.l'o prove fl iH comp:1ct., it. is sufficient to prove u (B) = (). 
As Bis bourHll'd,<t. (H) iH finite:. 

Let u. (II)> 0. 

Then JJ {x) < u 8 1
/' ( H) 

(!J) 111.ax {u (x). u ( 'I'S (/J)) / 

= < <X (S'/'(H)) 

<a(n), 

which is contradiction HH 8 nnd 7'nrc dew-:ifying mappings. 

Hence a (B) =()and t}nrn n iH compnct, 

define a non-negative real valued fuim:tion f on Hby 

f(x) = 117'.x:-S'l'xl(, for all XE IJ 
thenfbeing the composite of continuous functions 11-11 Sand T, is continuous 

- -
in compact space B and hence there exists WE B such that 

f(w) =inf {fx}: x E B}. 

Suppose that Sw -:t w, then using (1), (2) and parallelogram law, 

we have 

/(SW) = llTSw-STSwll
2 

llSTw-STSwll
2 

::;a ll'l'w-B'f'wll ll'f'Sw-STSwll +bilTw-STwll llS'l'w··'l'Swll 
+c llTw-TSwll llS'l'w-·-'l'Swil+d llTw 'l'Swll ll'l'Sw-·S'l'Swll 
+ e llS1'w-1'..'iwll 11 'l~S'w· S'/'Swll 

_:=;a llTw~STwll ll'l'Sw·-S'l'S111ll +dll'l'w··'l'Swll ll'l'Sw-STSwll 
llSTw-STSwll2

.::::; (a+d)l11'w-S'l'wll llTSw-STSwll-
Therefore llSTw-STSwll ::S(a+d) ll'Ti.v-STwll 

< 111'w-STwll as a+d <I. 
A contradiction, therefore Sw=w and hence w is a fixed point of S. 
We have STw-TSw = Tw. 
Now we shall prove that Tw=w. 
For this suppose that Tw -:t w then by(l), we have 

llw-Twll2 = llSw-STwll
2 

_:=;a llw-Swll llTw-STwll+ b llw-Swll llSw-Twll 



+ c!!w-Tw!l l!S'w 'l'w!!+cl !/w--'l'w!l //Tru-S'Tw!/ 
+c !!Sw-Twil //Tw---STw!I, 

!/8w-STw/(::;,cllw-'l'w!l l!Sw-'l'w!l
:=:c !!w-Tw!l llw 'I'wll 
::;,c llw - Tww', 
< llw -'/'roll'' us c <I . 

'I' his contradiction p rovl~H Lha t. Tw ==w. 

Uniqueness. 'l'o pl'llVl' Uw uniqueness if possible let z be another fixed 

point of T (w I ;~)!Ii<' 11 l>y ( 1). we have 

llw·-zW' ~·· llS'w-S'/ zll! 
"::a llw-811111 11'/z S'/zll + 1>11 w--Swll llSw-'/'z!I+ c llw· '/':::II 
llSw-'1'.zll+d llw·-'l'zll l!'lz S'l'zll 1 <' llSw 'l'.zl/ ll'I'z- 'IZll 
:':'.a llw-- wll llz --- zll +b 1111 1 w/I llw ::•II +di 1u zll llw zll 

+d llw- zll l/z z/I + 1· 1110 z!l llz zll 
+ e llw-- zll llz zll 
.:Sc l/w-zl( 
< llw - zll2 

as c < 1 . 

A contradiction. Therefore w is a unique common fixed point of Sand'!'. 

Corollary. Let 8 and Tbe two commuting self mappings of a 

com pact Hilbert space II satisifying the condition (1) of above theorem. 

Then Sand Thave a unique common fixed point in II. 
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ABSTRACT 

In.this paper few common fixed point theorems of mappings which 

map a reflexive Banach Space into itself are proved. The results 

of this papr)r extend the results which have been proved in {[1-3],[5],(10]}. 

Introduction. A large number ofliteratures are available which 

deal with cornmon fixed points of two mappings or a family ofmapping'S 

in a complet.e mdric upac:e or in a Hilbert Space ntc. The conditions 

considered in tlw theot·crnu of tlwse literatures are t.aken in such a way 

that the method ofiterntiom1 prnvickf3 tltc wny to get. fixed points easily. 

But if the condition is extended or multiplier iN extended it becomes very 

difficult to obtain fixed points of mnppings by iteration method. In this 

case either some conditions require to impose on the space or on the 

mappings or both. Also the method is different. One can see { [l- 3],[5],[10]}. 

In this paper we have proved a common fixed point for two 

mappings in the !st theorem and in the 2nd theorem for a sequence of 

mappings in a reflexive Banach space with some additional condition on 

the space as well as on the operators. The following is quoted from [5]. 

Definition [5]. LetA be a bounded subset of a Banach Space X. A point 

aEX is said to be a non-diametrial point of A if sup (\i x-a \\, xE A}<8)(A). 

*Mailing Address: 19 Priyanath Road, P.O. Kanchrapara, 24 parganas 

(N) - 74314, West Bengal 



1 ZG 
J\ bounded convex subset./( of Xis said Lo h:tV<! 1101·11t:tl i>Lrnctt11'<' 11' f'or 

each convex subsl't. II of' J( which contains mot'(' t.h:111 orw point. t.l1('t'<• 

exists an xc II which is n 11011-diamet.rnl point of II. 
We now prnv<!d t.he following· tlwon1ms. 

Theorem l. Ll'L X Ii(· :i re/'lcxive Banach Spac<) and/\ be a 11011-empLy 

bounded clos<!d COllV<'X subset. ofX. Let. 'l'1, 7~ ;/(--7 J(he such t.lr:tf. 

(A) II '1'1x T~vll · 111<11 /llx yll , llx· 'l'1xll , II y-'l'c.Yll for n 11 x. ye I( 

(B) I\ hac; n Norm:d Structure, 

(C) '/'/: c C i r :ind only if 'r:(C)c C for each closed subset: C off\, 

:md 

(D) I<; i the r 81111 1111 .. 1 '1'1 1'11 ·· o (For Sup llx '!':xii <o (/?), 
rcF Y< P 

for every non-empty bot11Hic«I clo:-wd conv<.'X sul>sut. of' I\ which is mnpped 

into itself by '1'1 or 'I'::· 'l'lwn '1'1 :ltld 'l':, have :1 com mun fixed point in X. 

Proof. Let Y denoLeH the fo mily of nil no1H!mpty bounded closed convex 

subsets of K ordered by set. inclusion which a re mapped into itself by 1'. 

By Smulian's result (9] i.e . .X iH reflcxivn if and only if every decreasing 

sequence of non-empty bounded closed convex subsets of X has a non

empty intersection and by Yiorn's lemma, it follows that){ possesses a 

minimal element F, say. If F contains only one element then that element 

becomes a fixed point of T. We shall show that F contains only one element. •; 

We suppose, on the. contrary, that F contains more than om~ point,, 

which we shall show implies a contradiction. 

Let A ::: 811,p 117\y -yll . By the condition, A <o (Ji') we now define the 
,)'G F 

following terms. 

For xE F, let, u (11') 
.I 

ma.'X:( Snpllx, yll, A} . 
\'t::F 

u, (/1') inf {\!.(Ji'), x l' F'/, 
/i'c {xc F ; u,( /!') u(Ji') J. 

We now show that Ji;, is nonempty, dosed and convex. 

For a positive integer n and for x E F, let 

F(x, n) = {y E Ji'; 11.x - .Yll.S: r; (F) + 1 In} and 

C,. = n F (x,n). 
yeF 

We show first that C,. is non-empty. If possible let C,.= <)l, then there 
exist .x1 x 2 E F such that F(xi,n) n F(x2,n) = <)l. By construction 

F(x1,n) = {ye F: ll.x1 - yll< u (F) +1 In} and similarly for F(.x2 ,n). We 

obtain from the disjointness of F(x1,n) and F(x2,n) 
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llx2 · X:: IL<2u (V) + 2/n 

Now for xc F, sup 
o (F) 0 (/1') 

:vii · 2·· (F) and so uJ/i') :> j ;111d t.hiH irnplicH. 
)'CF 

J> ~:1:) < Ii (JI') 
~ 

'l'lwrdure o (/1') <:Ju(/1') 12/11. So from(l) 

llx:: xJ8 (F) which is ;1 conLr;1diction because .·x.: 1 ,:x:.:!E F. 

C,, is non-em pt.y. 

IL may further bt: Vcl'i l'it•d Ll1;1t ( :n is closed bounded convex and that c11t/ 

c C:ll. 

Wt: wish Lo ;:how thn !. I". ·· r'~ C,, . 
II I 

For thic:, let y ( F,. l.lwn I! 1 (Ji') u(F). 

So 1110.x { snp 11.Y .... xii, !\l u (F) 1111d so 

suplly .... xii .s 11 ( / 1'). 

We verify thatyE F(x,11) !'or :di x< fr'nnd !'or 1111 n. 

Tf possible, let y 1,2; F (x,n) for Home x nnd for some 11,. 'I'hen 

llx - yll > v (JI') + I In 

From (2) we see that llx - yll .::Su (F) which is a contradiction to (3). 

Therefore y En ell and so "'(' c n en. 
n::::l ' n:.::J 

... (2) 

... (3) 

Next. Jet y Er;' C,,. Then y E F(x,n) for all x and for all n and this implies 
n::.::l 

that sup lly - xii ~ u(F). 

Also J\ ::::: v(l"). 'l'lwse two together give uy(F')~v(fi'). BuJu(l<') .".':'. v/F) always, 

irnd Uwref'ore u,.(11'):: v(JI') and this gives y E F .. Thui:ir-)'c,. c F. :. F =n C,, 
· c "-:;~] <. c n=l 

This equality further gives that Fe is closed and convex by Smulians result 

I!)] non empty. 

Next we show tlrnt. o(/i'c) < o(l''). 

Sinec I\ hmi nornwl c:t.ructure and A< 8 (Ji'). There exists a point 

XE F such that v,(F') < o (!1'). If x1, x2 E Fe then llx1 - x2ll< v xi(F) = v (F). 

So 8 (l~)= Sup { ll.x1 ••• X;1 II: x1, x~E Ji:) 

< v (F) :S u,.(F) < o (fi') ... (4) 

If x E Fe and y is an arbitrary element of Fwe obtain 

llT1x- T2 yll <max { llx- yll, !Ix· T, xii) 
~max { Supllx-yll, S11pll y- 'l';~Y!L 811,p llx -T1xll) 

yEF yEF ye F 

~ max {Sup !Ix - yJl,A) = v /Ji') = u(/i'). 
yEF . 
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So the set T;(/i) i:; <:ont:tincd in :1 closed ,;plwn• vvi'l.li c1.•11Ln~ :11. '/'1.1 :11HI 

rndius v (F), W1· d1·1wtc· this sphere by U. 

Clearly T:/F nl !) < / 1'n ll :incl l><~caus<1 / 1' is minim:d, Vi {I :111tl fHJ, 

Now 

,C:1111 ll'l'1x yll :'S v(F) .. (fl) 
'" /.' 

11r
1
, (/i') 

y(. F 

· 1111t:1 ( 11 (F), A}, fi·o111. (5), 

11(11'), h1'('f1/IS!: 11(/i') .?:. A 

llerm• 11.,, ,(F) ·•• u(F). Bul. we :ii ways liav1· u(F)< v.,., (F). Sou.,., t'F) 
1 • r r 

= v(F). This iniplicH 1.1111!. '1'/r)c /1~. Similarly T;(x)E 11'.,. 'l'lwrefore !''..is a 

non empty closed conv11x Htilisd of /I' which iH 111:tpJH'<I int.o il.Hclfby '/'1 and 

T2 and becausu of (/1), 0 (F) · 0 (F). Tlwrdore fl'.. iH a proper subset of F. 

This contradicts the fact tl111 t Fis minimal. Thus F can not contain more 

than one element. But Fis 11011-empt.y. Hence Fcontains only one element 

which is clearly fixed point of T1 and 1\. 

Note 1. IfT1 =1~ the theorem proved inAchari and Lahiri [1] and Tiwary 

and Lahiri (10] follows. 

Note 2. T1 =1'2 and if the condition (C) is withdrawn the theorem proved 

in Kirk[5] follows. 

Theorem 2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and/{ be a non-empty 

bounded closed convex subset of X. Let {T,J be a sequence of mappings 

which map l<into itself by {T,Jand satisfy 

(l1) 111:x · 1jyll .s; max~lx-· yll,llx· Tixll ,lly-·1jyll} 
for a.It x, ye I\ 

(B) /{ haH n nm·mitl Ht.1·11ctmc1, 

(C) '/'i(C)c C' if n nd 011 ly if '/;(CJ (,' J'or each doHed subset 

C of/( and '!'1, 'ljc {'!',) uncl 

(D) Either Su,p !Ix T1xll < o (F) 
Xt:.i F ' 

or 

Sup llx -T 11< o (F), 
XE Ji' 

for every non empty bounded closed convex subset of Kw hich is mapped 

into itself by either Ti or ~· 

Then {T,J has a common fixed point in X. 

Proof. Let F denote the family of all non empty bounded closed convex 

subsets of K which are mapped into itself by {T,J and ordered by set 
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inclusion. The family Fis non empty and b<!causc• X ir: n·lfoxive by 

8111 ulian's result [9J CV<!l'Y decr()asing sequence of non elll pLy liou1Hl<!d closed 

convex subsets ofXlrns ;1 non empty intersection and by /'.:orn'r: l<!mm;1, it 

f'ollowr: that X poss<~HS<~s n rn inimal element F, say. 

Picking any t.wo m:ipping T; and 'lj from {T,) and following Llw 

\l proof of the 'I'heon•rn I it. follows that, 1j and 1) have a common fixed 

point in X 

Since T; ;111d '/; :tt'<' :my two mappings, it follows that (T,,} hao; a 

common rixed point in X. 

Thisco111pldvH t.lw proof oft.he theorem. 
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A PROBLEM ON HEA'l' CONDUCTION IN A ROD 

UNDER THE ROBIN CONDITION 
By 

RC. Singh Chandel and Shailja Sengar 
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().V. Pmd.f',l':11lu:d.(• ( '.oll(~g(~, Orai-285 001, U.P., Indi:1 

(/i'<'l'<'ti'f'<I: J'durl'h :J, :JO!/:J) 

An8TRACT 
In tlH· pn,~a,nt. p:qll'I', W(' dii-:cuss tlw pl'Oh\c1n 011 llt'Ht. t·o1Hluct.io11 

in a uniform rod u11d(•\' tlw l<.ol1i11 condition (;11. /':('ro ten1peratul'c with 

radiation at tlw ('11d:·1 in sidt' tlw 111l'diu1n). 11H s1H·cial cases arc also 

discuss<·d. 

lt is remarked that all t.lw rcHult.H cllw to Chaurasia-Gupta ([4), 

(2.l), (2.2), (3.1), (3)l), (4.1) to (11. f~)) ;11·u wrongly expressed and their 

correct fornrn are special casci-: of our rc::;ults. Our results are also 

gcncr:1lizat.ion of the; results due to Cli:utrasia and Patni[3]. Their aUresults 

([:Jl,(8), (l l) to (19)) are also wrongly cxprc::;sed. 

1. Introduction. Chandd and 'l'iwari [l] discussed two bm:mdary 

vnluc problems with applications of multiple hypcrgcometric function of 

Srivastnvn and I ):must ([8], [9],[10)). Chaurasia and Patni[:3] discussed a 

heat conduction pnlhlcm and certain product of the multivariablc H
fnnction due l.o Srivnstnv<i and Panda ([ll],[12) also see [131) and two 

general clns8cH of polynomials due to Srivastava [7). Chaurasia and Gupta 

[1fl ahm discui-:Hod 11 solution of the partial differential equation of heat 

condw:tion in 11 rnd mider Uw l{obin condition. Srivastava and Srivastava 

[ 17] dicussed npplicnt.ion of' Mt~iger's G-function of one variable in two 

boundary value problems. llecently, Chandel and Sengar [2] discussed 

two boundary value problmns <•rnploying multivariable H-function of 

Srivastava and Panda (fl l),[12] nbo Hee I l~il) and product of several general 

classes ofpoynomials ofSrivaHLava 171. 
In the present paper, we :-d1:ill discuss the problem on heat 

conduction in a uniform rod under tlw .ltohin (;ondition (at zero temperature 

with radiation at the ends in side the medium). If the thermal coefficient 
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is constnnt n11d Lh<·re is 110 source of Lhornwl onugry, Uw11 w1~ Hhnll /'ind 

the function 0 (x, I) s:itialying partial diffcratial oqu:ition 

( 1.1) 
()11, 

' t ?() 
(){ ;);1:!! 

with initial co11dit.io11 

(1.2) n(x,O) /(:r), 

and bound:it·y co11dit.io11s 

( 1. 3) 

(1.4) 

() n(O, !) 

(){ 
h 11.(0, I) -- 0, 

() 

()t 
11.(1,, t) I h n(J,, I) ::: 0, h > 0. 

It is clear Urnt t.lw ('XpreHHion 
(1.5) n ('x:,t) = c pI·:;,1 (m co:; Rx + n sin Rx) 

/! /) 

satisfies (1.1). 

Then boundary conditions ( 1.:> )and (1.'l) give respectively 

(1.6) 1nlri = EP/h 
and 

(l.7) tan (E L) = 2E hl(E2
- h 2

), 
p p p 

where E is pth positive root of (1. 7). 
p 

Then the elegant form of solution of the problem is given by 

(l.8) n(x,t) = f R (cos Ex+ hi E sin E x)e-~'i;1 . 
P =I P fJ fJ JJ 

Here we consider the problem of determining u(x, t), where 

ci.m n(x, 0) :::-" f(x) = (c;in(n xi L))W-1 S"'1 [y 1 (si:n nxl L )2P1j 
"' 

... S~1'.' IY,. (sr:n nxl L )2Prj . IJ, 

(1.10) 1
.
1

o, I..; (It' u' ); ... ;(p«•1, u«>1) /(r1) ;ll'; ... ,1l'"'/: 
fl ( A,C: (IJ'.fJ'); ... ;(111" 1,/J1"1) f(c) :~1'; .. .,·1111"'/: 

/(/I'),;,,, ');, .. ;/(Ii'"') ,q,1"11; ( • I 1 )~I ( . IL )"I; 
/(d'),, ii'); ... ;/(</'"'> ,01 .. 1.1; z 1 st.Ii rrx , ''; ... ; z,, sin nx - ") 

is multivariable fl-function of Srivastava and Panda ([11), [12] and also 

see [13]) and g;;fx] are generalized polynomids of Srivastava ([7], p.1, eqn. 

(1.1)) difined by 
/nlm/ (-n) 

(1.11) S"' [xj = l: . / "'·" A x' , n=0,1,2,. .. 
n s= 0 S. 11,S 

where mis arbitrary positive integer and the coefficients 

A (n, s,:::: O) are arbitrary constants, real or complex. 
n,s 

r 

~ 
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2. Fonuulae Required. The followin~; well known l'l•Hult~: will b(' 

frequently used in our i 11vc~;tig:1ti011H 

(2. I) J
I. . ' ., I ) J I ' (1' I ) rt CT) (s w. rcx IL )" 1 

.': 1.n( 1; rcx I , u.:x: :::-' f, 2 " s 1.n 1, re 2 ....... . 
(I ,, 1' l"((G :1 /1,' I I )/'.1) ,, 

(2.2) ((sinrcx/J,)" 1co:;(f1,' rcx!L)<lx=f,'>1 "cos(llJ rcl:J) .. - .... ~-~) ... 
0 · 1' ,.. -~ '' f'((o±:E+l)/2) 

/I 

Re (o) > 0, 

(2.3) (
11
' (i'OsE x I /1//1; s/n./1,' x) (cos/1,' x+·h/E s1:n E x)dx 

(/ if 1/ J> /> /) -· 

/,'Jf11',//'(J1;,/111i:1) Lt :Jh/, p==q 

0, p:f.q, 

w hure E
11 

is qth positive root of non-algebraic equation 

(2.1) tan EL ::: 2hE/(11?-· h:). 

3. Main. integrals. l n Lhie m~ct.ion, we evaluate the following 

integrals, which will he used in our invc~st.igutions: 

(3.l) J'./sin rcx/ L )w .. i cos(rcx'A, IL) J1i S" 11 {y (sin nxl L)2P;j H dx 
Ill ,,:::..: l fjl t 

.Lc:g_c:__(!c'A I 2) 
2w-1 

[n,lm,J [n/m) r 
L --· L n 

s 1=0 s,=O 1. = 1 

where 
o. /..+!: (~t',u') ; ... ;(µ<"'· 1/"I) f(p) :U'; ... ,o«•I/, 

H(.s i, .. .,s,; 'A,,) = H A+1,c+2: (B',D); ... ;(B<"1,D1"1) f(e) :l{I '; ... ;~1«''/, 
/I W 7(p,ii 1 1 ... cp,s,): 2E,1,. • .,2~.J : [({!'): (<j>')/ ; ... ; [(l/"') :(<!>'"')/, 
111 w }\p,1:11 ... 1p,.s,i1-1 ..... i12: r:,,, .... E,,J: f(d') :(o')f ; ... ;/(<JI"'): (o'"')/, 

(I 

z/ 4'·1, ... ,z/ :)1:,,), 

Ile (W) > 0, Ue(W n~ ~· <iM lo Iii)> 0, nil~ 11n· real poHit.ivc mmiberR ,'A ,A,C, 
,· I I .I j· • I 

pliJ, 1/i!,!Jli!,f)li! l\l'(' tHtch tlrnt A> A 0, c > 0, [)M p(iic 0, nm2 ·u<•>::::.: 0 a.nd 

')m . . . t I (<I ·z I)('' (I) • 'i' 1::::1 .. , ... ,l;Oi,.( .. , .. ., .1 ;\jli' J 
nmnliers, 

I arg [z.(sin1txl Lj:i1~1] I < A1rt/ 2, 
JI u"' IJ«I 

f.... = - l'.. O."'+ 1: <l>'..i- t <l>.1" 
L j = y+ J I j "' J I j "' u<ll+ J I 

C iii . /)M 
- L \Jfm+ f &'.' - L 3''. 1 

j = 1 I j = I I j "'ft<'l+J I 

I ( ,"(I)' .. ··./ f'J(i!. · '. 1 ,.. .. .,,- o 1 , J · ,.., are positive rea 

> O; i=l,. . .,n. 

Also ph are all positive numbers, n,,,mh, are arbitrary positive integern, 

A,,
1
,.,,

11 
are arbitrary functions of nk and sh real or complex independent of x, 

y 1 P,. ,h = 1, ... ,r. " . 
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For,.: .. 2, (:!.I) reduces to the corTect form of' tlw t't!Hllit d11<· t.o 

Chaurasia nnd U11pL:t (j;tj,(2.2)). 

We Hhnll :tlHo f'n:quently use the integral dun to authorc: (f21,(2. l)) 

4. Solution of the problem. 
Fort= 0, from ( l .g) 11nd (I.!)) we derive 

(4.1) (sin rcxl /, )w 1 if 8 111
' fy. (sin rrxl LP'i/ If 

,: I 11 1 • t 

,., 

Then 
= I U (cm; Ji,' :x I It. IE sin E x). 

</ I r1 'I If ll 

(4.1) 
I r f
11
' I fl (ms 11: x I hi /1; sin Ex) (cos E + hlE sin Ex) dx 

(r:-:J l/ I/ IJ <( /J /) /) 

= f~; (sin rc:xl /, yv 1 (cos Ji: x +hi E sin fi: x) If 8 1111 fy (sin nxl L?P;j. 
I' '' I' ,: I "1 • t 

Thus making an appeal to (2.1),(2.2) and (2.:l), we derive 

(4.2) 

Therefore, substituting the value ofR in (1.8), the solution of the problem 
p 

in given by 

L ~ 
(4.3) u.(.x,t) = -- L 

2W·2 p =I 

[E cos (LE 12)] + h sin (LE 12)} 
p p p 

(E2 +h2)L + 2h 
p 

E (cos Ex+ h sin Ex) e-µe,;'t 
p fJ p 

fn£"'/. 
s,= 0 

ll(s
1

, .. .,s,; LE/n), 
where all the conditions of (8. l) arc HntiBfied. 

5. Expansion fhrmuht. For l 0, ('t.:1) with (L!.1), giveH expansion 

formula 

(5.1) 
,. 

(sin rrxl L )l"-1.II S"" [y. (si.n rr.xl L)j2P; H 
1. =I tt1 i 

L ~ 
=--L 

2W-2 p =I 

[E cos (LE 12)] + h sin (LE 12)j[E cos Ex+ h sin Ex/ 
p [J p p p [J . 

fE;, +h2)]L + 2h 
[n/m/ [n/m) r (-n) . A . . Y·s; 

L ... L I1 i fni:')·.:';· n,_,si i l!( L E I ) 
s=O s=Oi=l 4''"sl s1, .. ,;s,; Prr., 

valid if all thd conditions of (3.1) are satisfied. 

,. 



6. Special Cases. 

Case I. Choosing each 111 = 2, A ==(-I)\ we have! 
I 11 i'.'li 

S'.'., /yJ--7y'.'•n'11,,/f 12~.Y), i = I, ... ,r. 

'l'horcforc, for llcnnitc• polynomial::; ([Hi], p.lOG, cq. (G.G. 1l)and [ l 1IJ, p. 

1 G8), our main intogrnl (:L l) reduce::; to 

(6.1) J;; (sin ttxl /, )w 1 (cos rrx\
11 
IL~ ~I1 y~•;;" H,,/ I I 2~.Y) . II dx 

L cos(ttA 12) /11,1:1/ /11,I:!/ r (-n).,J-1/; y'; 
- --:,\V./_1!!_ I: · · · I: I I -------~~,:~i-s .. I-~--- ll(s 

1
, •• .,s,; 'A,) 

"" s, (} s, II i I l I 

whore all conditionf-1 of (:LI) arc satisfied. 

'!'hen ::;olution (11.:l) of'Lhc probl<:m rc<lucc::; to 

[, 
~ ' 

I' I 
(G.2) u(x,t) = 

[E cos IC x + h sin E x/c 11 1·:,;i 
/1 JI "' 

[n,lm 1/ [n/111) r (-n) ( J)"iy"• 
l: · · · :E II -·-~ - . ,: H(sl' ... ,s; LE ltt), 

s,=O s,=O i =I !f1
•

1 sJ ' P 

which is valid if all conditions of (3.1) are satisfied. 

Tho expansion fonnula (5'. l) reduces to 

(G.a) (sin ttxl L JW-I rI" (sin nxl L )";P; y'.''1" H [ N ( . I 11 · )" ] . H 
i 1 ' "i Y;. sin nx " ' · 

l.1 

/11J( JI/ fnl )l/ 1· 

i·"i 11 
.~ '"II n II i • I 

I . ' 

Case ll. Choosing oach 111
1
. 1 A 

• "i· 1)i 

l l'(IJ 1· 1 z· '"·'c · we 1ave o "i .Y; __, "',,., y), 1. = l, ... ,r, 

( n + n,\ 1 
I J ---~·--···-.. ·-----
//,,: (I + u),. ' 

/. 

therefore for Laguerre polynomials([l6], p. 10, eq.(5.1.6) and (14], p. 158), 

our result (3.1) reduces to 

(6.4) f~(sinnxlLJW- 1 (cosnx~111 /L)i~Il~;; [yi(sinnx!L)2P;j Hdx 

= 
L cos(n'A.,/ 2) 

zw-1 

n, 

l: 
s,= II 

nr ,. 
l: .TI 

s,= II i =I 

(-n) ys; ( /'.+.-..) 
t Si i v,, v.,.i 

.ft, s.! n. 
I L 



I 
(I 1 n) ll(s 1,. .. ,s,.; A,,) 

f u, 
and the :-wlut.icm (I.:!) of' llw problem reduces to 

(G.5) u(:x:.t.) 
I 2)/ + hs1:n (L I 2)/ 

··--·--··-·-·--'---··· 
(W+h:)L + 2h 

JI 

[E cos/1; x + h sin /1,' x/e "":,','i £' · · · £' h ( n;+Ct.i) 
fl 1

1 
I' _..

1
:::(} s,=0 f,::.:/ J1,i 

1 

(-n) V"i 
f· 111"' , 

'.ii" 
1
· l/(.c; ,. .. ,s; /, h Irr), 

•J j' ,'),, I I' J> 
I 

provided that all Uw cm HI itions of (:l. I) nn: satisfied. 

Then expansion formula (o. I) reclucn:-; to 

(6.6) ( . z· )W-I III' (u,) I ' ,, I II sin rr.xl , I, v (st.n rr:xl /,)-"; . 
i f '1i ' I 

n, n, ,. (-n)11; ( n.+a.) y~· 
l: ... l: I1 

,, 
H(s 1'"".,s,; L E/rr). /, I 

s,=--0 s,=0 i = 1 f'"" s.! n. (l+a). , , t l;i 

C. ' r' c . - - ( n,-l· ai) (1 + ai + ~· + n) 
,ase II. hoosmg each m, - 1, A,,,,s;- ni (1+ a) -

L : . s{'! ,. I p<a· l\.J (1 2 ) . - 1 ' "i we 11avc '·,, y. -t ,. , - y. , i - . , ... , r, 
' j t rti 

therefore, for Jacobi polynomials ([16], p.68, eq. (4.:-3.2) and fl4]p.H:>H), 
(:3.1)) reduce8 to 

(6.7) f'.; (sin nxl [, )w 1 (cos nxl-, If,) I'i [>l11·l111/ l·-2v (s1'.n nxl [, y111;/ 
m i I 11 i · ' 1 

(1 +a. +I~. + n) 
I f, t ni 

--0-+-o)., ll(s 1,. •• ,s,; A,,) 
and the solution (4.:3) of the problem reduces to 

. L 
(6.8) u(.x,t) = 

2
w.2 f 

[E cos(LE 12)j+hsin(LE 12)] 
p p w•- p 

p = 1 

n1 n, r 
[E cosE .x + h sin E .xje·µI<) L: · · · L: I1 

P P P s 
1
= 0 s,.= 0 i = 1 

(-n)s· ys; 
' r. 



(; 
;• 

( 
J/,i/~(. li ) --~/-·f-~~~J)i + ~~l-

"1 (1+ n),; H(s 1 .... ,s1 ; L E/n). 

where all eonditionH of' (:l. J) are satisfied. 

Thnn expansion formula (G. I) reduces to 

(G.9) (sinnxlL)'v 1 1\ J>!<«.l1;J[J--2y(sinnx1Ll";/. II 
i I "i t 

L "' [E cos(/, 11: 12)/ + hsin (LE 12)//E cos Ex+ hsin Ex/ = --· I - .. _.11....... ,, .. __________ JI ______ ,, ___ " JI • 

JW-2 11 1 (FJ2 +Ji2)£ + 2h 
JI 

~ ••• ~ ( 11).'i_ (n,+a;) (1 + ai + B; + n)3- Y;'i 
.. ,1 o ", u .f'·"· s.! ii.i (I+ a) ·- ·-

, /,Iii 

ll(s
1
,. • .,s

1
; /, 11:/n), 

valid if all conditiorw of (:1.1) arc satisfied. 

7. Remarkr;. 

Remark 1. Specially for r= 2, our results (3.1), (4.1), (4.2), (4.:3), (6.1), 

(6.2), (6.4) and (6.5) reduce to wrongly expressed results due to Chaurasia 

and Gupta ((4], (2.2), (3.2), (:J.:3), (:l.1), (4.5),(4.6), (4.11) and (4.12)) 

respectively. 

Remark 2. For r = 2, 'A =A, u/ibJ, u<i!= 8(i! and replacing [)(i) by D(i)+J, 

£ =J, .. .,n; our results (3.1) and (4.:3) reduce to correct forms of the results 

due to Chaurasia and Gupta ([4], (4.8) and (4.9)) respectively. 

Remark :3. For r = 2, n=l, our results (3.1) and (4.3) reduce to correct 

forms of ([11], (4.2) and ( 4.3)) respectively. 

Remark 4. Hero it is also remarked that all the remaining results due to 

Chaurasia and Gupta([4], (2.1), (4.1),(4.4),(4.7) and (4.10)) are wrongly 

expressed. 

Remarks 5. '!'he above remarks also suggest that all the results due to 

Chaurasia und Pntni (I a], (8), (11) to (19)) are also worngly expressed. 
[n!m.} [n'/111'} 

Actually every whore 2'111><11'"'should be written within E E 
s=O s'=O 

Specializing the parameters of multivariable H-function of Srivastava and 

Panda ((10], [11] also see [12]) and parameters and numbers of the 

polynomials [7], we can derive servcral interesting results very useful in 

Analysis, Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Physics. 
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